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OF GEORGIA
RAILWAY
(COG)
DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY
The Central Rail Road & Canal Company,
Georgia’s earliest railroad company, was organized
in 1833 by a group of Savannah businessmen. They
were concerned that Charleston’s new railroad
to Augusta (initially Hamburg, South Carolina,
on the Savannah River), would divert goods
that traditionally came down river to Savannah,
instead carrying them overland to Charleston’s
port, and thereby cause a loss of shipping business
for their own port. In response to the South
Carolina Railroad (officially the South Carolina
Canal & Rail Road Company), which opened in
1833, construction of their new line began in late
1835. The new rail company also ventured into the
banking business to attract capital investment in
the railroad. To better reflect its new interests, it
changed its name to Central Rail Road & Banking
Company of Georgia; this revised title was
commonly contracted to Central of Georgia, or
even simply to “the Central.”

NR Recommendation: Eligible
Period of Significance: 1833-1971
Physical Status: Mixed (Active, Inactive, or Abandoned, some segments adapted as rail-

trails or for roads)
Current Owner: Norfolk Southern; Georgia Department of Transportation (Ardmore to
Sylvania); Athens Branch Railroad; Georgia Southern Railway; Georgia Southwestern
Railroad; Ogeechee Railway; CaterParrott Railnet; Chattooga & Chickamauga Railway
Predecessors: N/A
Acquisitions, Subsidiaries, and Affiliates: Augusta & Savannah (AGSV); Bruton & Pineora /
Dover & Statesboro (BRDV); Chattanooga, Rome & Southern (CRAS); Macon & Northern
(MACN); Macon & Western (MACW); Middle Georgia & Atlantic (MGAT); Sandersville
Railroad (SAND); Savannah & Atlanta (SVAT); Savannah & Atlantic (SVTY); Southwestern
Railroad (SWST); Upson County Railroad (UPSO); Wrightsville & Tennille (WRTN)
Successors: Southern Railway; Norfolk Southern
Mainlines: Savannah to Macon via Millen, Tennille, and Gordon
Branch Lines: Albany Branch (SWST): Macon to Albany via Fort Valley and Americus;
Athens Branch (MACN): Macon to Athens via Gray, Monticello, and Madison; Atlanta
Branch (MACW): Macon to Atlanta via Forsyth, Barnesville, Griffin, and Jonesboro;
Augusta Branch (AGSV): Millen to Augusta via Waynesboro; Birmingham, Alabama
Branch (SVAW & SWST): Albany to Birmingham, via Americus, Ellaville, Buena Vista,
Columbus, and Opelika, Alabama; Chattanooga, Tennessee Branch (MACW, SVAW, &
CRAS): Macon to Chattanooga, via Griffin, Newnan, Carrollton, Cedartown, Rome, and
Chickamauga; Columbus Branch (SWST): Fort Valley to Columbus, via Butler, Junction
City, and Geneva; Covington Branch (MGAT): Gordon to Covington, via Milledgeville and
Eatonton; Dothan, Alabama Branch (SWST): Albany to Dothan, via Arlington and Blakely;
Dublin Branch (BRDV): Dover to Brewton to Dublin via Statesboro and Metter; Fort
Gaines Branch (SWST): Cuthbert to Fort Gaines; Montgomery, Alabama Branch (SWST):
Smithville to Eufaula and Montgomery, Alabama, via Cuthbert; Perry Branch (SWST):
Fort Valley to Perry; Thomaston Branch (UPSO): Barnesville to Thomaston; Tybee Island
Branch (SVTY): Savannah to Tybee Island
Bridge or Connector Lines: Atlanta-Griffin-Columbus (SVAW): Atlanta to Columbus
through Raymond, Greenville, and Pine Mountain, via Jonesboro, Hampton, and Griffin
(MACW)
Affiliated Feeder or Connector Lines: Wrightsville & Tennille Railroad (WRTN): Tennille
to Hawkinsville, via Wrightsville and Dublin, branch from Dublin to Eastman; Sandersville
Railroad (SAND): Tennille to Sandersville; Savannah & Atlanta Railway (SVAT): Savannah
to East Warrenton, via Sylvania and Waynesboro
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Gordon, Wilkinson County

Fagan, Peach County

EARLY CONSTRUCTION AND ACQUISITIONS

earliest rail lines. Built initially to link Macon with Forsyth, the seat of
nearby Monroe County, it was soon extended northwest in an attempt to
connect with the planned Western & Atlantic Railroad at Atlanta.

The Central of Georgia’s (COG’s) original mainline was completed from
Savannah to Oliver by 1839 and to Macon in 1843. It was not until 1851,
however, that a bridge over the Ocmulgee River was finally built, to
allow direct access to the west bank and downtown Macon. Thereafter,
a connection with Atlanta was made at Macon by way of the Macon &
Western Railroad (MACW), which had completed its line in 1846. Prior
to the Civil War, the COG also acquired the Milledgeville & Gordon
Railroad and then, during the war, gained control of the Augusta &
Savannah Railroad (AGSV).
Macon & Western Railroad
The progenitor of the MACW was first chartered as the Monroe
Railroad in December 1833, and thereby constituted one of Georgia’s

The first train ran the 25 miles between Macon and Forsyth in December
1838, and the railroad reached Griffin in 1842. However, insufficient
capital and an economic depression bankrupted the company. The rail
line was sold in 1845 to Daniel Tyler of Norwich, Connecticut, who
established the Macon & Western Railroad to own and operate it.
Tyler and his associates completed the 103-mile long line between Macon
and Atlanta in the summer of 1846, giving the latter city three railroads
(the other two were the Western & Atlantic Railroad and the Georgia
Railroad), with a fourth, the Atlanta & West Point, soon to come. It also
provided the city with a rail connection to Savannah, by way of Macon.
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As an important Confederate supply line, the railroad was a target of
Sherman’s troops in the 1864 Atlanta Campaign and the early stages of the
March to the Sea. It suffered some damage during the war, but not nearly as
much as the Georgia Railroad between Atlanta and the Oconee River and
the original COG line from east of Macon to Savannah.
The MACW was consolidated into the COG in 1871-72.
Milledgeville & Gordon Railroad
The COG gained access to Milledgeville in 1852 via the Milledgeville &
Gordon Railroad (M&G). Gordon was founded as a station stop along the
COG’s mainline. From Milledgeville, then the state capital, the reach of this
branch line was extended, a year later, farther north to Eatonton.
The M&G was one of Georgia’s earliest railroads, as it was chartered not
long after the COG in 1837. However, it did not open until 1852. The 17mile long line provided Milledgeville with rail access by connecting it with
the COG, which fully acquired the M&G in 1855.

Godfrey, Morgan County

In 1853, the Eatonton Branch Railroad opened its 22-mile line between
Eatonton and Milledgeville. Chartered in 1850, the Eatonton Branch
Railroad was a branch line off the M&G, and its “branch railroad”
designation explained its lack of functionality on its own. It did not yet have
any connections at its north end, in Eatonton, although those would arrive
late in the nineteenth century. Within a couple of years, the two railroads
merged their operations into a single line, and the Eatonton Branch was
leased to the COG, which by then already owned the M&G.
In 1893, the COG’s lease was cancelled and the road was leased to the
Middle Georgia & Atlantic Railway (MGAT), which then incorporated it
into a 64-mile line from Milledgeville to Covington.
Augusta & Savannah Railroad
At Millen, the COG also connected with the Augusta & Waynesboro
Railroad, a 53-mile long line, completed in 1854, that allowed access to
Augusta. First chartered as the Augusta & Waynesboro in 1838 and opened

Summerville depot, Chattooga County
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Street running along River Street, Savannah, Chatham County

Luke Station, Early County

for full operation in 1854, the name was changed to Augusta & Savannah
Railroad on February 16, 1856.

Southwestern Railroad

It was leased temporarily to the COG during the Civil War in 1862 and then
again to the COG on October 24, 1895. The COG finally fully acquired and
absorbed the line in 1948.
POST-CIVIL WAR RECONSTRUCTION AND GROWTH
During the Civil War, the COG’s mainline was heavily damaged by General
W. T. Sherman’s Union Army on their “March to the Sea,” which largely
followed the path of the COG from Macon to Savannah. The MACW
between Macon and Atlanta was also heavily damaged. After the close of
the Civil War, the COG managed to repair and rebuild its damaged rail
lines, and it continued to expand the size and scope of its system through
acquisitions and leases.
The COG gained new reach into the western and southwestern areas of
Georgia through its long-term lease of the Southwestern Railroad (SWST)
in 1869 and the Upson County Railroad (UPSO) in the early 1870s.

One of Georgia’s oldest railroads, the SWST was chartered in 1845 to
build a railroad from Macon through southwestern Georgia to the lower
Chattahoochee River. Construction began around 1848 and proceeded
slowly. By 1852, the rails had been laid from Macon only as far as the west
bank of the Flint River at Oglethorpe. The next year, the line was extended
to Americus, aided by a $75,000 investment by Americus citizens.
At Fort Valley, a branch was built westward to meet the unfinished
Muscogee Railroad, a 50-mile long line begun in 1847 as a Columbus-toMacon route. However, the Muscogee Railroad failed to complete the line,
and the SWST stepped in to complete the connection from its main line
to the Muscogee’s eastern end at Butler. By June 1853, the connection was
complete and Columbus had its railroad to Macon. The Muscogee Railroad
was formally consolidated into the SWST’s corporate structure in 1856, but
continued using its own name for a time after.
In 1857, the SWST purchased the rail line between Americus and Albany
then under construction by the Georgia & Florida Railroad. Chartered in
GEORGIA’S RAILROADS, 1833-2015: Historic Context and Statewide Survey
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1852, this company had completed about 25 miles of track running south
from Americus. The SWST pushed the project to completion, and the
Georgia & Florida Railroad company was fully consolidated into the SWST
in late 1859.
After this integration of the Georgia & Florida Railroad, the SWST
then built a branch route that ran westward towards Cuthbert and the
Chattahoochee River. The branch diverged from the Macon-to-Albany
main line at Smithville, about 12 miles south of Americus. Three miles
west of Cuthbert, the rails branched again, with one line leading west to
Georgetown and crossing the Chattahoochee River into Eufaula, Alabama,
and the other ran 19 miles southwest to Fort Gaines. Both segments were
completed in 1860.
As was the case for most antebellum Southern railroads, much of the
construction work was done by slaves. In 1850, for example, the SWST was
the third largest slaveholder in the state.
On June 24, 1869, the SWST system was leased to the COG. Under the
COG’s long-term operational lease, the SWST continued to construct
branch lines, adding Albany to Arlington (36 miles) in 1873, Fort Valley
to Perry (12 miles) in 1875, Arlington to Blakely (13 miles) in 1881, and,
crossing the Chattahoochee River again, Blakely to Columbia, Alabama (12
miles) in 1889.
For a number of years, the railroad’s timetables were published under the
heading “Central and South-western Railroads of Georgia.” By the latter
part of the 1880s, the “South-western” part had been de-emphasized, with
the railroad being listed as a division within the COG’s timetables. In 1954,
the COG finally acquired a majority of the SWST’s stock and made the
railroad an integral part of its own company.
Upson County Railroad
This 16-mile long rail line from Thomaston through Upson County to
Barnesville was originally built by the Thomaston & Barnesville Railroad.
Although the company had been chartered as early as 1839, this branch line,

Carrollton, Carroll County

which was also called the Thomaston Branch Railroad, did not open until
much later, in 1856. By connecting to the MACW mainline at Barnesville, it
gave Thomaston and the northern part of Upson County a rail link to both
Macon and Atlanta, as well as the other lines that connected to these two
major rail hubs.
The Thomaston & Barnesville was reorganized as the Upson County
Railroad in 1860. Destroyed during the Civil War, at the same time that
much of the MACW was being damaged, the branch line was rebuilt in
1870. From the early 1870s, the UPSO was controlled by the COG, which
eventually acquired all of its stock outright.
THE SAVANNAH & WESTERN RAILROAD
In 1875, the Georgia Railroad and the COG jointly purchased the Western
Railroad of Alabama. In 1881, William M. Wadley, president of the COG
from 1866 to 1882, personally leased the Georgia Railroad. Along with it,
GEORGIA’S RAILROADS, 1833-2015: Historic Context and Statewide Survey
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he acquired the Georgia Railroad’s interests in the Western Railroad of
Alabama and the Atlanta & West Point. Wadley then assigned the lease
jointly to the COG and the Louisville & Nashville Railroad.
In 1886, the COG changed the gauge of its tracks from five feet to the
standard four feet, eight and a half inches.
In 1887, the COG built a short connecting line between Americus and
LaCrosse, the latter a place about six miles east of Ellaville on the COGcontrolled Buena Vista & Ellaville Railroad. Shortly thereafter, beginning in
the summer of 1888, the COG put together numerous lines it controlled or
leased to create the 400-mile long Savannah & Western Railroad (SVAW).
The principal result of the integration was formation of an assimilated
mainline from Americus to Birmingham by way of Columbus.
The roster of component SVAW railroads in Georgia included the
Savannah & Columbus Railroad, the Buena Vista & Ellaville Railroad,
the Columbus & Rome Railway, the Columbus & Western Railway, the
Savannah, Griffin & North Alabama Railroad, and the Chattanooga,
Rome & Columbus Railroad.
The Savannah & Columbus Railroad had not built any track, having been
incorporated only a month before the consolidation. This COG project
planned but had not yet constructed a connection between Meldrim, in
Effingham County, and Americus. Upon creation of the SVAW, the portion
of the original line’s planned route was completed between Meldrim
and Lyons in 1890. The Buena Vista & Ellaville Railroad dated to 1880
and consisted of a line connecting Americus to Buena Vista. The SVAW
extended it to Columbus. Originated in 1871, the Columbus & Rome
Railroad and its predecessors had planned a line connecting its namesake
cities, but had only completed the Columbus to Greenville segment at the
time of the SVAW consolidation; the COG eventually continued the line to
Raymond in Coweta County. The Columbus & Western Railway, principally
an Alabama concern, entered Georgia at Columbus and connected that city
to Birmingham. This line was also a COG project and dated to 1880. The
Savannah, Griffin & Northern Railroad dated to 1854 and was completed
from Griffin to Newnan to Carrollton in the 1872. Dating to 1881, the

Chattanooga, Rome & Southern Railroad never reached its southern
namesake. The line was completed from Chattanooga to Carrollton by
1888; various branch lines connected to northwest Georgia mines.
RESTRUCTURING AND GROWTH AT THE TURN OF THE
CENTURY
By 1888, the COG was controlled by the Richmond & West Point Terminal
Railway & Warehouse Company (also known by its contracted form,
the Richmond Terminal Company), a Virginia holding company with
extensive railroad interests throughout the South. In 1890, the COG owned
or controlled 2,300 miles of railroad and was one of the most efficient and
prosperous systems in the South. Nonetheless, its control by the Richmond
Terminal Company would lead to financial disaster, the unfortunate
outcome of a bond default by the holding company and a resultant
shareholder’s lawsuit against it in 1892. The Richmond Terminal Company
entered receivership that same summer, along with other major subsidiary
lines controlled by the holding company, including the Richmond &

Tennille, Washington County
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Danville Railroad and the East Tennessee, Virginia & Georgia, both having
a strong operational presence in Georgia.
As part of the fallout from the Terminal Company’s bankruptcy
proceedings, the COG and its sizable subsidiary, the SVAW, both entered
receivership in 1894. In the 1894 edition of The Official Railway List, the
COG reported operating 1,524 miles of railroad, 241 locomotives, 241
passenger cars, and 4,856 freight and miscellaneous cars, these figures
being inclusive of all lines that it then owned, leased, and controlled.
In early 1894, the federal courts separated the Chattanooga, Rome &
Columbus Railroad from the SVAW and returned it to its original owners.
The SVAW itself was then sold at judicial sale in October 1895. The COG,
too, was sold at foreclosure and reorganized as the Central of Georgia
Railway on November 1, 1895. A major interest in the COG was now held
by the Southern Railway, successor to the former Richmond Terminal
Company.

The SVAW was conveyed to this new iteration of the COG in December
1895. Shortly thereafter, on April 1, 1896, the SVAW’s 57-mile long section
of track known as the Lyons Branch (Meldrim-Lyons) was leased, essentially
in perpetuity, to the Georgia & Alabama Railway, a Seaboard Air Line
subsidiary that was successor to the Savannah, Americus & Montgomery.
The newly reorganized COG acquired not only the SVAW, but also the
properties and franchises of the Savannah & Atlantic Railroad (SVTY), the
Macon & Northern Railway (MACN), and the Middle Georgia & Atlantic
Railway (MGAT), as well as two lines in Alabama.
In 1898, the COG’s half-interest in the lease of the Georgia Railroad was
sold to the Louisville & Nashville Railroad. In 1899, the Central acquired
controlling interest in the Wrightsville & Tennille Railroad (WRTN),
although the WRTN would continue with its own management and
operate as an independent subsidiary. Further, in 1900-1901, the COG also
acquired, combined, and connected the Bruton & Pineora Railway and
the Dover & Statesboro Railroad (BRDV), thus assembling essentially a
Statesboro-Metter-Dublin branch line from the COG mainline at Dover.
Savannah & Atlantic Railroad
Originally chartered in October 1886 as the Savannah & Tybee Railroad,
this 18-mile long excursion railroad from Savannah to Tybee Island was
completed in 1887 but promptly entered receivership in November 1888.
As a result, it was sold in December 1889 and reorganized by bondholders
as the Savannah, Tybee & Atlantic Railway in March 1890. Only a few
months later, in July 1890, the COG acquired all of its stock and renamed it
the Savannah & Atlantic Railroad. Operated thenceforth by the COG, the
SVTY was abandoned in 1932 and its rails taken up in 1933.
Macon & Northern Railway

Macon, Bibb County

The MACN originated as the Covington & Macon Railroad Company, which
was chartered in 1885 to build a rail line from Macon to Covington, a then
small but prosperous community on the Georgia Railroad. Construction
began in spring 1886. A year later, a 34-mile section from Macon to
Hillsboro had been completed, but the company was already struggling
GEORGIA’S RAILROADS, 1833-2015: Historic Context and Statewide Survey
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in 1894. The railroad emerged this second time as the Macon & Northern
Railway Company, and was leased jointly to the Richmond & Danville and
the COG. It was soon after purchased outright by the reorganized COG on
October 31, 1895.
Middle Georgia & Atlantic Railway
At the beginning of 1897, the COG purchased the MGAT, a 64-mile long
route assembled to connect Milledgeville and Covington. Its antecedent,
the Eatonton & Machen Railroad Company, was chartered in September
1889, but the following month, its name was changed to the Middle Georgia
& Atlantic Railway, the revised incorporation perhaps reflecting modestly
greater ambitions for the company.

Round Oak, Jones County

financially. Not long after the rails reached Monticello in June 1887, the
railroad’s officers decided to alter their plans by building to Athens instead
of Covington, a move primarily designed to attract new investment dollars
in the failing enterprise.
The strategy was successful and by March 1888 the railroad was completed
to Madison. The last section of the 105-mile long, standard-gauge line was
built by the end of that year, and the line opened for business January 15,
1889. In that same year, it reported operating 7 locomotives, 9 passenger
cars, and 159 freight and miscellaneous cars.
Traffic on the new rail line fell below expectations, however, and it was
ordered to be sold at public auction on May 21, 1891. The railroad was
reorganized two days later as the Macon & Northern Railroad. In the
1894 edition of The Official Railway List, the Macon & Northern Railroad
reported operating 6 locomotives and 95 cars. It entered receivership again

The originally planned line between Eatonton and Machen opened in
1891. At Machen, a small community in Jasper County on the south side
of slightly larger Shady Dale, the new railroad formed a wye junction with
the new MACN, which spanned from Macon to Athens. A northwesterly
extension from Machen to Covington, thereby crossing the MACN, was
completed in 1893.
On October 1, 1893, the MGAT leased the Eatonton Branch Railroad, a 22mile long line between Milledgeville and Eatonton, which was previously
leased to the COG and operated as an integrated unit with the Milledgeville
& Gordon, a COG subsidiary. With these two additions to its length,
the MGAT was able to offer not only a direct route between Atlanta and
Milledgeville, but also a bridge connection between the Georgia Railroad’s
Augusta-Atlanta mainline at Covington and the COG’s original, SavannahMacon mainline at Gordon. In the 1894 edition of The Official Railway List,
the MGAT reported operating 65 miles of railroad with 3 locomotives, 5
passenger cars, and 12 freight cars.
In December 1896, the COG bought the MGAT in a foreclosure sale and
thereafter operated it as its Milledgeville-Covington branch line. The COG
also completed construction of a short branch line, running four miles
from Covington southwest to Porterdale, on June 30, 1899.
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The COG abandoned 18 miles of line from Eatonton to Machen in 1959;
Machen to Covington and Porterdale remained in operation.
In 1988, the Porterdale-Covington section was also abandoned, and the
following year, COG successor Norfolk Southern leased the CovingtonMachen line to Great Walton Railroad, an arrangement that lasted until
2009. Afterwards, the eastern section of the line (12.5 miles from Newborn
to Machen) was leased to Squaw Creek Southern Railroad, while the western
section from Newborn to Covington became inactive.
In mid-2013, Norfolk Southern received Surface Transportation Board
approval to abandon the Covington-Newborn section and remove the
tracks. CaterParrott Railnet now operates the remaining track from Machen
to Newborn.

Chattooga River, Trion, Chattooga County

The Gordon-Milledgeville-Eatonton segment remains in operation as a
Norfolk Southern branch from the former COG mainline.
Wrightsville & Tennille Railroad
The WRTN was chartered in 1883 to build a line from the COG mainline
at Tennille to Wrightsville, about 17 miles south in Johnson County. Three
years later, in 1886, the WRTN merged with the newly completed 19-mile
Dublin & Wrightsville Railroad, creating a 36-mile route from Tennille to
Dublin. In the 1889 edition of The Official Railway List, the WRTN reported
operating 36 miles of railroad, 3 locomotives, 2 passenger cars, and 5 freight
and miscellaneous cars.
In 1896, the WRTN bought the Dublin-to-Hawkinsville line of the Oconee
& Western Railroad and consolidated it into its own operations in 1899.
Chartered in 1888, the Oconee & Western had at one time planned a route
connecting Dublin to Fort Valley, but had only proceeded to Hawkinsville at
the time of the WRTN acquisition, which thus resulted in a 75-mile line from
Tennille to Hawkinsville.

Dover, Screven County

In 1907, the WRTN also acquired the Dublin & Southwestern Railroad, a
28-mile long line between Dublin and Eastman. The Dublin & Southwestern
was chartered in 1904 to build a railroad from Dublin southwest to Eastman
GEORGIA’S RAILROADS, 1833-2015: Historic Context and Statewide Survey
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Dover & Statesboro Railroad/Bruton & Pineora Railway
In July 1900, the COG acquired the 58-mile long Bruton & Pineora Railway
(B&P), which ran from Bruton (now Brewton), near Dublin, to Register (the
line’s originally proposed eastern terminus, Pineora, was never reached). In
January 1901, the COG also bought the Dover & Statesboro Railroad (D&S),
a ten-mile line between those two namesake towns. The COG connected
these two new acquisitions by building nine miles of tracks between Register
and Statesboro, the last link in a 77-mile branch line from Dover to Brewton.
The combined new line, referenced as the BRDV in this study, comprised
the former D&S and the B&P and opened June 9, 1901.
The D&S was chartered in April 1889 and completed in November of the
same year. It ran northeast from Statesboro and crossed the Ogeechee River
to Dover, which was a station stop on the COG mainline from Savannah
to Macon.

Leesburg depot, Lee County

and farther southwest to Abbeville, and a connection there with the
Seaboard Air Line mainline. The road was completed to Eastman in mid1905; but the envisioned extension down to Abbeville was never realized,
perhaps because of the cost of bridging the Ocmulgee River. The Dublin
& Southwestern would be the last addition to the “Wiggle and Twist,” a
nickname for the WRTN and so called for the many curves along its route.
In 1941, both branches of the railroad west/southwest of Dublin were
abandoned, leaving several communities in Dodge and Laurens counties
without rail service.
Although it had been owned by the COG since 1899, the WRTN operated
independently for most of its existence within the COG system. In 1971,
it was finally and formally merged into the parent line (by then Southern
Railway) and today serves as a branch of Norfolk Southern Railway.

The B&P grew out of the rail project that began as the Macon & Atlantic
Railway, which was conceived to provide another route between Macon and
Savannah. The Macon & Atlantic failed and became the Atlantic Short Line
in 1892. The first segment built was a 28-mile long stretch eastward from
Bruton (now Brewton), completed in 1894. Work was in progress on the
remaining section to Stillmore when the ASL failed and entered receivership.
The B&P was incorporated June 27, 1897 as successor to the defunct Atlantic
Short Line. It was controlled by the COG, which had purchased the ASL’s
properties in 1895. With the financial assistance of the COG, the B&P’s line
was extended eastward through Metter to Register by 1900, and in July of
that same year, the COG purchased the B&P outright.
Sandersville Railroad
When the Sandersville & Tennille Railroad, a local short line between the two
sister cities that was eventually acquired by the Augusta Southern Railroad
in 1893-94, declined offers by the COG to lease trackage rights on its fourmile line in the early 1890s, the COG decided to help initiate development
of its own affiliate line from Tennille to Sandersville. The result was the
GEORGIA’S RAILROADS, 1833-2015: Historic Context and Statewide Survey
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Sandersville Railroad (SAND), which was chartered in November 1893 and
completed soon afterwards. Although the project was assisted by the COG,
which also offered connectivity to its all-important mainline at Tennille, the
SAND has been independent throughout the twentieth century and most
of its history, and it continues to be a locally owned and operated company.
The 1917 edition of Poor’s Manual of the Railroads reported that the SAND
had two locomotives and two cars operating over four miles of track. In
1957, the line was extended another five miles to a kaolin mine northwest of
Sandersville, near the Kaolin community. The SAND currently operates as a
nine-mile line from Tennille north to the mines and processing plants. The
railroad’s nickname is, appropriately, the “Kaolin Road”.
THE EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURY
On May 16, 1901, the COG reacquired the Chattanooga, Rome &
Southern Railroad (CR&S), a 138-mile line between Carrollton and
Chattanooga, Tennessee. This purchase included the 17-mile branch line
between Chickamauga and Durham called the Chattanooga & Durham.
The previous iteration of the COG had owned the CR&S through its
SVAW subsidiary, but had lost it during the financial troubles of the mid1890s. During 1902-04, the U.S. Army built a new cavalry post on 800
acres near the community of Dodge, which was situated at the northern
edge of Chickamauga Battlefield Park. Included in the work was a new
rail spur from the CR&S tracks at McFarland Gap on Missionary Ridge to
the military camp, which was soon named Fort Oglethorpe.
In 1904, the COG built a 9.5-mile line from Lyerly southwest to Dewey,
Alabama. The latter was at the foot of Dirtseller Mountain, about two miles
from the Georgia-Alabama state line. In 1920, the 4 miles of branch line from
Lyerly to Woodyard was abandoned. This was the last remaining section of
the 9.5-mile Dewey branch, much of which had been abandoned earlier.
In 1907, railroad baron Edward H. Harriman gained control of the
COG. He sold his personal interest two years later to his Illinois Central
Railroad, of which he also had controlling interest.

Newnan coaling tower, Coweta County

In the early 1920s, after rail operations were ended on the defunct Macon
& Birmingham Railroad, a line that stretched from Macon to LaGrange,
the COG purchased the eight-mile segment from Thomaston west to
the Crest community. This short section through the northwest corner
of Upson County was easily connected to and integrated into the COG’s
existing Thomaston branch, the former UPSO. Also, it enabled the COG to
conveniently provide service to the numerous peach orchards in the area.
The COG entered receivership again in 1932 and endured a shaky
financial situation throughout the Depression and World War II. The
Illinois Central gave up its interests in the system in 1942, writing off the
substantial investments made by Harriman and itself since 1907. In 1944,
the COG sold its half ownership of the Western Railway of Alabama.
After the war, the railroad’s finances improved significantly and, in 1948,
its long period of receivership came to an end. In 1951, the COG grew
again, acquiring the Savannah & Atlanta Railway (SVAT).
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Metter depot, Candler County

Fort Valley, Peach County

Savannah & Atlanta Railway

Seeking to avoid unnecessary construction of trackage, Brinson purchased
the Savannah Valley and incorporated its Newington-to-Millhaven segment
into his route. From Millhaven, the Brinson Railway began building
westward, reaching Waynesboro in 1911 and St. Clair in 1913. At St. Clair,
the railroad connected with the Georgia & Florida Railway.

At its fullest independent extent, the SVAT was comprised of the merged
rail corridors of two interconnected affiliates, the SVAT and the Savannah
& Northwestern Railway.
The Savannah & Northwestern was incorporated in June of 1910 as the
Brinson Railway, replacing the original Brinson Railroad. Chartered in 1906
to build a line from Savannah to Sylvania, the Brinson Railroad was a project
of railroad developer George M. Brinson. Construction began at Savannah,
with the new rails reaching Springfield in 1907 and Newington in 1909.
At the time, the COG’s original, antebellum mainline followed a route
that closely adhered to the Ogeechee River’s eastern bank. Branching off
this line at Egypt was the existing, but near-bankrupt, Savannah Valley
Railroad, a 37-mile long line running north/northwest through Newington
and Sylvania to its northern terminus in Millhaven.

Brinson planned for his company to continue construction of the line
northwest to Athens, but it was unable to do so. He ended his association
with the Brinson Railway in 1914. On March 26, 1914, the railroad changed
its name to the Savannah & Northwestern Railway, since George Brinson
was no longer associated with the enterprise.
The SVAT was incorporated by the Imbrie Company (directed by James
Imbrie, who was also board chairman for both the Savannah & Atlanta and
the Savannah & Northwestern) on December 8, 1915, for the purpose of
building a rail connection between the Georgia Railroad and the Savannah
& Northwestern Railway.
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In August 1916, the new SVAT completed the connection from the Savannah
& Northwestern’s northern end at St. Clair to the Georgia Railroad at both
Warrenton (Macon branch) and Camak (mainline between Augusta and
Atlanta). Under a traffic agreement, the Savannah & Northwestern operated
trains over the SVAT line as a de facto northern extension until July 1917,
when it was absorbed into the SVAT. The total length of the combined line,
from the SVAT junction at Silvertown (between Camak and Warrenton) to
Savannah, was 142 miles.
The 1923 edition of Poor’s Manual of Railroads took note of the importance
of this link: “Its completion makes a direct and by 28 miles the shortest
route between Atlanta and Savannah. Over this line the Georgia RR obtains
its only entrance to Savannah.” The SVAT entered receivership in 1921 and
was sold in 1929 to Robert M. Nelson. The COG bought it from Nelson in
1951 for $3,500,000.
In 1962, the COG abandoned the middle section of the SVAT line between
Waynesboro and Sylvania. The Warrenton-Waynesboro and ShawneeSavannah sections are currently operated by Norfolk Southern Railway,
and the Sylvania-Shawnee section is operated by the Ogeechee Railway, a
short line operator.

Round Oak, Jones County

The Central Junction (Savannah)-to-Oliver section of the COG’s original
main line was abandoned in 1962. It was replaced by a parallel section of
the former SVAT.
INTEGRATION INTO NORFOLK SOUTHERN RAILWAY
In 1956, the Frisco System (St. Louis-San Francisco Railway) gained
controlling interest of the COG, after several years of strategically purchasing
its stock. The Frisco had already reached as far east as Birmingham and
Pensacola and was planning to gain direct access to the Atlantic seaboard.
Citing a concern about limited competition, and irritated that the Frisco
had acquired control before receiving authorization to do so, the Interstate
Commerce Commission denied a Frisco-COG merger. Thereafter, in 1963,
Frisco sold its COG stock to Southern Railway, giving the Southern a
controlling amount of shares, and resulting in a de facto takeover.

Chickamauga, Walker County
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The COG’s name was officially changed to Central of Georgia Railroad
Company in 1971, when Southern Railway decided to merge it, the
Georgia & Florida, the WRTN, and the SVAT into a single subsidiary. This
arrangement survived the June 1, 1982 merger of Southern Railway and
Norfolk & Western, and the COG continues to be an operating unit of the
combined Norfolk Southern Railway, although few, if any, locomotives or
rail cars have any COG markings.

Abandonments of sections or routes
COG mainline (MAIN) segments
h Central Junction-Oliver (1962)
BRDV segments
h Brewton-Metter (1938)
MACN segments
h Madison-Bishop (out of service since 1987)
MGAT segments
h Eatonton-Machen (1959)
h Covington-Porterdale (1988)
h Covington-Newborn (2013)
SVAT segments
h Sylvania-Waynesboro (1962)
SVTY segments
h Savannah-McQueens Island-Tybee Island (entirety of this branch 		
line abandoned 1932-33)
SVAW segments
h Lyerly-Dewey (1920)
h Chickamauga-Durham (1951)
h Raymond-Allie/Greenville (1981)
h Chambers/Silver Creek-Relay (1981)
h Lyerly-Krannert Junction/West Rome (early 1980s, 1993)
h Griffin/Experiment-Senoia (out of service since 1990s)
h Allie/Greenville-Columbus (2007)
SWST segments
h Cuthbert-Fort Gaines (1966)
WRTN segments
h Dublin-Eastman (entirety of the former Dublin & Southwestern 		
abandoned 1941)
h Dublin-Empire (entirety of the former Empire & Dublin
abandoned 1941)

Cuthbert vicinity, Randolph County
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Central of Georgia main trunk line (MAIN) Savannah to Macon via
Millen, Tennille, and Gordon

This seminal Georgia mainline railroad between Savannah and Macon
follows a winding but generally southeast-northwest course, adhering to the
Ogeechee River’s east bank from Eden/Meldrim north to Millen, and passing
through numerous small towns and station stops, including Guyton, Oliver,
Dover, and Rocky Ford. As the Ogeechee River turns west at Millen, so does
the mainline, following along the north bank to Midville. Due to the limited
availability or existence of mechanical grading machinery at the time of
this early railroad’s construction, stream valleys were followed due to the
relatively level terrain they offered. Thus, from Midville, the mainline follows
Williamson Swamp Creek, an Ogeechee tributary, to the northwest through
Wadley and Bartow to Davisboro. From Davisboro, it turns back southwest
along Sun Hill Creek through Sun Hill and into Tennille. In Tennille, the
line adopts the southwesterly course of Sandy Hill Creek, which it follows
to the Oconee River, thereafter tracking the course of Commissioner Creek
to Toomsboro, and so onward along other creeks and through other towns,
including McIntyre and Gordon, before entering Macon.
Due in part to its position of geographic and logistical importance, and its
corresponding usefulness to commercial and industrial enterprises, most
of the COG’s original, antebellum mainline is still in heavy use by Norfolk
Southern. However, the Central Junction (Savannah)-to-Oliver section
was abandoned in 1962, about a decade after the COG acquired the SVAT.
To avoid maintenance of both of these parallel sections of line, the COG
abandoned the older and less direct mainline at Oliver and constructed a
short crossover to the SVAT mainline at Ardmore, adopting the SVAT for
the southernmost segment into Savannah.
Albany branch (SWST) Macon to Albany, via Fort Valley, Montezuma,
and Americus

The SWST’s former mainline, this COG branch linked Macon, the
commercial capital of central Georgia, with Albany, southwest Georgia’s
biggest city; in this way, it mirrored the role of the COG mainline in

Newnan, Coweta County

connecting Macon to southeast Georgia’s commercial center, Savannah.
Between Macon and Albany, the line passed through Byron, Fort Valley,
Montezuma, Oglethorpe, Andersonville, Americus, and Leesburg. The
entirety of this route is still in use as a Norfolk Southern mainline.
Athens branch (MACN) Macon to Athens, via Gray, Monticello, and
Madison

The former MACN mainline, this COG branch linked Macon, the
commercial capital of central Georgia, with Athens, northeast Georgia’s
biggest city. From Macon, the line crossed the Ocmulgee River, turned
northeast, and passed through Gray, Monticello, Madison, and Watkinsville,
en route to Athens. This branch line is still intact and in service from Macon
to Madison. Norfolk Southern still owns and operates the line from Macon
to Machen, and CaterParrott Railnet operates the section from Machen
north to Madison. Although still owned by Norfolk Southern, the part of
the line between Madison and Bishop in Oconee County became inactive
in 1987 and is dilapidated, although much of the track is still in place.
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The Athens Line, a local, short line railroad company, operates the very
northern end of the branch, spanning from Athens south to Bishop.
Atlanta branch (MACW) Macon to Atlanta, via Forsyth, Barnesville,
Griffin, and Jonesboro

The former MACW mainline, this COG branch linked Macon, the Fall
Line river port and commercial capital of central Georgia, with Atlanta,
and helped create its new status as north Georgia’s rail hub and commercial
center. Between Macon and Atlanta, the line passed through Forsyth,
Barnesville, Griffin, Hampton, and Jonesboro. The entirety of this route is
still in use as a Norfolk Southern mainline.
Augusta branch (AGSV) Millen to Augusta via Waynesboro
The former AGSV mainline, this COG branch linked the COG mainline
at Millen with Augusta, east central Georgia’s largest city and its major rail
hub. Moreover, because Millen was near the northernmost point of the
COG mainline, the line also served as the COG’s most direct through-route
from Savannah to Augusta, the Savannah River’s Fall Line port. Between
Millen and Augusta, the line passed through Waynesboro. The entirety of
this route is still in use as a Norfolk Southern mainline.

the Columbus-Americus section of the SVAW is inactive and in process of
abandonment by Norfolk Southern and the Georgia Southwestern Railroad,
its last operator. Only the segment from Columbus to Fort Benning is still
in service.
Chattanooga, Tennessee branch (MACW & SVAW) Macon to
Chattanooga via Griffin, Newnan, Carrollton, Cedartown, Rome, and
Chickamauga

Assembled of multiple COG acquisitions and subsidiary lines, this route
followed a course from Macon to Chattanooga through west central and
northwest Georgia. Since the COG mainline ended in Macon, this route
also constituted the northern and western part of the COG’s in-system
connection between Savannah and Chattanooga, and points farther inland.
The route used the former MACW mainline to proceed from Macon to
Griffin, the SVAW’s line from Griffin through Newnan to Carrollton, and
the SVAW’s former CR&S mainline to north along the state’s western border

Birmingham, Alabama branch (SVAW & SWST) Albany to

Birmingham, via Americus, Ellaville, Buena Vista, Columbus, and Opelika

A core part of the COG’s long envisioned mainline through-route linking
the major cities of Savannah, Columbus, and Birmingham by way of
Americus, this former component of the COG’s SVAW subsidiary was
assembled and put into service, even though the connection across south
central Georgia from Lyons to Americus was never implemented. Since
the COG’s former SWST mainline passed through Americus in route to
Albany, this line connected the two major west Georgia cities of Albany and
Columbus to Birmingham, Alabama.
The Birmingham branch route utilized the former Buena Vista & Ellaville to
reach Columbus from Americus, then proceeded northwesterly to Opelika,
Alexander City, and beyond through Alabama. Within Georgia, most of

Metter, Candler County
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railroad hub of west central Georgia. Although this route connected Macon
and Columbus, it branched away from the SWST’s mainline to Albany at
Fort Valley. Between Fort Valley and Columbus, the line passed through
Reynolds, Butler, Junction City, and Geneva. The entirety of this main
branch route is still in use as a Norfolk Southern mainline.
Covington branch (MGAT) Gordon to Covington and Porterdale, via
Milledgeville and Eatonton

Ocmulgee River bridge, Macon, Bibb County

through Cedartown, Rome, and Chickamauga. This circuitous course,
made so by the hilly and even mountainous terrain negotiated in Georgia’s
northwestern corner, is still mostly intact and in service by Norfolk
Southern, although a few segments are inactive or abandoned. The section
from Griffin to Senoia is inactive, although the corridor is still owned by
Norfolk Southern, and the same is true of the segment from West Rome/
Lavender to Lyerly. The Georgia Department of Transportation owns the
remainder from Lyerly in Chattooga County north to the Tennessee line;
this length is operated by the Chattooga & Chickamauga Railway.
Columbus branch (SWST) Fort Valley to Columbus, via Butler,
Junction City, and Geneva

A former SWST branch line, this COG branch linked Macon, the Ocmulgee
River’s Fall Line port and commercial capital of central Georgia, with
Columbus, the Chattahoochee River’s Fall Line port and the trading and

Assembled of the former MGAT and its predecessor lines, this route
traversed the region of east central Georgia north of the COG mainline,
and provided connections between the cities of Gordon, Milledgeville,
Eatonton, and Covington. The line diverged from the COG mainline at
Gordon and continued north through Milledgeville to Eatonton. The
route then turned northwesterly, proceeding through Machen, Newborn,
and Mansfield to Covington, where it connected to a short, COG spur to
Porterdale. Milledgeville and Eatonton are still served by Norfolk Southern
from Gordon, but the segment from Eatonton to Machen is long abandoned
and dismantled, and the section from Covington to Mansfield was recently
subjected to the same fate. The Machen to Newborn line is still intact and
in operation by CaterParrott Railnet.
Dothan, Alabama branch (SWST) Albany to Dothan, via Arlington
and Blakely

A former SWST branch, this COG line connected Albany, the trading
center of southwest Georgia, with Dothan, its counterpart in southeast
Alabama. Between Albany and Dothan, the line passed through Arlington
and Blakely, crossing the Chattahoochee River into Columbia, Alabama. In
Georgia, the entirety of the line is still in service and most of it is operated
by Norfolk Southern, with only the short segment from Hilton to the
Chattahoochee River now operated by a short line railroad.
Dublin Branch (BRDV) Dover to Brewton to Dublin, via Statesboro and
Metter

Assembled of the former mainlines of the Dover & Statesboro and the COG’s
Bruton & Pineora subsidiary, the COG’s BRDV route traversed the region
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of east central Georgia south and west of the COG mainline, and provided
COG service to the cities of Statesboro, Register, Metter, Stillmore, Adrian,
and other smaller towns in route to Dublin. This branch diverged from the
COG mainline at Dover and continued southwest through Statesboro to
Register. The route then turned westward, proceeding through Metter and
onward to Brewton, the next stop north of Dublin on the COG’s WRTN
subsidiary. Statesboro, Register, and Metter are all still served by the
Georgia Southern Railway’s operation of the BRDV line, but the remainder
from Metter to Brewton has long been abandoned and dismantled.
Fort Gaines Branch (SWST) Cuthbert to Fort Gaines
A short former SWST feeder branch, this COG line connected the
Chattahoochee River port at Fort Gaines with Cuthbert and thus, by
extension, Macon. This antebellum line was abandoned and fully dismantled
in 1966.

Montgomery, Alabama Branch (SWST) Smithville to Eufaula,
Alabama in route to Montgomery, via Cuthbert

A former SWST branch line, this COG branch linked Macon and Albany,
two of Georgia’s major river ports, with the Alabama river ports of Eufaula
and Montgomery. This route branched away from the former SWST
mainline to Albany at Smithville, south of Americus. Between Smithville
and Eufaula, the line passed through Dawson, Cuthbert, Georgetown, and
other smaller towns, and also provided spur access to Fort Gaines. The
entirety of this main branch route in Georgia is still in use by the Georgia
Southwestern Railroad.
Perry Branch (SWST) Fort Valley to Perry
A former SWST branch line, this COG line connected Perry to the MaconAlbany mainline at Fort Valley. Since Fort Valley was also the junction from
the Albany branch to the Columbus branch, the Perry branch provided the
city an easy rail link to a third major city in the region. The line is still intact
and in operation by Georgia Southern Railway.
Thomaston Branch (UPSO) Barnesville to Thomaston
The former UPSO and a short feeder branch to the former MACW, this
COG line connected the Upson County seat of Thomaston to Barnesville,
and thus to both Atlanta and Macon. The line is still in operation by
Norfolk Southern.
Tybee Island Branch (SVTY) Savannah to Tybee Island
This short, point-to-point line, the COG’s SVTY subsidiary functioned as a
branch from the COG mainline and served as an excursion route for visitors
and vacationers, as well as a way to ferry supplies and materials to the island
from the mainland. The line has long been abandoned and dismantled,
although much of its right-of-way corridor has recently been reopened as a
multi-purpose recreational trail, the McQueens Island Bike Trail.

Gray depot, Jones County
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Atlanta-Columbus Connector (SVAW & MACW) Atlanta to

Columbus via Raymond, Greenville, and Pine Mountain, via Griffin (MACW)

Assembled of the former SVAW’s predecessor lines, this connector line
ran from Columbus through Hamilton, Pine Mountain, Greenville, and
Luthersville, tying into the SVAW’s Griffin-Senoia-Newnan-Carrollton line
by way of a three-way, tee junction at Raymond in Coweta County. Track
transfers to the Newnan-to-Griffin section afforded two separate routes
for COG trains to run between Columbus and Atlanta while bypassing
Macon and Fort Valley, which were both out-of-the-way detours.Traveling
east to Griffin, and thereby picking up the COG’s MACW mainline north
to Atlanta would have utilized only COG system track, but remained
somewhat indirect. A short trip from Raymond to Newnan there allowed
connectivity to the Atlanta & West Point mainline, but would have required
transfer to a line outside the COG network.
Almost the entirety of the line from Raymond south to the Muscogee County
line at the Fortson community has recently been abandoned in stages over
the last two decades. The tracks have only recently been removed from the
corridor’s Harris County section, but this right-of-way has been retained and
kept intact for proposed conversion to a recreational rail-trail. The line is still
fully intact from Columbus through Muscogee County, and is operated in
large part to provide rail service to quarries at the county’s northern edge.
Wrightsville & Tennille Railroad (WRTN) Tennille to Hawkinsville,
via Wrightsville and Dublin, with a branch from Dublin to Eastman

A long-held subsidiary of the COG, this small regional system connected
the COG mainline at Tennille to the Ocmulgee River port of Hawkinsville,
passing through the city of Dublin and the smaller town of Wrightsville; the
WRTN’s eastern leg connected Dublin to Eastman. The two southern legs
from Dublin have long been abandoned and dismantled, but the Tennille
to Dublin main trunk is still intact and technically in service; however, the
southern half below Wrightsville appears to have become inactive in the
last five years.

Fort Oglethorpe, Walker County

Sandersville Railroad (SAND) Tennille to Sandersville
Not a true subsidiary but rather an operational affiliate of the COG, this
point-to-point spur line connected Sandersville directly to the COG
mainline at Tennille. The entirety of this short line is still owned and
operated by the Sandersville Railroad.
Savannah & Atlanta Railway (SVAT) Savannah to East Warrenton,
via way of Sylvania and Waynesboro

This small regional system was not originally envisioned nor operated as
a primary affiliate of the COG system. Instead, it was organized and its
route plotted to function as a satellite of the Georgia Railroad system; as
such, it long provided the only affiliated through route between the Georgia
Railroad mainline and Savannah. Also, due to its bypassing of Macon, the
SVAT also afforded, by way of trackage rights over the cooperative Georgia
Railroad line from Augusta to Atlanta, the most geographically direct rail
itinerary between Savannah and Atlanta. The COG never offered much
new connectivity near the SVAT’s northern end, and its original mainline
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Oostanaula River bridge, Rome, Floyd County

essentially paralleled much of the course of the SVAT. Between Savannah and
the Georgia Railroad at Warrenton, the SVAT passed through Springfield,
Sylvania, Millhaven, Waynesboro, and Wrens. It appears, in large part, that
the COG acquired the SVAT to gain access for its more modern and more
direct path to Savannah from Screven County, rather than continuing to
rely on its antebellum mainline and its indirect route through Meldrim.
Nevertheless, Norfolk Southern still owns and operates the segment from
Waynesboro to Warrenton, which now functions as a branch off its AugustaMillen branch line. The SVAT section from Ardmore to Sylvania is now
owned by the Georgia Department of Transportation and is operated by the
Ogeechee Railway. The middle section between Sylvania and Waynesboro
was abandoned and dismantled in 1962.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The Central of Georgia is not only the state’s earliest railroad company,
it also grew to become one of the two largest railroad systems within

Georgia during the historic period, before mergers and consolidations
created the present Class I railroad duopoly of Norfolk Southern and
CSX Transportation. Along with its most direct competitor in Georgia,
the Southern Railway, the COG was one of the two largest in terms of
total track mileage within the state’s boundaries and most complete
area of coverage. However, the COG was somewhat different from the
Southern (SOU) in at least two noteworthy aspects. First, unlike the SOU
and its predecessors, which were originally organized in Virginia and
largely controlled by J. P. Morgan and other northern financial interests,
the COG was a Georgia venture. Organized and chartered by Savannah
businessmen, civic leaders, and boosters, the COG long retained its
primary management by Georgia residents. Second, whereas the SOU’s
principal mainlines generally tended to involve long interstate routes that
passed into and out of Georgia, as component parts and continuations of
the SOU’s large regional network linking multiple states, the COG tended
towards being a more intrastate system, focused mostly on serving
Georgia and, by westward extension, Alabama.
Besides its multiple routes into central Alabama, the COG only offered
singular points of connection to two other adjoining southern states,
Tennessee and South Carolina. The COG’s Augusta branch allowed
connections to lines and routes across the Savannah River into South
Carolina, and its Chattanooga branch afforded similar transfers to lines in
Tennessee. However, the COG never offered any significant connectivity
to northern Florida (only once approaching the Florida line at Florala,
Alabama), instead leaving the southeastern and far southern areas of
Georgia to the SOU and its other competitors, the Atlantic Coast Line and
Seaboard Air Line. Similarly, the COG never directly offered rail service in
the northeastern or northeast central areas of Georgia, essentially ceding
the market to the Georgia Railroad, the SOU, and the Seaboard Air Line.
The COG system’s footprint and areas of service are perhaps best reflected
by its very name. The moniker was selected to convey the original purpose
of the company, which was to build a direct railroad thoroughfare from the
eastern, coastal edge of the state to the central interior of Georgia, as long
represented by middle Georgia’s largest city and trading center, Macon.
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Despite its almost exponential growth of track mileage, the COG never
strayed from its original focus on its core link between Savannah and
Macon. Moreover, even though the COG was always at heart a Savannah
company, founded and headquartered there and relying on its large shop
facility and terminal complex, Macon was always the company’s main
rail hub, and thus its de facto distribution center, comparable to the role
Atlanta and Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport plays for today’s
Delta Air Lines.
Although the COG offered a few in-system branch lines in east Georgia,
such as the Statesboro-Metter-Dublin branch from Dover and the
aforementioned Augusta branch, as well as connectivity and sharing of
track with some partners or affiliates, including the WRTN, most of the
COG’s track mileage and the majority of its branches ran through the
state’s western half. Perhaps appropriately, given the COG’s founding in
Savannah, the COG system might perhaps be represented, in a graphic
sense, as a saw palmetto frond turned sideways to the west. Savannah would
be represented by the base of the stem, the mainline would constitute the
stem’s shaft, and Macon would be at the stem’s top. The fanlike leaf blades
would represent all the COG branches, which radiated out to the west from
Macon in almost all directions. The COG itself recognized and trumpeted
its intrinsic hub-and-spoke arrangement from Macon and westward,
adopting a similar metaphor in a 1949 advertisement proclaiming the
COG system to be “A Hand Full of Strong Lines,” with an accompanying
illustration of an open hand, displayed as a welcoming handshake, with
pencil lines drawn on to denote routes. Savannah is depicted as the base or
wrist of the hand, Macon at the palm’s center, Augusta and Athens on the
thumb, and the remaining fingers indicating major branch line routes, with
Chattanooga, Birmingham, Montgomery, and Dothan at the fingertips.

Chickamauga depot, Walker County

The most southwestern Georgia cities to be served by the COG system
were Albany, Arlington, and Blakely, and the most northwestern were the
towns between Chickamauga and Chattanooga; along Georgia’s western
edge, the COG served almost every area or region in between, by way of
its Macon rail hub. Within Georgia, the COG developed this widespread
network by being an almost serial acquirer of existing local short lines or
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small regional systems. The COG itself rarely built any lines on its own or
under its own name, although it did often financially back or assist short
lines with their construction projects. One of the few projects the COG
essentially undertook of its own initiative was the SVAW’s proposed crossstate line from Savannah to Americus, but it was never completed beyond
Lyons/Vidalia.

Smithville depot, Lee County

Interestingly, given its sprawling network of lines throughout many
areas of the state, the COG system crossed relatively few rivers, at least
compared to some of Georgia’s other major railroad systems; many of the
COG’s necessary bridge crossings also tended to be over relatively narrow
riverways or narrow branches of particular rivers. This is largely due to
the fact that the COG system did not provide much rail service in south
central or southeast Georgia, where Georgia’s rivers generally achieve their
maximum width; instead, the COG crossed some of these same rivers
nearer their headwaters, negating the need for wide, multi-span swing
bridges. Nonetheless, the COG did erect rail bridges over numerous rivers
in Georgia, including the Ogeechee River, the Ohoopee River, the Little
Ohoopee River, the Oconee River, the Middle Oconee River, the Ocmulgee
River, the Alcovy River, the Little River, the Flint River, the Chattahoochee
River, the Etowah River, the Oostanaula River, and the Chattooga River.
Much or even most of the COG system is intact and in service. Notably,
none of the COG’s primary subsidiary companies is fully abandoned; all
still feature significant sections and large percentages of intact and active
track a related to their fullest extents, and so represent their developmental
histories, their initial survey and design practices, and their original
construction methods and engineering solutions. Most of the inactive and
even dismantled segments, such as the long-abandoned western half of the
BRDV or the SWST’s Fort Gaines branch, are also substantially physically
intact, for they have tended to traverse rural areas of Georgia that have not
been subjected to significant development pressure.

Andersonville (former Mauk depot, moved), Sumter County

The COG mainline and the MACW and SWST’s two mainlines (Macon to
Albany and Fort Valley to Columbus, respectively) remain in regular use
as components of the COG’s successor system, Norfolk Southern. Other
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active Norfolk Southern lines include the AGSV from Millen to Augusta,
the SVAT from Savannah to Ardmore and from Waynesboro to East
Warrenton, the southern half of the MACN from Macon to Machen, the
eastern half of the MGAT from Gordon to Eatonton, and the SVAW from
Senoia to West Rome.
Short line railroads also operate several former COG lines or parts thereof.
The Georgia Southwestern Railroad now operates the remainder of the SWST
branch lines, except for the abandoned Fort Gaines branch. The Georgia
Southern Railway operates both the SWST’s Perry branch and the eastern
part of the former Dublin branch, from Dover to Metter. The Athens Line
aptly operates the northern section of the MACN from Bishop to Athens.
Service is now provided over the SVAT’s former Ardmore to Sylvania section
by the Ogeechee Railway, and by CaterParrott Railnet on the MGAT tracks
from Newborn to Machen and the MACN tracks from Machen to Madison.
Last, the Chattooga & Chickamauga Railway has maintained the SVAW’s
northernmost extent, from Lyerly to Chattanooga, in service.
Abandoned and dismantled lines include the easternmost leg of the original
COG mainline, the western half of the former Dublin branch, the MGAT’s
former Eatonton-Machen and Mansfield-Covington-Porterdale segments,
the entirety of the SWST’s Fort Gaines branch, most of the SWAW’s former
Columbus-Raymond (“R-line”) alignment, and a short section of the
SVAW’s Columbus, Rome & Southern from West Rome to Lyerly. Lines or
sections of lines that are currently inactive but intact include the MACN’s
Madison-Bishop segment, the SVAW’s Griffin-Senoia segment, and most of
the former SVAW’s recently deactivated route from Americus to Columbus.
DETERMINATION OF SYSTEM’S NATIONAL REGISTER
ELIGIBILITY
The Central of Georgia Railway (COG) system, including acquisitions and
subsidiaries, was evaluated in total for eligibility for listing in the National
Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation, as outlined in
36 CFR Part 60.4.

Register, Bulloch County

The COG was evaluated under Criterion A and appears to possess a state
level of significance in the areas of Transportation and Commerce. The COG
system includes, as its centerpiece, the oldest railroad project in Georgia,
the Savannah-Macon mainline (MAIN) of the Central Rail Road & Canal
Company (the Central of Georgia), which was organized and chartered in
1833. As described earlier, this was the first effort in the state to connect
by rail Georgia’s largest Atlantic coast shipping port with what was then
Georgia’s largest and most centrally located inland port city and trading
center. Second, since Macon was the Fall Line river port on the Ocmulgee
River, which had long carried barges and steamboats downstream to the
Altamaha River and on to the Georgia coast, the new line was also the first
attempt in Georgia by a railroad enterprise to compete with, augment, and/
or replace commercial shipping over one of the state’s largest and most
important river systems. Last, the existence and alignment of both the COG
system’s mainline and its acquired MACW line was critically important
to the development, route selection, and ultimate success of the State of
Georgia’s Western & Atlantic Railroad project, which was initiated in 1837.
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Thus, the COG, as one of the state’s earliest railroads, along with the Western
& Atlantic Railroad and the COG system’s MACW, was crucial to railroad
transportation and rail-based commerce in Georgia in the decades prior
to and during the Civil War. Therefore, the COG MAIN and MACW are
both especially important, even within the greater framework of the COG
system, for their historically significant contributions to the commercial
development of Georgia and as historically significant components of
Georgia’s rail transportation network. Due in part to their positions of
geographic and logistical importance, and their corresponding usefulness
to commercial and industrial enterprises, these two COG system mainlines
are both still in use today. Hence, the COG is considered eligible, even
apart from examination of all its other component lines, for its historically
significant contributions to the commercial development of Georgia and
as a historically significant component of Georgia’s rail transportation
network, as one of the comparatively small number of railroads completed
in the state before the onset of the Civil War.
“East Griswold,” Griswoldville, Jones County

The concept of the Western & Atlantic relied on the COG mainline, the
Georgia Railroad, and the MACW to provide a logical southern terminus
and to afford ongoing connectivity.
Shortly after the Western & Atlantic’s completion, the Georgia Railroad
reached Atlanta in September 1845, followed by the MACW the following
year. As one of the earliest lines that entered and provided service to the
settlement that was to become Atlanta, the MACW was a major impetus
and foundation for Atlanta’s emergence as a rail center. In collaboration
with the COG mainline, to which it connected in Macon, this pair of early,
antebellum rail lines gave the Western & Atlantic a ready route diagonally
across Georgia to the port of Savannah; in fact, the Western & Atlantic’s very
name would have constituted a hollow promise without the cooperation of
the COG in moving trains to the Atlantic coast. Moreover, the trio together
provided, by 1846, an all-rail corridor from Savannah to Macon, Atlanta,
and Chattanooga, with further railroad links to the inland port cities of
Memphis, Nashville, and Louisville available by way of the other lines
converging in Chattanooga.

As described above, the COG system mainlines and its branches also
facilitated the growth of exports of agricultural products from across much
of the footprint of Georgia, and especially the state’s western half. At its
peak, the COG represented one of the most comprehensive rail systems in
Georgia, crisscrossing the state and connecting many of its most important
cities and markets. As any rail line’s preeminent function is to haul goods
and passengers, the COG offered the state numerous opportunities and
outlets for that purpose. It created and operated a faster, more efficient
means for farmers, lumber companies, and other enterprises along the
lines, as well as those linked by the other numerous interchanges with other
connecting lines, to ship their products to other interior markets, such as
large regional cities, and to Georgia’s Atlantic coast. Conversely, it allowed
the easy importation of goods into Georgia and beyond from Savannah;
the COG’s port terminals there were both an outlet to distribute all of these
various products, as well as to collect, warehouse, and distribute imports,
primarily to the towns and cities of Georgia and Alabama.
Along its routes through the various regions of Georgia, the COG offered
transit to numerous local materials, products, and populations. Through
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the piney woods and blackwater river areas of Georgia’s far southeastern
coastal plain, the COG mainline has always trafficked in trainloads of
lumber and timber products such as turpentine and naval stores. In the
opposite, northwest corner of the state, the COG’s lines, including the
SVAW’s Columbus, Rome & Southern and its subsidiary, the Chickamauga
& Durham, carried mining products, such as iron ore. In the east central
area of the state, the COG mainline, its Sandersville Railroad partner, and
the MACN have hauled many carloads of kaolin, sand, clay, and other
aggregates over the decades. Through the west central and southwest
central regions of Georgia, the COG’s SWST and SVAW lines have long
transported cotton and cotton seed products, as well as grains, hay, corn,
and the more specialized but perhaps more famous agricultural bounties of
the area, such as peanuts, pecans, peaches, and watermelons.
Given the COG’s importance connecting Georgia’s urban industrial centers,
collecting and distributing industrial raw materials, transporting finished
industrial products, and generally encouraging industrial development,
the COG also supported industrial growth along its routes. In rural areas,
the COG collected the ores, minerals, and other aggregates and materials
mentioned above for processing by its industrial clients. Following
processing, much industrial output would have then been redistributed via
COG trains.
The COG’s network connected many of Georgia’s principal cities, including
Savannah, Augusta, Statesboro, Dublin, Macon, Albany, Columbus, Atlanta,
Athens, Rome, Griffin, Newnan, and many others. Most of these same
cities were also important rail hubs and offered COG customers additional
connectivity throughout Georgia and the rest of the country. Of course,
passengers were historically moved around the COG’s expansive network
as well. Some of these passengers were travelling to their destinations for
recreational or leisure purposes. For example, the COG’s SVTY, branching
off the COG mainline in Savannah, carried daytrippers, tourists, and other
vacationers to the Atlantic Coast beaches on Georgia’s Tybee Island, where
they doubtlessly sought relaxation, entertainment, or diversion. Thus, the
COG system was a critical component of Georgia’s historic rail network
and for transporting goods and people to, from, and within the state. As

testament to its viability, historically and currently, extensive portions of the
COG system remain in service as part of COG’s successor system Norfolk
Southern, most notably the COG MAIN, MACW, and SWST. Therefore,
the COG is considered eligible for the National Register under Criterion A
in the areas of Transportation, Commerce, and Entertainment/Recreation
and conveys a state level of significance.
In the areas of Exploration/Settlement and Community Planning and
Development, the COG system’s mainline and its branches led to the
development of numerous cities and towns across Georgia. Cities and
towns such as Millen, Midville, Wadley, Bartow, Davisboro, Tennille,
McIntyre, Toomboro, and Gordon were all either entirely or largely the
outgrowth of station stops on the COG mainline. The linear layouts of their
downtown commercial centers, which typically emerged alongside and
faced the rail corridor, reflects the critical influence of the railroad’s course
on local settlement and community planning. Due to the stimulus that the
COG provided towards the development of many communities, almost
all of which are still extant and even thriving, the railroad presents a local
level of significance in the areas of Exploration/Settlement and Community
Planning and Development.

Bremen, Haralson County
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The COG system has been evaluated for its significance in the Military
category, due to its significant role, along multiple fronts, within the
context of the course of the American Civil War in Georgia. The MACW
played a prominent role in Union General William T. Sherman’s Campaign
for Atlanta, and the MACW and the COG MAIN were a principal impetus
behind the ‘March to the Sea’ by Sherman’s forces, which followed and
destroyed the COG’s original mainline from Macon to Savannah.
As one of the four major antebellum railroads in Georgia that entered
Atlanta at the outbreak of hostilities, the COG’s MACW was a critical
route for distributing goods and supplying rations and reinforcements
throughout Georgia and the other southern states. For the earlier years of
the Civil War, before disruptions caused by Union Army incursions, the
MACW had been of great importance as a link in the chain of railroads
that linked the Atlantic coast port of Savannah with Atlanta and from there
to many other places in the interior beyond. The collective assemblage of
lines from Savannah to Memphis, Tennessee would have then consisted
of, in sequence, the COG, the MACW, the Western & Atlantic, the
Nashville & Chattanooga, and the Memphis & Charleston Railroad. This

route enabled the transport of arms, munitions, food, and clothing for
the support of the Confederate armies, as well as a means to move troops
amongst the various theaters through the course of the war. Accordingly,
the COG holds a state level of significance for its involvement in Military
activities, operations, and campaigns during the course of the American
Civil War in Georgia.
As a railroad entity that includes significant segments of railbed originally
constructed during the antebellum period, this resource also conveys
significance in the area of Ethnic Heritage—Black. Manual slave labor was
almost universally employed to build Georgia’s pre-Civil War railroads,
and the COG system’s remaining and intact grades, cuts, fills, buildings,
and other elements constructed during the antebellum period physically
convey African-Americans’ historically significant contributions to the
construction of the state’s railroad infrastructure. The COG system’s
component lines that potentially contribute to this significance include
the COG’s original Savannah to Macon mainline (MAIN), the AGSV
from Millen to Augusta, the MACW from Macon to Atlanta, and the
SWST from Macon to Albany, as well as the SWST’s three branch lines
from Fort Valley to Columbus, from Smithville to Eufaula, and from
Cuthbert to Fort Gaines.
The COG system holds no known associations with individuals whose
specific contributions to history can be identified with or documented
through this railroad property. Therefore, the rail system is not eligible
for inclusion in the National Register under Criterion B.

Tallapoosa River, Felton vicinity, Haralson County

The COG system has also been evaluated under Criterion C and has been
determined eligible for the National Register based on its significance
in the areas of Engineering and Architecture. Multiple COG system
components remain intact and in active use. Notably, most of the COG
mainline, the system’s original route linking Savannah and Macon,
remains in service as part of the COG’s successor system, Norfolk
Southern. The MACW between Macon and Atlanta, the AGSV from Millen
to Augusta, the SVAT from Waynesboro to Warrenton, and the SWST lines
from Macon to Albany and Fort Valley to Columbus are all active Norfolk
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Southern lines.
Norfolk Southern and short line operators maintain several additional
lines, including most of the MACN, most of the SVAW, the eastern half
of the BRDV, and the eastern half and other portions of the MGAT.
These lines’ railbeds are thereby variously representative of railroad
design, including alignment, grading, and construction, from the early
nineteenth century through the early twentieth century. Much or even
most of the original rail infrastructure, including rails, ties, trestles, and
bridges, may have been replaced over the years, in the course of regular
operational and safety upgrades, repairs, and improvements. Although
these general modifications may diminish the integrity and significance
of the railroad’s parts and components as physical artifacts, they in no
way lessen the significance or integrity conveyed by the retained route
alignments of these lines.
Bremen vicinity, Carroll County

Furthermore, several inactive rail lines have been left intact and in place,
such as the middle section of the MACN from Madison to Bishop, and
others of the COG system’s abandoned rail corridors or segments are
still substantially intact. For example, extensive remnants of the BRDV’s
abandoned segment from Metter to Brewton, and the full continuity of the
SVAW’s abandoned route from West Rome to Lyerly, are still identifiable in
the field and are discernable in aerial photography. Portions of the SVAW’s
recently abandoned Columbus-Raymond line through Harris County
are in the process of being converted to a multiuse recreational rail trail.
Likewise, other abandoned rights-of-way and railbeds have generally not
been subjected to destructive or interruptive development, partly due to the
rural areas they traverse. Although intrusions have sometimes occurred,
generally, they have not obliterated or so substantially disrupted the linear
alignments that they are no longer physically and substantially present in
the landscape. Therefore, the COG system’s essential linear quality and
the continuity of the vast majority of its lines’ historic lengths have been
preserved. In the area of Engineering, this railroad system thus remains
a good and generally intact example of early-nineteenth- through early-

twentieth-century rail construction in Georgia and is significany at the
state level.
In addition, at least sixty-five COG system depots are still extant, including
those that are positioned either on or nearby their original sites, that remain
adjacent to the rail lines, or that have been relocated. Union stations that
served COG passengers and freight, along with those of other railroads,
include Albany Union Station, Macon Terminal Station, and Columbus
Union Station. Surviving COG mainline depots include Millen, Wadley,
Bartown, Tennille, Toomsboro, and Gordon. MCAW depots are located
at Forsyth, Barnesville, Hampton, and Jonesboro. SWST depots include
Byron, Fort Valley, Perry, Reynolds, Butler, Smithville, and Leesburg. Many
more are located along later developed subsidiary lines (see System Feature
Inventory Forms for the full rosters of extant depots).
This extensive complement of depots is remarkable not only for the large
number of buildings surviving - a total greater than that of any other of
Georgia’s historic railroad systems - but also for the wide variety of depot
types and material makeups throughout the COG system in Georgia.
All of these remaining depots together allow the greater railroad system
with which they were historically affiliated to convey a state level of
significance in the area of Architecture, for these are good, representative
examples of railroad station and railroad building architecture in Georgia
from the mid-nineteenth century through the early twentieth century.
Last, the COG’s main office headquarters, its passenger depot, two
freight depots, and its railroad shop complex are still extant in Savannah.
No other historic railroad system in Georgia retains such a complete
railroad terminal campus or full collection of adjacent railroad buildings.
Moreover, no other Georgia rail system offers such an extensive and
well-preserved railroad workshop facility as the COG’s former Savannah
Shops, thereby justifying its recognition as a National Historic Landmark,
and making the facility’s current use as the home of the Georgia State
Railroad Museum entirely appropriate.
There are no indications that any of the active or abandoned rail corridors
of the COG system’s mainlines, bridge lines, or branch lines are likely to
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yield information on important research questions in history or prehistory.
Likewise, the COG rail system in Georgia does not appear to have the
potential to be the principal source of important information. Therefore,
there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criterion D.
Because the COG system remains substantially intact, it retains integrity
in the areas of location, setting, design, materials, workmanship, feeling,
and association; see attached System Feature Inventory Forms for further
analyses of integrity. Therefore, the former COG system is considered
eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places, for the reasons
described above. The COG system is eligible overall for the National Register
under Criterion A in the areas of Transportation, Commerce, Community
Planning and Development, Exploration/Settlement, Military, Ethnic
Heritage – Black, and Entertainment/Recreation, and under Criterion C in
the areas of Architecture and Engineering.
Its period of significance is 1833 to 1971, including and spanning the time
from the Central Rail Road & Banking Company of Georgia’s initial charter
through to its consolidation into the Southern Railway system and, soon
thereafter, into the organization of the COG system’s present principal
owner and primary operator, the Norfolk Southern Railway.
PROPOSED NATIONAL REGISTER BOUNDARIES
For the following component lines of the COG system that have both
sufficient significance and integrity to be eligible for the National Register
of Historic Places, the proposed National Register boundaries for listing
correspond to the current and historic railroad corridor rights-of-way of all
eligible and contributing lines and/or sections.

Only the short section of the MGAT subsidiary from Eatonton to Machen,
Jasper County, and the WRTN’s former Eastman branch (originated as the
Dublin & Southwestern) between Dublin and Eastman were difficult to
discern through ground level reconnaissance and reviews of current aerial
imagery. Accessibility to many segments of both of these particular lines
was limited. However, certain parts of this former segment of the MGAT
that were located and confirmed as the line’s rail corridor were still not
readily discernable within the surrounding landscape as a historic railbed.
The same was true of the WRTN’s Eastman branch, as was the fact that
commercial development around Interstate 16 has disturbed and degraded
much of the former rail corridor on the south side of Dublin.
At any locations along the corridor where there are intact depots now
located outside of rail rights-of-way, but immediately adjacent to them,
the proposed boundary projects from the rail right-of-way to include the
footprint of the depot, as well as any intact platforms or docks, any affiliated
structures such as water cisterns or coaling towers, and any intact sidings
or rail yards.
At any locations where there are intact depots that either have been moved
away from their formerly affiliated rail corridor, no matter the distance of
the move, the depot is still to be considered contributing, despite its specific
circumstance. The proposed boundaries for such depots are to consist of
the footprint of the depot.
PREPARED BY
Steve Storey, David Ray, Matt McDaniel, Mike Reynolds, Erin Murphy,
Chris Mroczka, and George Rounds

Within Georgia, the complement of contributing lines consists of almost
the entirety of the COG system’s fullest extent. These contributing lines
are parts of the following former COG subsidiaries: the full extents of the
COG mainline (MAIN), the MACW, the SWST, the AGSV, the UPSO,
the MACN, the SVAW, the SVTY, the BRDV, the SAND, the SVAT, and
almost the full extents of the MGAT and WRTN.
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COG System Location Map
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Location: Savannah to Macon via Millen, Tennille, and Gordon

DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY
The Central Rail Road & Canal Company (COG), one of Georgia’s three
earliest railroad companies, was organized in 1833 by a group of Savannah
businessmen. They were concerned that Charleston’s new railroad to
Augusta (initially planned to Hamburg, South Carolina, on the Savannah
River), would divert goods that traditionally came down river to Savannah,
instead carrying them overland to Charleston’s port, and thereby cause a
loss of shipping business for their own port. The COG received its charter
on December 20, 1833, in response to the South Carolina Railroad (officially
the South Carolina Canal & Rail Road Company), which had opened
in 1833. The new railroad company also decided to go into the banking
business to attract capital investment. To better reflect its new interests, it
changed its name to Central Rail Road & Banking Company of Georgia;
this revised title was commonly contracted to Central of Georgia, or even
simply to “the Central.”
Construction of the COG’s mainline (MAIN) from Savannah to Macon
began in late 1835; the line was completed from Savannah to Oliver by 1839
and to Ocmulgee River’s east bank at Macon in 1843. It was not until 1851,
however, that the COG was finally able to erect a bridge over the Ocmulgee
River and enable direct access to downtown Macon. In The Courthouse and
the Depot, Wilber Caldwell explains that the city refused to allow the COG
permission for the bridge until then, apparently due to lingering fears about

a potential negative impact the railroad might have on Macon’s commercial
status as middle Georgia’s preeminent river port. These general concerns
were to some degree validated by the explosive, railroad-driven growth of
Atlanta, which quickly surpassed Macon’s population and prominence in
the state. Thereafter, a direct connection with Atlanta was made at Macon
by way of the Macon & Western Railroad (MACW), which had completed
its line in 1846.
Due in part to its position of geographic and logistical importance, most
of the COG’s original, antebellum mainline is still in heavy use by Norfolk
Southern. However, the Central Junction (Savannah)-to-Oliver section was
abandoned in 1962, about a decade after the COG acquired the Savannah &
Atlanta Railway (SVAT). To avoid maintaining both of these parallel lines,
the COG abandoned the older and less direct MAIN segment to Oliver and
constructed a short crossover to the SVAT mainline at Ardmore, adopting
the SVAT for the southernmost segment into Savannah.
DESCRIPTION
The approximately 190-mile span of the COG MAIN began at the company’s
Savannah sprawling base of operations, which takes up most of the city
blocks north of Louisville Road to Turner Boulevard, along downtown’s
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west side. The COG’s Savannah passenger station fronts Martin Luther
King, Jr. Boulevard, standing in the northwest corner of its intersection with
Louisville Road, and retains its original train shed extending westward from
the rear. The COG’s Savannah Shops and roundhouse facility are located
across Louisville Road to the south. As the base of the COG’s extensive
freight operations, two large freight depot complexes, each fronted on
Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard (formerly Broad Street) by high-style
“head houses,” were constructed to the passenger station’s north and in
the southwest corner of the intersection with Turner Boulevard. From this
extensive railroad campus, the COG MAIN tracks immediately crossed the
Savannah-Ogeechee Canal (now referred to as the Springfield Canal), and
headed west along Louisville Road’s north side. The system’s long, linear
rail yard filled the space between Louisville Road and Augusta Avenue/
Comer Street. As Savannah’s earliest railroad, the COG’s original placement
of operations was so influential that most other railroads followed suit in
bringing the their lines’ terminals into the city’s west side. Savannah’s Union
Station was later constructed on Louisville Road’s south side below Berrien
Street, and it also fronted Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard/Broad Street.
Thus, the yards and warehouses for the Southern Railway, Atlantic Coast
Line, and Seaboard Air Line fanned out and crisscrossed south of Louisville
Road. Nonetheless, the COG was first, and so the interchange where all
these lines crossed west of the city, now bridged by the route of US 80, was
called “Central Junction.”
From its yard along Louisville Road, the COG also featured a spur system
that turned northward off the MAIN and ran west of and parallel to the
Ogeechee Canal, crossing West Bay Street on the way to the Savannah
River, where it served all of the riverfront docks and terminal warehouses.
From the riverfront, another short service branch turned east and ran
down the middle of River Street to provide rail connectivity to the older
warehouses and businesses along the riverfront in downtown; the east end
of this branch line off the MAIN eventually, after 1887, tied into the COG
system’s Savannah & Atlantic Railroad (SVTY). The COG tracks still lay
within the cobblestone paving blocks of River Street, although this segment
was taken out of service over the last decade; the spurs to the Savannah
River terminals are still in constant use by Norfolk Southern.

The original course of the MAIN continued in a dead straight alignment
on the Louisville Road axis all the way through Pooler and Bloomingdale
to Meldrim in Effingham County, on the Ogeechee River’s east bank. There
the alignment turned north/northwest along a broad curve to Eden, to
converge with the course and generally level terrain of the Ogeechee River’s
stream valley. The COG well recognized that this indirect route would add
a significant distance to the MAIN’s course to Macon. Yet, after extensive
consideration, it was determined to be a necessary detour by the young
railroad company. Due to the limited availability or existence of mechanical
grading machinery at the time of this early railroad’s construction, stream
valleys were followed due to the relatively level terrain they offered. Taking
advantage of the Ogeechee River plain and other stream valleys between
Savannah and Macon would reduce labor needs and construction costs, by
minimizing the project’s required cuts and fills.
The MAIN tracks and right-of-way at its eastern terminus are still in place
and in use as a spur line to distribution centers from Central Junction to
Interstate 95 in Pooler; west of I-95, the line is abandoned and dismantled.
Adjoining the south side of SR 26/West Collins Street through Pooler and
Old Central Road/Main Street through Bloomingdale, the railbed and
corridor remains mostly clear and uninterrupted to Meldrim, except for
a few minor disruptions for new road crossings, such as Pooler Parkway.
From Eden to Millen, the railbed and corridor runs generally parallel to SR
17, usually between the highway and the river bank. The now abandoned
corridor from Marlow through Guyton, Tusculum, and Egypt to Oliver
typically adheres closely to SR 17’s west side, running either immediately
adjacent to or in its near vicinity; the railbed through Guyton has been
converted to park space and a walking trail, but most of the remnant grade
is covered by trees or is exposed green sward.
At Oliver, the intact and active MAIN track resumes and continues without
interruption to Macon’s Terminal Station. The alignment bends to the
northwest at Oliver and proceeds to Millen through numerous small
towns and station stops, including Halcyondale, Dover, Rocky Ford, and
Scarboro, among others. As the Ogeechee River turns west at Millen, so did
the MAIN’s plotted path, following along the north bank to Midville. From
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Midville, the mainline follows Williamson Swamp Creek, an Ogeechee
tributary, to the northwest through Wadley and Bartow to Davisboro. From
Davisboro, it turns back southwest along Sun Hill Creek through Sun Hill
and into Tennille. In Tennille, the line adopts the southwesterly course of
Sandy Hill Creek, which it follows to the Oconee River, thereafter tracking
the course of Commissioner Creek to Toomsboro, and so onward along
other creeks and through other towns, including McIntyre and Gordon,
before entering Macon.
The MAIN’s present steel deck girder bridge across the Ocmulgee River
into downtown Macon is at least the line’s third at this location. Erected
circa 1930, it is fixed in place and rests on five masonry piers of ashlarcut stone and poured concrete. Beyond, or southwest of Macon Terminal
Station, the vacant land of the COG’s now defunct Macon rail yard was
bounded roughly by Fifth Street, Seventh Street, Bay Street, and, at the
north end, Poplar Street, which is the south end of the block containing the
city’s terminal station.
NATIONAL REGISTER CONTRIBUTING STATUS
The Central of Georgia’s mainline (MAIN) is a component of the
Central of Georgia (COG) system; the COG system is considered
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under Criterion A
in the areas of Transportation, Commerce, Community Planning and
Development, Exploration/Settlement, Military, Ethnic Heritage – Black,
and Entertainment/Recreation, and under Criterion C in the areas of
Architecture and Engineering (see System Property Information Form).
The MAIN, which was conceived, planned, constructed, and operated as
the COG’s main railroad line for many decades and through to the present,
was evaluated for its possible contributions to the historic significance and
potential National Register eligibility of the COG system.
The MAIN was evaluated under Criterion A and appears to contribute to the
COG system’s state level of significance in the areas of Transportation and
Commerce. The MAIN is one of the three oldest railroad projects in Georgia;
the Central Rail Road & Canal Company was chartered in December 1833,

the same month the Georgia Railroad Company and the Monroe Railroad
Company were chartered. The MAIN constituted the first effort in the state
to connect by rail Georgia’s largest Atlantic coast shipping port, Savannah,
with what was then Georgia’s most centrally located inland port city and
trading center, Macon. Second, since Macon was the main Fall Line river
port on the Ocmulgee River, which had long carried barges and steamboats
downstream to the Altamaha River and on to the Georgia coast, the new
line was also the first attempt in Georgia by a railroad enterprise to compete
with, augment, and/or replace commercial shipping over one of the state’s
largest and most important river systems. Last, the existence and alignment
of the MAIN was, ultimately, critically important to the development, route
selection, and ultimate success of the State of Georgia’s Western & Atlantic
Railroad project, which commenced in 1837 on the premise of connecting
Chattanooga and the Chattahoochee River at the site of Atlanta. The concept
of the Western & Atlantic relied on the MAIN, the Georgia Railroad, and the
Macon & Western Railroad (later acquired by the COG) to provide a logical
southern terminus and to afford ongoing connectivity.
Shortly after the Western & Atlantic’s completion, the Georgia Railroad
reached Atlanta in September 1845, followed by the Macon & Western
(MACW) the following year. As one of the earliest lines that entered and
provided service to the settlement that was to become Atlanta, the MACW
was a major impetus and foundation for Atlanta’s emergence as a rail
center. However, its role would have been much less important without
collaboration with the COG mainline, to which it connected in Macon.
This linked pair of early, antebellum rail lines gave the Western & Atlantic
a ready route diagonally across Georgia to the port of Savannah; in fact, the
Western & Atlantic’s very name would have constituted a hollow promise
without the cooperation of the COG in moving trains to the Atlantic coast.
Moreover, the trio together provided, by 1846, an all-rail corridor from
Savannah to Macon, Atlanta, and Chattanooga, with further railroad links
to the inland port cities of Memphis, Nashville, and Louisville available by
way of the other lines converging in Chattanooga. Once all the partnering
lines were complete, the MAIN became a key link in a chain of Southern
railroads connecting the Atlantic Ocean (Savannah) and the Mississippi
River (at Memphis, Tennessee).
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Thus, the MAIN, as one of the state’s earliest railroad lines, along with the
Western & Atlantic Railroad and the COG system’s MACW, was crucial to
railroad transportation and rail-based commerce in Georgia in the decades
prior to and during the Civil War. Hence, the MAIN is especially important,
even within the greater framework of the COG system, for its historically
significant contributions to the commercial development of Georgia and as a
historically significant component of Georgia’s rail transportation network.
It was one of the comparatively small number of railroads completed in
the state before the onset of the Civil War. Due in part to its position of
geographic and logistical importance, and its corresponding usefulness to
commercial, industrial, and agricultural enterprises, the MAIN is still in
frequent use today.

In the area of Community Planning and Development, the MAIN led to the
development and/or growth of numerous cities and towns along its path
through east central Georgia. Numerous towns and cities, such as Millen,
Midville, Wadley, Bartow, Tennille, McIntyre, and Gordon, were either
entirely or largely the outgrowth of station stops on the COG’s mainline.
The linear layouts of their downtown commercial centers, which typically
emerged alongside and faced the rail corridor, reflects the critical influence
of the railroad’s course on local settlement and community planning.
Due to the stimulus that the MAIN provided towards developing many
communities throughout the region, almost all of which are still extant,
the railroad presents a local level of significance in the area of Community
Planning and Development.

From its opening circa 1840, the MAIN created and operated a faster,
more efficient means for farmers, lumber companies, and other enterprises
throughout and along the Ogeechee, Oconee, and Ocmulgee river valleys
to ship their products either to the important railroad hubs in Macon and
Savannah, or to Savannah’s Atlantic coast port for far flung distribution.
Conversely, it allowed the easy importation of goods into eastern Georgia
and beyond through these same cities.

As a railroad entity consisting entirely of railbed constructed during the
antebellum period, this resource also conveys significance in the area
of Ethnic Heritage—Black. Manual slave labor was almost universally
employed to build Georgia’s pre-Civil War railroads, and the remaining
and intact grades, cuts, fills, culverts, and other infrastructural elements
of the MAIN from Savannah to Macon, fully completed during the
antebellum period, may therefore physically convey African-Americans’
historically significant contributions to the construction of the state’s
railroad infrastructure. The MAIN thus contributes to the COG system’s
significance in this area.

The MAIN would have carried goods and passengers to, from, and through
the region, thus facilitating and encouraging commerce in the COG’s
area of service. In addition, the COG mainline would have collected and
distributed the various agricultural products, natural resources, and other
materials harvested or produced within the region, such as cotton, tobacco,
grains, and timber, among other foodstuffs, fertilizers, and products. As
throughout much of Georgia, cotton was for many years a major export
of Georgia’s coastal plain, sand hill, and upland regions that the MAIN’s
arcing route traversed, as were pine and hardwood timber products.
Furthermore, the mainline has long transported shipments of sand, clay,
and kaolin mined through Washington, Wilkinson, and Jones counties. For
all the reasons addressed above, the MAIN contributes to the significance
of the COG system in the areas of Commerce and Transportation.

The MAIN has been evaluated for its significance in the Military category,
due to its principal role, along multiple fronts, within the context of the
course of the American Civil War in Georgia, including the March to the
Sea by Union General William T. Sherman’s forces, which followed and
destroyed the MAIN from Macon to Savannah. As the sole antebellum
railroad that connected middle Georgia to the Atlantic coast at Savannah,
the MAIN was a critical route for distributing goods and supplying rations
and reinforcements throughout Georgia and the other southern states.
The MAIN was of great importance as a link in the chain of railroads that
linked Savannah with the Mississippi River port of Memphis, Tennessee.
This collective assemblage of lines included, in sequence, the Central Rail
Road, the Macon & Western Railroad (MACW), the Western & Atlantic,
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the Nashville & Chattanooga, and the Memphis & Charleston Railroad. It
enabled the transport of arms, munitions, food, and clothing to support the
Confederate armies, as well as a means to move troops amongst the various
theaters through the course of the war. Accordingly, the MAIN holds a state
level of significance for its involvement in Military activities, operations,
and campaigns during the course of the American Civil War in Georgia.
The MAIN was likewise evaluated under Criterion C and contributes to
the COG system’s historic significance in the areas of Engineering and
Architecture. The track for all but the MAIN’s eastern quarter is still in
place and in active service. Hence, for the substantial majority of the
MAIN’s historic, 190-mile course, the rail line, including associated
cuts, grades, embankments, and select structures, such as trestles and
bridges over creeks and rivers, has been preserved. Along the MAIN’s
segment from Savannah’s Central Junction to Oliver in Screven County,
the track has been dismantled and removed. However, there has generally
been little development pressure in the communities and areas along the
Ogeechee River’s east bank since the abandonment of this 50-mile section
in 1962. Although abandoned, this segment is still evident within its
setting and surrounding landscape, and maintains its physical continuity
and essential linearity, interrupted by only a few minor impediments that
constitute a minute percentage of the line’s overall footprint.
Therefore, the MAIN is representative of railroad design, including
alignment, grading, and construction, from the early to mid-nineteenth
century, when it was constructed. Specifically, the seemingly peculiar, but at
the time necessary, course of the MAIN following the Ogeechee River to the
northwest, and hence on an indirect path towards Macon, directly reflects
and illustrates the lack of mechanical grading machinery at the time, and the
attendant reliance on manual labor and routing along stream valleys.
In addition, at least seven rail depots along the COG mainline are still
extant and positioned on their original sites adjacent to the rail line. This
intact collection includes the passenger and/or freight depot buildings
in Millen (freight and passenger depots), Wadley, Bartow, Tennille,
Toomsboro, and Gordon.

This list of depots is noteworthy, in part, because five of these seven
are either of antebellum origin or were built or rebuilt to the COG’s
antebellum template design shortly after the end of the war.
This COG depot template, employed for both freight depots and
combination depots, is one of the hallmarks of COG railroad architecture
over the mid-nineteenth century. The design is characterized by its brick
bearing walls, low-pitched hip roof, roundheaded or segmentally arched
freight doors, and paired sets of oversized, scrolled brackets with droppendants that were utilized to support the wide, overhanging eaves. The
bracket sets were set at the tops of integrated pilasters, which were used
not only for structural support, but also to divide the depots into bays;
this repetitive bay design allowed the buildings to be scaled to the size
needed for the station stop, by adjusting the ridge length and adding or
reducing the number of bays on the building’s long axis. In presentation,
these depot buildings were still utilitarian and not grandiose, and most of
the bays in the freight sections were blind walls. Nonetheless, the interplay
of these depots’ structural elements, such as the hipped roof and arched
cargo doors, and the aesthetic flourishes displayed by details like the curved
brackets on pilasters, allowed the buildings to express the influence of the
Italianate style that was then prevalent during the middle of the century. As
the Savannah to Macon mainline was the first COG line to be developed,
this depot template was first implemented at stations along its course, but
the design would go on to be repeated, as was intended, at communities
throughout the COG system and around the state.
Both individually and collectively, these remaining depots along the
MAIN enable the greater railroad system with which they were historically
affiliated to present a state level of significance in the area of Architecture,
for these are good, representative examples of railroad station and railroad
building architecture in Georgia from the mid-nineteenth through the early
twentieth centuries. Additionally, the COG’s main office headquarters, its
passenger depot, two freight depots, and its railroad shop complex are
still extant in Savannah at the MAIN’s far eastern and southern end. No
other historic railroad line or system in Georgia retains such a complete
railroad terminal campus or full collection of adjacent railroad buildings.
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Furthermore, no other Georgia rail line or system offers such an extensive
and well-preserved railroad workshop facility as the COG’s former
Savannah Shops, thereby justifying its recognition as a National Historic
Landmark, and making the facility’s current use as the home of the Georgia
State Railroad Museum entirely appropriate.
EVALUATION OF INTEGRITY
The MAIN has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location,
setting, design, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. The
active section of the railroad line, from Oliver in Screven County to Macon,
has not been relocated, and its alignment remains unchanged since its
construction; therefore, in this location, the resource retains integrity of
location and setting. As this segment’s alignment and roadbed, including
cuts and raised grades, remains intact and in service, the resource also
maintains integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. The railroad
also retains integrity of feeling and association along the active alignment,
as it still conveys its physical characteristics as a historic railroad line.

1835 and 1843. These antebellum period rights-of-way include both
the MAIN’s active and abandoned segments. The proposed boundaries
contain all National Register-qualifying characteristics and features of the
resource and include the railroad’s currently active or abandoned sections
of alignment, consisting, in both circumstances, of the railbed and other
elements of the rail resource, such as any extant cuts and built-up grades
and embankments. The proposed boundaries also project out from the
rail right-of-way, as necessary, to include all of the extant railroad depots
along the MAIN. All still stand on their original sites alongside the railroad
rights-of-way.
PREPARED BY
Steve Storey, David Ray, Matt McDaniel, Erin Murphy, George Rounds,
and Chris Mroczka

The abandoned segment, spanning the MAIN between Pooler in Chatham
County and Oliver, also retains integrity. Along this section, the MAIN’s
remnant railbed has not been relocated, and its alignment remains
substantially unchanged since its construction; therefore, the resource
retains integrity of location and setting. As almost all of its alignment and
railbed, including cuts and grades, remains intact between Pooler and
Oliver, despite the abandonment of service in 1962 and the subsequent
removal of rails, ties, and ballast from this abandoned section, this MAIN
segment also still maintains a substantive level of integrity of design,
materials, and workmanship. Further, this segment also retains integrity of
feeling and association, as, despite is abandonment, it still conveys its linear
and continuous physical characteristics as a historic railroad line.
PROPOSED NATIONAL REGISTER BOUNDARY
The proposed National Register boundary for the MAIN corresponds
to the historic railroad rights-of-way, which date from origins between
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MAIN: Resource Location Map
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MAIN: Savannah passenger depot, Martin Luthern King, Jr. Boulevard

MAIN: 1853 Savannah “Gray” freight depot, Martin Luthern King, Jr. Boulevard

MAIN: 1859 Savannah “Red” freight depot, Martin Luthern King, Jr. Boulevard

MAIN: River Street, Savannah
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MAIN: River Street and Indian Street, Savannah

MAIN: Georgia Ports Authority yard along SR 25, Savannah

MAIN: Along Louisville Road at Savannah passenger depot

MAIN: Viaduct at West Boundary Street and Turner Boulevard, Savannah
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MAIN: COG Roundhouse, Savannah

MAIN: Viaduct at Louisville Road and West Boundary Street, Savannah

MAIN: US 80 at Central Junction, Savannah

MAIN: Along SR 26 near Sheftall Street, Pooler, Chatham County
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MAIN: Railbed along Cherry Street, Bloomingdale, Chatham County

MAIN: Rail trail, Guyton, Effingham County

MAIN: Railbed along Porter Road, Tusculum, Effingham County

MAIN: Railbed at Church Road, Egypt, Effingham County
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MAIN: SR 24 and SR 17, Oliver, Screven County

MAIN: Halcyondale Loop Road, Halcyondale, Screven County

MAIN: Dover Road, Dover, Screven County

MAIN: SR 17 crossing, Scarboro, Screven County
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MAIN: 1868 Millen freight depot, Cotton Avenue, Jenkins County

MAIN: 1915 Millen depot, Cotton Avenue at South Gray Street

MAIN: Millen yard at Cotton Avenue

MAIN: Along Railroad Street, Midville, Burke County
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MAIN: Wadley depot at Main Street, Jefferson County

MAIN: Bartow depot at Railroad Avenue and Church Street, Jefferson County

MAIN: West Railroad Street and SR 231, Davisboro, Washington County

MAIN: Tennille depot along Central Avenue, Washington County
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MAIN: Along Central Avenue toward Tennille depot

MAIN: SR 272 crossing at Fairbanks Street, Oconee, Washington County

MAIN: Toomsboro depot at SR 112 and Railroad Street, Wilkinson County

MAIN: Gordon McIntyre Road overpass, McIntyre, Wilkinson County
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MAIN: Gordon depot, Wilkinson County

MAIN: SR 243/Milledgeville Road, Gordon

MAIN: Along Old Griswoldville Road, Griswoldville, Jones County

MAIN: MAIN and MACN junction, Mogul, Bibb County
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MAIN: Jeffersonville Road overpass, Macon

MAIN: Ocmulgee River bridge, Macon

MAIN: Riverside Drive overpass, Macon

MAIN: 1916 Macon Terminal Station, Cherry Street
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Other names: Atlanta branch
System: Central of Georgia Railway
NR Evaluation: Eligible (Contributing)
Physical Status: Active
Current owner: Norfolk Southern
Predecessors: Monroe Railroad Company
Successors: Central of Georgia
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Location: Macon to Atlanta via Forsyth, Barnesville, Griffin,

Hampton, Jonesboro, and Morrow, Hapeville, and East Point
DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY
The progenitor of the Macon & Western Railroad (MACW) was first
chartered as the Monroe Railroad in December 1833, and thereby
constituted one of Georgia’s three earliest rail lines, along with the Central
Rail Road (Central of Georgia, or COG) and the Georgia Railroad; all
three railroad companies received their charters in the same month. Built
initially to link Macon with Forsyth, the seat of nearby Monroe County, it
was soon extended northwest in an attempt to connect with the planned
Western & Atlantic Railroad at Atlanta.

As an important Confederate supply line, the railroad was a target of
Sherman’s troops in the 1864 Atlanta Campaign and the early stages of the
March to the Sea. It suffered some damage during the war, but not nearly as
much as the Georgia Railroad between Atlanta and the Oconee River and
the COG from east of Macon to Savannah.

The first train ran the 25 miles between Macon and Forsyth in December
1838, and the railroad reached Griffin in 1842. Insufficient capital and an
economic depression bankrupted the company. The rail line was sold in
1845 to Daniel Tyler of Norwich, Connecticut, who established the Macon
& Western Railroad to own and operate it.

The entirety of the former MACW is still in operation as a main branch, or
division, for Norfolk Southern (NS), present successor to the COG. The line
diverges from the former COG mainline south of downtown Macon and
its Terminal Station; the line essentially started from the southwest corner
of the COG’s now defunct Macon rail yard. The COG yard was bounded
roughly by Fifth Street, Seventh Street, Bay Street, and, at the north end,
Poplar Street, which is the south end of the block containing Terminal
Station. Only the southern wye connection of the MACW to the COG
mainline is still in place, crossing over Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard
on a steel deck girder bridge; the former eastern wye track, which ran on
a raised viaduct, crossing over Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard at its
intersection with Ash Street, has been removed (but the series of repetitive

Tyler and his associates completed the 103-mile long line between Macon
and Atlanta in the summer of 1846, giving the latter city three railroads,
including the Western & Atlantic Railroad and the Georgia Railroad, with
a fourth, the Atlanta & West Point Rail Road (AWP) soon to come. It also
provided the city with a rail connection to Savannah, by way of Macon and
the COG’s mainline.

The MACW was consolidated into the COG in 1871-72.
DESCRIPTION
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concrete footings survives). From this southern junction of the line, the
MACW traces a winding, curve-filled course through the southwest and
west sides of intown Macon, before finally straightening onto a northwestsoutheast axis to generally parallel US 41/Vineville Avenue through Macon’s
Vineville and Payne neighborhoods. From the Bibb-Monroe county line at
the Loraine community, the rail corridor converges with US 41 and runs
immediately adjacent along its east side through Bolingbroke and Smarr
to Forsyth. Although not maintained this closely throughout, the MACW’s
proximal geographic relationship to US 41 continues all the way to Atlanta,
the rail line proving the guide for the later highway route.
From Forsyth, the original northern terminus of the MACW’s predecessor
company, the Monroe Railroad, the line continues on a westerly swinging
arc northward to Atlanta. Many of the early station stops along the way
have continued to grow and thrive along the railroad, becoming sizable
towns and cities. These stops include Barnesville, Griffin, Hampton,
Lovejoy, Jonesboro, Morrow, Forest Park, Hapeville, and East Point. One of
the MACW’s rail yards, now called Industry Yard and still in use, was sited
just north of East Point, adjoining the mainline. The MACW’s tracks into
downtown Atlanta’s Five Points district were soon shared with the AWP
from East Point, which engendered the name of this satellite community,
then sited at the east end of the AWP’s dedicated track. Although the AWP
eventually constructed its own separate line into downtown, it continued to
follow and thus essentially share the MACW’s original rail corridor. Today,
this same corridor is shared by a third rail line, which carries MARTA’s line
to Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport.
In addition to Macon’s Terminal Station, numerous historic depots along the
COG’s Atlanta branch remain in existence, including both the passenger and
freight depots in Forsyth, and passenger depots in Barnesville, Hampton,
Jonesboro, and Hapeville. All of these still stand on their original sites and
all except for Hapeville are constructed of either brick or stone masonry.
Also, the Monroe Railroad & Banking Company’s original antebellum
office building, occupying the northwest corner of First Street and Poplar
Street, has since served for many decades as Macon’s City Hall.

NATIONAL REGISTER CONTRIBUTING STATUS
The Macon & Western Railroad is a component of the Central of Georgia
(COG) system; the COG system is considered eligible for the National
Register of Historic Places under Criterion A in the areas of Transportation,
Commerce, Community Planning and Development, Exploration/
Settlement, Military, Ethnic Heritage – Black, and Entertainment/
Recreation, and under Criterion C in the areas of Architecture and
Engineering (see System Property Information Form). The MACW, which
was acquired by the COG and consolidated into that system, was evaluated
for its possible contributions to the historic significance and potential
National Register eligibility of the COG system.
The MACW was evaluated under Criterion A and appears to contribute to
the COG system’s state level of significance in the areas of Transportation
and Commerce. The MACW is one of the three oldest railroad projects in
Georgia; its progenitor, the Monroe Railroad, was initiated and chartered in
December 1833, the same month the Central Rail Road & Canal Company
(the COG) and the Georgia Railroad Company were chartered. As the
earliest decade of railroad development in Georgia progressed, it soon
became clear that the Monroe Railroad, if expanded in scope, could play a
much larger role. It could not only serve as a northwesterly extension of the
COG mainline, it could also close the gap between the COG and the State
of Georgia’s own Western & Atlantic Railroad project, which commenced
in 1837 on the premise of connecting Chattanooga and the Chattahoochee
River (at the site of Atlanta). The concept of the Western & Atlantic relied
on the COG, the Georgia Railroad, and the MACW to provide a logical
southern terminus and to afford ongoing connectivity.
Shortly after the Western &Atlantic’s completion, the Georgia Railroad
reached Atlanta in September 1845, followed by the MACW the following
year. As one of the earliest lines that entered and provided service to the
settlement that became Atlanta, the MACW was a major impetus and
foundation for Atlanta’s emergence as a rail center. In collaboration with
the COG mainline, to which it connected in Macon, this pair of early,
antebellum rail lines gave the Western & Atlantic a ready route diagonally
across Georgia to the port of Savannah; in fact, the Western & Atlantic’s very
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name would have constituted a hollow promise without the cooperation
of the COG mainline and the MACW in moving trains to the Atlantic
coast. Moreover, the trio together provided an all-rail corridor from
Savannah to Macon, Atlanta, and Chattanooga, with further railroad
links to the inland port cities of Memphis, Nashville, and Louisville by
way of other lines converging in Chattanooga. Once all the partnering
lines were complete, the MACW became a key link in a chain of Southern
railroads connecting the Atlantic Ocean (Savannah) and the Mississippi
River (at Memphis, Tennessee).
The MACW mainline helped facilitate the growth of exports of agricultural
products from all parts of Georgia, but particularly from the central, west
central, and north central regions of the state. Since its southern terminus
is Macon, the entirety of the MACW rail corridor is located above the Fall
Line, within what is considered the Georgia Piedmont. Without the luxury
of easily navigable rivers found in the southern half of the state, farmers
and landowners in this area would have struggled, prior to the railroad’s
development, to export their bounties, thus limiting production. Some of
the area’s staple crops would have included corn, grains, peaches, pecans,
and other foodstuffs, fertilizers, and products. As throughout much
of Georgia, cotton was for many years a major export of these upland
regions, as were pine and hardwood timber products. Textile mills and
saw mills accompanied the harvesting of these products, and many of
the mills were sited alongside the MACW, such as the former Atlantic
Cotton Mills in Macon and the former Ensign Cotton Mill and Forsyth
Cotton Mill in Forsyth. Thus, the MACW contributed to the development
of agriculture and the growth of new industry through this central part of
the state and beyond.
Therefore, the MACW is especially important, even within the framework
of the COG system, for its historically significant contributions to the
commercial development of Georgia and as a historically significant
component of Georgia’s rail transportation network. The MACW would
have carried goods and passengers to, from, and through the region, thus
facilitating and encouraging commerce in the MACW’s area of service and
throughout the COG system. Due in part to its position of geographic and

logistical importance, and its corresponding usefulness to commercial
and industrial enterprises, the former COG Atlanta branch is still in
active use. Therefore, the MACW is considered eligible for its historically
significant contributions to the commercial development of Georgia and
as a historically significant component of Georgia’s rail transportation
network, one of the contextually small number of railroads completed in
the state before the onset of the Civil War.
In the areas of Exploration/Settlement and Community Planning and
Development, the MACW rail corridor led to the development and/
or growth of numerous cities and towns along its path through central
Georgia. Since it was chartered in late 1833, the MACW was initiated less
than two decades after some of the lands of central Georgia it traverses
were opened to white settlers, through treaties in 1818 and 1821.
Therefore, the railroad was opened early enough in the history of the
area’s settlement to be a historically notable impetus to the influx of new
residents. Also, cities such as Hampton, Lovejoy, Morrow, and Hapeville,
and, of course, Atlanta, were either entirely or largely the outgrowth
of station stops on the MACW. The linear layouts of their downtown
commercial centers, which typically emerged alongside and faced the rail
corridor, reflects the critical influence of the railroad’s course on local
settlement and community planning. Due to the stimulus that the MACW
provided towards the development of many communities, almost all of
which are still extant and even thriving, the railroad presents a local level
of significance in the areas of Exploration/Settlement and Community
Planning and Development.
As a railroad entity consisting entirely of railbed and track originally
constructed during the antebellum period, this resource also conveys
significance in the area of Ethnic Heritage—Black. Manual slave labor was
almost universally employed to build Georgia’s pre-Civil War railroads, and
the remaining and intact grades, cuts, fills, culverts and other infrastructural
elements of the MACW’s mainline from Macon to Atlanta, fully completed
during the antebellum period, therefore physically convey AfricanAmericans’ historically significant contributions to the construction of
the state’s railroad infrastructure. The antebellum MACW, which evolved
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from the original Monroe Railroad, thus contributes to the COG system’s
significance in this area.
The MACW has been evaluated for its significance in the Military category,
due to its significant role, along multiple fronts, within the context of the
American Civil War in Georgia, including its prominent role in Union
General William T. Sherman’s Campaign for Atlanta, and his forces’
subsequent March to the Sea, which followed and destroyed both the
MACW from Atlanta to Macon and the COG’s original mainline from
Macon to Savannah.
As one of the four major antebellum railroads in Georgia that entered
Atlanta at the outbreak of hostilities, the MACW was a critical route for
distributing goods and supplying rations and reinforcements throughout
Georgia and the other Southern states. For the earlier years of the Civil
War, before disruptions caused by Union Army incursions, the MACW
was of great importance as a link in the chain of railroads that linked the
Atlantic coast port of Savannah with the Mississippi River port of Memphis,
Tennessee. The collective assemblage of lines included, in sequence, the
Central Rail Road, the Macon & Western Railroad, the Western & Atlantic,
the Nashville & Chattanooga, and the Memphis & Charleston Railroad. It
enabled the transport of arms, munitions, food, and clothing for the support
of the Confederate armies, as well as a means to move troops amongst the
various theaters through the course of the war. Accordingly, the MACW
holds a state level of significance for its involvement in military activities,
operations, and campaigns during the course of the American Civil War in
Georgia.
The MACW was likewise evaluated under Criterion C and appears to
contribute to the COG’s historic significance in the areas of Engineering
and Architecture. The MACW is intact and remains in service; hence, its
alignment, including associated cuts, grades, embankments, and select
structures such as trestle bridges over creeks, has been preserved. The
MACW is therefore representative of railroad design, including alignment,
grading, and construction, from the mid-nineteenth century when it was
constructed.

In addition, several rail depots along the MACW mainline are still extant
and positioned on their original sites, adjacent to the rail line. This intact
collection includes the passenger and/or freight depot buildings in Forsyth,
Barnesville, Hampton, Jonesboro, and Hapeville. This list of depots is
remarkable for number extant on what is a relatively short mainline;
together, they comprise approximately one-third of the original total of
station stops between Macon and Atlanta. All of these remaining depots,
both individually and collectively, allow the greater railroad system with
which they were historically affiliated to present a state level of significance
in the area of Architecture, for these are good, representative examples of
railroad station and railroad building architecture in Georgia from the
mid-nineteenth century through the early twentieth century. The original
Monroe Railroad & Banking Company’s Greek Revival-style office building
is also noteworthy as a fine example of high-style commercial architecture
in Georgia during the first half of the nineteenth century.
EVALUATION OF INTEGRITY
The MACW has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location,
setting, design, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. The
railroad has not been relocated, and its alignment remains unchanged
since its construction; therefore, the resource retains integrity of location
and setting. As the alignment and roadbed, including cuts and raised
grades, remains intact and in service, the resource also maintains integrity
of design, materials, and workmanship. The railroad also retains integrity
of feeling and association, as it conveys its physical characteristics as a
historic railroad line.
PROPOSED NATIONAL REGISTER BOUNDARY
The proposed National Register boundary for the MACW corresponds
to the railroad’s historic rights-of-way. This proposed boundary generally
contains all National Register-qualifying characteristics and features of the
resource and includes the railroad’s alignment, consisting of the railbed
and other elements of the rail resource, such as any extant cuts and built-up
grades and embankments. The proposed boundary also projects out from
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the rail right-of-way, as necessary, to include all of the line’s complement of
extant depots at Forsyth, Barnesville, Hampton, Jonesboro, and Hapeville.
The former Monroe Railroad & Banking Company office building,
which is now known as Macon’s City Hall, also constitutes an individual
contributing feature of the MACW and the COG system, even though it is
not sited adjacent to the MACW rail corridor. For this non-contiguous but
contributing resource, the building’s footprint is proposed for inclusion in
the proposed National Register boundary.
PREPARED BY
Steve Storey, David Ray, and Matt McDaniel
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MACW: Resource Location Map
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MACW: Macon City Hall, formerly Monroe Railroad offices

MACW: Overpass at Fifth Street and Poplar Street, downtown Macon

MACW: Wye remnants, Fifth Street and Hazel Street, downtown Macon

MACW: US 41/129 overpass, downtown Macon
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MACW: Ash Street crossing, Mercer University, Macon

MACW: Interstate 75 crossing, Macon

MACW: Holt Avenue crossing, Macon

MACW: Along Pio Nono Avenue, Macon
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MACW: Rivoli Drive at Wesleyan Drive, Wesleyan College, Macon

MACW: Rivoli Drive at Old Forsyth Road, Lorane, Bibb County

MACW: Along SR 19, Bolingbroke, Monroe County

MACW: Rumble Road at Evans Road, Smarr, Monroe County
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MACW: US 41/SR 19 at SR 18, Forsyth vicinity, Monroe County

MACW: Forsyth 1850 depot, later freight depot

MACW: Forsyth 1899 passenger depot

MACW: Collier Road at Hollis Road, Forsyth
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MACW: Crawford Road at Farm Road, Lamar County

MACW: Johnstonville Road at Farm Road, Goggins, Lamar County

MACW: Railroad Street at Ice Street, Barnesville

MACW: Barnesville depot
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MACW: Aldora Road crossing, Aldora, Lamar County

MACW: Along Old Milner Road, Lamar County

MACW: Birch Street at Main Street, Milner, Lamar County

MACW: Swint Road crossing, Orchard Hill, Spalding County
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MACW: Broad Street at SOU junction, Griffin

MACW: Experiment Street at North Twelfth Street, Griffin

MACW: East McIntosh Road, Highland Mills vicinity, Spalding County

MACW: Stone culvert, Highland Mills vicinity, Spalding County
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MACW: Baptist Camp Road crossing, Pomona, Spalding County

MACW: Teamon Road crossing, Sunny Side, Spalding County

MACW: Hampton depot

MACW: Talmadge Drive crossing, Lovejoy, Clayton County
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MACW: Freeman Road at SR 3, Clayton County

MACW: North Main Street, Jonesboro

MACW: Jonesboro depot

MACW: Patrick Cleburne Cemetery, Jonesboro
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MACW: Morrow Road crossing, Morrow

MACW: Forest Parkway at North Lake Drive, Lake City, Clayton County

MACW: Lake Drive crossing, Forest Park, Clayton County

MACW: At Interstate 285, Clayton County
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MACW: Central Avenue and Custer Street, Hapeville, Fulton County

MACW: Hapeville depot

MACW: Downtown Hapeville from depot

MACW: Downtown Hapeville from depot
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MACW: Porsche Avenue, Hapeville

MACW: South Central Avenue and Custer Street, Hapeville

MACW: Historic marker at West Cleveland Avenue and Main Street, East Point

MACW: Industrial buildings at Washington Avenue, East Point
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MACW: Cleveland Avenue, East Point

MACW: Interlocking tower, Peters Street, Atlanta

MACW: Industry yard, Harold Sheats Parkway, Atlanta

MACW: Centennial Olympic Park Drive, Atlanta
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MACW: Murphy Street and Ralph David Abernathy Boulevard, Atlanta

MACW: SOU crossing, McDaniel Street, Atlanta
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AUGUSTA & SAVANNAH RAILROAD (AGSV)
Other names: Augusta branch
System: Central of Georgia Railway
NR Evaluation: Eligible (Contributing)
Physical Status: Active
Current owner: Norfolk Southern
Predecessors: Augusta & Waynesboro Railroad

CENTRAL OF GEORGIA (COG)
System Feature Inventory Form

Location: Millen, Jenkins County to Augusta, via Waynesboro

DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY
At Millen in Jenkins County, the original, antebellum Central of Georgia
mainline connected with the Augusta & Waynesboro Railroad, a 53-mile
long line that allowed access to Augusta. First chartered as the Augusta &
Waynesboro in 1838 but not opened for full operation until 1854, the name
of this railroad between Millen and Augusta was changed to Augusta &
Savannah Railroad (AGSV) on February 16, 1856.
Thereafter, the line was leased to the Central Railroad & Banking Company
during the Civil War in 1862 and again to the Central of Georgia Railroad
(COG) on October 24, 1895. The COG finally fully acquired and absorbed
the AGSV in 1948.
DESCRIPTION
The entirety of the former AGSV is still in operation as a branch line for
Norfolk Southern (NS), present successor to the COG. The line begins
adjacent to Cotton Avenue’s east end in downtown Millen at a switch aptly
signed as “Augusta Junction.” A siding there departs the mainline and
passes between the COG’s antebellum Millen freight depot and the earlytwentieth-century Millen passenger depot; AGSV trains would historically
have taken on passengers and freight goods from both buildings. At the
west end of Cotton Avenue, coterminous with the east entrance to Millen’s

rail yard, the eastern leg of the AGSV’s three-way wye junction curves away
to the north along Wilson Street’s west side. The Millen rail yard is actually
bookended by the junction, for the western leg frames the yard’s other end;
this arrangement would have allowed easy transfers, as well as a convenient
place for AGSV trains to turn around.
For its section from the COG mainline north to Waynesboro, the line runs
generally parallel to and along the east side of US 25/SR 121, although through
the railroad-generated communities of Lawton, Perkins, Munnerlyn, and
Idlewood, it is removed some distance east from the highway’s present
course. The line’s sole extant depot is located at Perkins (depots at Millen
are on the mainline). The AGSV does not pass directly through downtown
Waynesboro, but instead runs through a wide, dedicated corridor along
the city’s eastern edge, about six blocks east of the city center. Near the
northeastern corner of the city’s grid, the line crosses and interchanges with
the COG’s former Savannah & Atlanta Railway line (SVAT), which is also
still owned and operated by NS.
Just beyond Waynesboro, the AGSV rail alignment begins to turn
northeasterly to cross Brier Creek, and travels cross-country through Green’s
Cut to cross McBean’s Creek and pick up that Savannah River tributary’s
stream valley. This segment north of Green’s Cut reflects and displays the
line’s antebellum origins, by way of its adherence to and reliance upon the
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level ground but circuitous path afforded by water bodies. Thus, the AGSV
jogs almost due east past McBean and SR 56 until it reaches the western
edge of the Savannah River valley. There, it bends sharply back to the north/
northwest to proceed through the Tahoma and Nixon communities and
into Augusta’s south side.
The AGSV track enters the same large rail yard, sited east of Augusta’s
Bethlehem neighborhood, utilized by trains travelling to and from the
former Georgia & Florida Railway’s Augusta Southern mainline.
NATIONAL REGISTER CONTRIBUTING STATUS
The Augusta & Savannah Railroad (AGSV) is a component of the COG
system; the COG system is considered eligible for the National Register
of Historic Places under Criterion A in the areas of Transportation,
Commerce, Community Planning and Development, Exploration/
Settlement, Ethnic Heritage-Black, Military, and Entertainment/Recreation,
and under Criterion C in the areas of Architecture and Engineering (see
System Property Information Form). The AGSV, which was acquired by
the COG and consolidated into that system, was evaluated for its possible
contributions to the historic significance and potential National Register
eligibility of the COG system.
The AGSV was evaluated under Criterion A and appears to contribute
to the COG’s historic significance in the areas of Transportation and
Commerce. During its period of operation within the COG system, most
of it as an affiliate or subsidiary, the AGSV was an important COG main
branch line connecting the COG mainline with Augusta. This provided
important additional utility for the mainline and greatly increased the
service area of the COG system to another major market and railroad hub,
where connectivity with other major railroads was available. Instead of
the mainline only fulfilling its founders’ original intent of connecting the
two major Georgia cities of Savannah and Macon, the antebellum Augusta
branch enabled the COG to also connect to the third major city within the
greater region of central and east central Georgia. In short, these three cities
formed a triangle of major markets in central and east central Georgia, and
this leg from the mainline allowed the COG to serve all three.

Also, the peculiar, but at the time necessary, geographic circumstance of the
COG mainline following the Ogeechee River meant that the route traveled
generally north/northwest from Savannah for at least a third of its length
before, at Millen, finally turning in a more generally western direction
towards Macon. As such, Millen was ideally placed to be the southern
terminus for the AGSV; as the two namesake termini of the line made clear,
the Ogeechee River valley route of the COG mainline’s eastern third was
plainly conceptualized as the de facto southern half of the AGSV line. From
another perspective, a shared section of the COG mainline became just as
much an indispensable part of the Savannah to Augusta line as it was the
Savannah to Macon line. Also, just as the COG mainline was originally
an attempt to compete with and perhaps supplant steamboat commerce
on the Ocmulgee-Altamaha river system, the AGSV branch also afforded
the opportunity to do the same on the Savannah River system. It created
and operated a faster, more efficient means for farmers, lumber companies,
and other enterprises throughout and along the Savannah River Valley to
ship their products either to the important railroad hubs in Augusta and
Savannah, or to Savannah’s Atlantic coast port for far flung distribution.
Conversely, it allowed the easy importation of goods into east Georgia and
beyond through these same cities.
The AGSV would have carried goods and passengers to, from, and through
the region, thus facilitating and encouraging commerce in the AGSV’s area
of service and throughout the COG system. In addition, the AGSV would
have collected and distributed the various agricultural products and natural
resources and material harvested or produced within the region, such as
cotton, tobacco, grains, and timber, among other foodstuffs, fertilizers,
and products. For all these reasons, the AGSV made historically significant
contributions to the COG system and to the commercial development of
Georgia and the state’s rail transportation network during the second half
of the nineteenth century and throughout the twentieth.
As a railroad entity that includes significant sections of railbed and track
originally constructed during the antebellum period, this resource also
conveys significance in the area of Ethnic Heritage—Black. Manual slave
labor was almost universally employed to build Georgia’s pre-Civil War
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railroads, and the remaining and intact grades, cuts, fills, culverts and other
infrastructural elements of the AGSV’s mainline from Millen to Augusta
constructed during the antebellum period physically conveys AfricanAmericans’ historically significant contributions to the construction of
the state’s railroad infrastructure. The AGSV, which developed from the
antebellum Augusta & Waynesboro Railroad, thus contributes to the COG
system’s significance in this area.
The AGSV was likewise evaluated under Criterion C and appears to
contribute to the COG’s historic significance in the areas of Engineering
and Architecture. The AGSV is intact and remains in service; hence, its
alignment, including associated cuts, grades, embankments, and select
structures such as the trestle bridges over creeks, has been preserved. The
AGSV is therefore representative of railroad design, including alignment,
grading, and construction, from the mid-nineteenth century when it was
constructed. In addition, a single COG depot on the AGSV remains extant,
standing only a short distance from its original site along the west side of
the tracks through Perkins. It is a good, intact example of late-nineteenthcentury depot construction in Georgia.

PROPOSED NATIONAL REGISTER BOUNDARY
The proposed National Register boundary for the AGSV corresponds to the
railroad’s historic rights-of-way. This proposed boundary generally contains
all National Register-qualifying characteristics and features of the resource
and includes the railroad’s alignment, consisting of the railbed and other
elements of the rail resource, such as any extant cuts and built-up grades
and embankments. The proposed boundary also projects out from the rail
right-of-way, as necessary, to include the line’s extant depot at Perkins.
PREPARED BY
Steve Storey, David Ray, Matt McDaniel, George Rounds, and Mike
Reynolds

EVALUATION OF INTEGRITY
The AGSV has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location,
setting, design, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. The
railroad has not been relocated, and its alignment remains unchanged since
its construction; therefore, the resource retains integrity of location and
setting. As the alignment and roadbed, including cuts and raised grades,
remains intact and in service, the resource also maintains integrity of
design, materials, and workmanship. The railroad also retains integrity of
feeling and association, as it conveys its physical characteristics as a historic
railroad line.
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AGSV: Resource Location Map
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AGSV: Augusta junction, AGSV and COG MAIN, Millen, Jenkins County

AGSV: Millen passenger depot on COG MAIN

AGSV: Millen freight depot on COG MAIN

AGSV: Millen yard from Cotton Avenue, AGSV in foreground
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AGSV: SR 21 crossing, Millen vicinity, Jenkins County

AGSV: Old Perkins Road crossing, Lawton, Jenkins County

AGSV: Perkins depot, Jenkins County

AGSV: SR 24 crossing, Waynesboro, Burke County
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AGSV: Seventh Street, Waynesboro

AGSV: Wye junction with SVAT, US 25, Waynesboro

AGSV: SR 56 crossing, McBean, Richmond County

AGSV: Doug Barnard Parkway, Nixon vicinity, Richmond County
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AGSV: Augusta yard, Laney Walker Boulevard, Augusta

AGSV: Savannah River bridge, Augusta
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BRUTON & PINEORA RAILWAY/DOVER & STATESBORO RAILROAD (BRDS)
Other names: Dublin branch
System: Central of Georgia Railway
NR Evaluation: Eligible (Contributing)

Location: Dover, Screven County to Brewton,

Laurens County via Statesboro, Register, Metter,
Stillmore, and Adrian

Physical Status: Active and Abandoned
Current owner: Georgia Southern Railway

(Dover through Statesboro to Metter)
Predecessors: Macon & Atlantic Railway;
Atlantic Short Line Railway

CENTRAL OF GEORGIA (COG)
System Feature Inventory Form

DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY
In July 1900, the Central of Georgia (COG) acquired the 58-mile long
Bruton & Pineora Railway, which ran from Bruton (now Brewton) in
Laurens County to Register in Bulloch County. Soon thereafter, in January
1901, the COG also bought the Dover & Statesboro Railroad, a ten-mile
line between those two namesake towns. The COG then connected these
two new acquisitions by building nine miles of tracks between Register and
Statesboro, the last link in a 77-mile branch line from Dover to Brewton.
The combined new line, comprising the former Bruton & Pineora and
the Dover & Statesboro, opened June 9, 1901. The tracks from Metter to
Brewton were abandoned in 1938. The Dover-Statesboro-Metter segment
remains in operation.
The Dover & Statesboro Railroad Company was chartered in April 1889 and
completed in November of the same year. It ran northeast from Statesboro
and crossed the Ogeechee River into Screven County at Dover, which was
a station stop on the COG mainline from Savannah to Macon. The line
was expressly intended to provide rail service to the Bulloch County seat
of Statesboro, thereby preceding any other railroad to the city by a decade
(after which, in 1899, the Savannah & Statesboro Railroad was completed).
Early records indicate that an extension to Jesup was originally planned
but never commenced. In the 1894 edition of The Official Railway List, the
Dover & Statesboro reported operating 1 locomotive and 4 cars.

The Bruton & Pineora Railway Company grew out of the rail project that
began as the Macon & Atlantic Railway, which was conceived to provide
another, more direct route between Macon and Savannah than that of the
COG mainline. Only twelve miles of track eastward from Bruton had been
laid when its property was sold under foreclosure in 1892, after its builder,
the Macon Construction Company, entered receivership. The Atlantic
Short Line Railway (ASL) was chartered December 9, 1892 as the Macon
& Atlantic’s successor. According to the 1895 edition of Poor’s Manual of
Railroads, the ASL planned to complete the proposed construction of a new
line from Macon to Savannah. The ASL completed a 28-mile long stretch
eastward from Bruton in 1894. Work was in progress on the remaining
section to Stillmore when the ASL, too, entered receivership, but these ten
additional miles were finished in bankruptcy.
The Bruton & Pineora Railway was incorporated June 27, 1897 as successor
to the ASL. It was controlled by the COG, which had purchased the ASL’s
properties at the receivership sale in 1895-96. With the financial assistance
of the COG, the Bruton & Pineora’s line was extended eastward through
Metter to Register by 1900, and in July of that same year, the COG purchased
the company outright.
The eastern terminus was intended to be Pineora, a small community in
Effingham County along the COG’s original mainline, and the western end
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of the line was the Dublin satellite of Bruton (soon renamed to the present
spelling of Brewton). Bruton, and that part of the originally conceived
line actually implemented, was in alignment with the most direct line that
could be drawn between Savannah and Macon. The Macon & Atlantic had
originally envisioned a straight line extension from Bruton northwesterly
to Macon, but this remained unbuilt. Bruton was also a station stop on
the Wrightsville & Tennille Railroad (WRTN), which itself came under the
financial control of the COG in 1899. Hence, the COG’s WRTN subsidiary
offered, via a wye junction at Bruton, connectivity to both the COG
mainline at Tennille and to the Macon, Dublin & Savannah Railroad at
nearby Dublin.
Some records and reports indicate that grading work, perhaps of an
extensive amount, was begun towards Pineora, but definitive information
has not been identified to explain the COG’s ultimate decision to connect
the Bruton & Pineora with the Dover & Statesboro, instead. In all likelihood,
costs played a key factor, including the expense of erecting a second bridge
over the Ogeechee River to Pineora; as a necessity for completion of its
own line, the Dover & Statesboro had already bridged the Ogeechee River
just south of Dover. Moreover, continuing to Pineora only would not have
provided the COG with rail access to the Statesboro market, which, besides
Dublin, was the largest city along the selected route’s course.
DESCRIPTION
Parts of both original component lines that the COG once joined, to
create a hockey stick-shaped route from Dover to Dublin, are still intact
and in service. The entirety of the original Dover & Statesboro line is
still in use, and the Bruton & Pineora’s eastern span between Statesboro
and Metter is also still active. Whereas the compilation once served, with
assistance by the WRTN affiliate, as the COG’s Dublin branch through
Statesboro, its abbreviated length now functions as a Statesboro-Metter
branch; neither of these cities would still have railroad access without the
continued operation of this segment, which is now owned and maintained
by Georgia Southern Railway.

The discrepancy between the western segment’s 1938 abandonment and
the continued activity over the eastern alignment for almost eight more
decades is noteworthy. However, the Bruton & Pineora was developed
from the remains of a much longer mainline concept, and the small
towns and communities that it traveled through never offered significant
commercial markets or independent revenue sources for the line.
Moreover, once the WRTN was effectively integrated in the COG system,
it afforded a second, in-system route from the COG mainline to Dublin.
The Macon Construction Company was the originator of the alignment
from Brewton to Register, and the company had also implemented the
Macon & Birmingham Railroad project between its namesake cities, as well
as the Georgia Southern & Florida Railroad from Macon to Valdosta and
into Florida. Thus, the company had undertaken three ambitious railroad
projects in less than a decade, and seemingly became over-extended. In
fact, not only did the Macon Construction Company fail to make much
headway on the Macon & Atlantic, its Macon & Birmingham route only
ever reached LaGrange. Nonetheless, if the company had succeeded in
carrying out its grand vision, the Macon & Atlantic, and thus the Bruton
& Pineora alignment, would have been part of a direct through-route
from Savannah through Macon and LaGrange to Birmingham.
When the Macon Construction Company and its successor, the Atlantic
Short Line, were both unable to implement their interstate air-line
concept, the line’s destinations and termini became much smaller in
size. Nevertheless, the entire extent of the COG’s reconfigured and
repurposed Dublin branch line (referred to hereafter by the acronym
BRDS, a combination of Bruton & Pineora Railway and Dover &
Statesboro Railroad) did remain in full service for almost four decades.
In addition to the larger regional commercial centers of Statesboro and
Metter, Stillmore and Adrian likewise benefitted and experienced periods
of substantial growth, due to their newfound status as local rail hubs. The
Georgia & Florida Railway’s Millen & Southwestern subsidiary crossed
the Bruton & Pineora at Stillmore, and the Wadley Southern’s twin prongs
crossed at both Stillmore and Adrian.
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Both the BRDS’s north and south wye interchanges to the COG mainline
at Dover are still in use; from this junction, the line almost immediately
crosses the Ogeechee River and a tributary on two separate, multi-span
trestle bridges. The line passes though the east side of downtown Statesboro,
where the city’s extant depot is located at the intersection of Railroad and
East Vine streets. At Register, the railroad alignment curves through a broad
bend and transitions from a southwesterly course to a northwesterly one,
which it roughly maintains to Brewton. Two more extant depots are located
at Pulaski and Metter; Metter’s stands on its original site, but Pulaski’s
depot has been rotated and moved across Gin Street from the rail right-ofway. In Metter, the intact BRDS tracks end between the North Trapnell and
North Terrell street crossings. Through the remainder of downtown Metter,
the former rail corridor has been adapted for public parking spaces along
Park Street, and farther west, by Metter’s tree-lined downtown park. After
a few more city blocks, in which buildings have disrupted the rail corridor,
Central Avenue/Stillmore Highway begins its course to Stillmore; the road
bed utilizes the former rail right-of-way and grade. At Stillmore, the line
passes across that town’s southern edge.

Apart from the above-described areas, the linear alignment is mostly
inaccessible, but also mostly uninterrupted as it passes through rural
forests and pine plantations, and past cultivated fields. Because the rail
corridor passes through a rural area that has seen little development
pressure through the second half of the twentieth century and first decades
of the twenty-first, the railbed is almost entirely intact. Only two blocks in
downtown Metter, between North Kennedy and North Williams streets,
feature buildings that were placed over part of the rail corridor; likewise,
in Adrian, a few service stations, sited between SR 15 and James Street
crossings, appear to at least partially occupy the former railroad right-ofway. Apart from these brief and anomalous interruptions, the vast majority
of the abandoned railbed remains readily discernable at ground level and
on current aerial imagery as a continuous corridor, to the degree that no
lengths are indeterminate or indistinguishable. It is not known if Norfolk
Southern or the Georgia Southern Railway still own any parts of the now
abandoned former BRDS right-of-way.

From Stillmore to Laurens County, much of the bed diverges from
roadbeds and passes through mostly inaccessible countryside, although a
few highway segments either run alongside or make use of the former rail
corridor; such sections include Condor Road and Nunez-Lexsy Road and
parts of Norristown-Covena Road and Keas Old Mill Pond Road. In both
Adrian and Scott, streets named Railroad Avenue run adjacent to the still
intact rail right-of-way, which is used as open common space. The depots
in Nunez and Scott both stand on their original sites, and both are now
used as private residences.

The Bruton & Pineora Railway and Dover & Statesboro Railroad are
together (BRDS) linked components of the COG system; the COG system
is considered eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under
Criterion A in the areas of Transportation, Commerce, Community
Planning and Development, Exploration/Settlement, Ethnic HeritageBlack, and Entertainment/Recreation, and under Criterion C in the areas
of Architecture and Engineering (see System Property Information Form).
The BRDS, also the COG’s Dublin branch line, the components of which
were acquired by the COG and consolidated into that system, was evaluated
for its possible contributions to the historic significance and potential
National Register eligibility of the COG system.

For most of the branch line’s straight run through Laurens County, the
rail corridor has once again been adapted for the rights-of-way for two
roadways: the unpaved surface of CR 796/Old Railroad Road gives way to
the paved roadbed of CR 519/Brewton Lovett Road. CR 519 enters Brewton
through a broad curve that reflects its former use as a wye interchange
approach, and then converges with the WRTN’s intact rail alignment.

NATIONAL REGISTER CONTRIBUTING STATUS

The BRDS was evaluated under Criterion A; due to its status as the COG’s
Dublin branch between Dover, Statesboro, Metter, and Dublin, the BRDS
appears to contribute to the COG system’s historic significance in the areas of
Transportation, Commerce, and Community Planning and Development.
For a duration of just over almost four decades (1901-1938), the Dublin
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branch line played a supportive role in the COG system’s overall state and
local levels of significance in the areas of Commerce and Transportation.
It benefitted the region of east central Georgia to the west and south of the
COG’s mainline, in all four of these areas, by giving farmers, merchants,
shippers and passengers located in the greater vicinities of the cities of
Statesboro, Metter, Register, Metter, Stillmore, Adrian, Dublin, and other
smaller towns and communities additional outlets and points of connection
to other mainlines to send and receive products and materials. The BRDS
thus contributed to the overall prosperity of Bulloch, Candler, Emanuel,
Johnson, Laurens, and Screven counties.
Many of the BRDS railcars undoubtedly carried cotton, once an agricultural
staple of the region, but also peanuts, grains, hay, tobacco, livestock, and
other farm products grown or raised in this part of Georgia. Potentially
even more common freight loads would have included felled timber, sawn
lumber, or other timber products, for the BRDS opened up the lands of
these five counties to expanded operations of local logging companies
and saw mill operations. It created and operated a faster, more efficient
means for farmers, lumber companies, and other enterprises throughout
the region to ship their products either to the important railroad hubs
in Macon and Savannah, or to Savannah’s Atlantic coast port for farther
flung distribution. Conversely, it allowed the easy importation of goods
into east Georgia and beyond through these same cities. The BRDS would
have carried commodities, goods, and passengers to, from, and through
the region, thus facilitating and encouraging agricultural development and
commerce in the BRDS’ area of service and throughout the COG system.
For a relatively brief period in the early twentieth century, the BRDS also
operated as a main east-west oriented connection or bridge route between
numerous crossing lines, most of which were primarily aligned on northsouth tangents. During Georgia’s railroading heyday, the BRDS connected
not only the COG mainline at Dover on its east end and Brewton to the
WRTN on its west end, it also connected to at least eight other crossing lines
between: the Savannah & Statesboro, Savannah, Augusta & Northwestern,
and Midland Railway all interchanged with the BRDS at Statesboro; the
north end of the Register & Glennville/East Georgia Railway connected at

Register; the Georgia & Florida Railway’s (GAF’s) Millen branch crossed
at Stillmore, as did the Wadley Southern’s east branch; the GAF’s mainline
crossed at Wesley in Emanuel County; and, last, the Wadley Southern’s
west branch interconnected with the BRDS in downtown Adrian.
Therefore, the line achieved significance in the area of Transportation for
being a productive component and branch of the COG system, and part
of the interconnected web of railroads that provided thorough coverage
of southeast Georgia through the first quarter of the twentieth century.
In the area of Community Planning and Development, the BRDS led to
the development and/or expansion and prosperity of numerous small
cities and towns along its route in east central and southeast central
Georgia. Cities, towns, and communities such as Pulaski, Metter, Nunez,
Norristown, and Scott, among others, were either entirely or largely the
outgrowth of station stops on the BRDS route. The linear layouts of their
downtown commercial centers, which typically emerged alongside and
either faced or were perpendicular to the rail corridor, reflect the critical
influence of the railroad’s course on local settlement and community
planning. Due to the stimulus that the BRDS provided to the development
of numerous communities, almost all of which are still extant, the railroad
presents a local level of significance in the area of Community Planning
and Development.
The BRDS has also been determined to contribute to the COG system’s
eligibility under Criterion C, due to its significance in the area of
Engineering. The eastern half of the line’s historic length is still intact
and in regular service from Dover to Metter. The abandoned western
half of the BRDS’s alignment remains almost fully intact, although the
railroad’s rails and ties were removed following its deactivation in 1938.
This part of the overall rail corridor is now physically represented by
the intact and remnant sections of rail cuts, built-up railbed, and rail
embankments. Much of the abandoned railbed is physically and visually
present in the landscape and still conveys its historically significant design
characteristics. In part due to the line’s maintained rural landscape, the
essential linear quality and continuity of this segment of the BRDS has
been mostly preserved as an undisturbed rail grade.
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The BRDS thus remains a good and generally intact example of rail design
at the turn of the twentieth century. The COG’s Dublin branch line is
thereby representative of the state of railroad engineering, including
surveying, route plotting, grading, and construction, during this time
period. Components of the original rail infrastructure of rails, ties,
trestles, and bridges may have been replaced over the years, in the course
of regular operational and safety upgrades, repairs, and improvements.
Although these general modifications may diminish the integrity and
significance of the railroad’s parts and components as physical artifacts,
they in no way lessen the significance or integrity presented by the BRDS’
retained route alignment and intact corridor.
In addition, at least five former COG depots along the BRDS remain
extant, either located on their original sites or standing only a short
distance from the rail corridor. Both individually and collectively, these
depots, at Statesboro, Pulaski, Metter, Nunez, and Scott, represent good,
intact examples of rail depot construction in Georgia during the early
twentieth century.
EVALUATION OF INTEGRITY
The combined alignment of the Bruton & Pineora Railway/Dover &
Statesboro Railroad (BRDS) has been determined to retain integrity in
the areas of location, setting, design, materials, workmanship, feeling, and
association. The railroad’s still active segment, from Dover to Statesboro
and on to Register, Pulaski, and Metter, has not been relocated, and its
alignment remains unchanged since the time of the BRDS’s construction
and operational history; therefore, the resource retains integrity of location
and setting. As the alignment and roadbed of this segment, including
cuts and raised grades, remains intact and in service, the resource also
maintains integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. This portion of
the alignment also retains integrity of feeling and association, as it conveys
its physical characteristics as a historic railroad line.
The abandoned segment, spanning that part of the former BRDS alignment
from Metter through Stillmore and Adrian in Emanuel and Johnson

counties to Brewton in Laurens County, has been determined to possess
a substantive integrity in the areas of location, setting, design, materials,
workmanship, feeling, and association. The BRDS’s remnant railbed has
not been relocated, and its alignment remains substantially unchanged
since its construction; therefore, the resource retains integrity of location
and setting. As almost all of its alignment and railbed, including cuts and
grades, remains intact, despite the abandonment of service in 1938 and
the subsequent removal of rails, ties, and ballast, the BRDS’s abandoned
segment still maintains a substantive level of integrity of design, materials,
and workmanship. The railroad corridor also retains integrity of feeling
and association, as it still conveys its linear and continuous physical
characteristics as a historic railroad line, in part due to the adapted use of
some of its segments as highway or roadway rights-of-way.
PROPOSED NATIONAL REGISTER BOUNDARY
The proposed National Register boundary for the BRDS corresponds to
the historic railroad rights-of-way, which date from origins between 1889
and 1901. These rights-of-way include both active and abandoned BRDS
segments. The proposed boundary contains all National Register-qualifying
characteristics and features of the resource and includes the railroad’s
currently active or abandoned sections of alignment, consisting, in both
circumstances, of the railbed and other elements of the rail resource, such
as any extant cuts and built-up grades and embankments. The proposed
boundaries also project out from the rail right-of-way, as necessary, to
include all of the extant railroad depots along the BRDS’s length, including
at Statesboro, Metter, Nunez, and Scott. These four depots are still located
on their original sites alongside the railroad rights-of-way. The BRDS’s
former relocated Pulaski depot also constitutes a contributing feature, even
though it has been moved a short distance away from the rail corridor and
right-of-way; its building footprint is proposed as a perimeter boundary for
this non-contiguous but contributing component.
PREPARED BY
Steve Storey, David Ray, Matt McDaniel, Erin Murphy, and
George Rounds
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BRDS: Resource Location Map
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BRDS: Clito Road crossing, Clito, Bulloch County

BRDS: Along Maria Sorrell Road, Clito

BRDS: Along Dover Road, Dover, Screven County

BRDS: Dover Road, Dover
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BRDS: SR 67 and SR 73, Statesboro, Bulloch County

BRDS: Statesboro depot

BRDS: East Grady Street, Statesboro

BRDS: East Parrish Street at Matthews Road, Statesboro
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BRDS: SR 24 and Savannah Avenue, Statesboro

BRDS: Main Street crossing, Register, Bulloch County

BRDS: Main Street crossing, Register

BRDS: Pulaski depot, Candler County
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BRDS: Along Railroad Street, Pulaski

BRDS: Along St. Mathews Church Road, Parish, Candler County

BRDS: Parish Station Road crossing, Parish

BRDS: Metter depot, Candler County
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BRDS: North Trapnell Street crossing, Metter

BRDS: Along SR 46/East Broad Street, Metter

BRDS: Railroad ROW along South Park Street at Metter depot

BRDS: Railroad ROW along South Park Street, Metter
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BRDS: Rail corridor park, Broad Street, Metter

BRDS: Rail corridor park, Kennedy Street, Metter

BRDS: Railroad ROW along Central Avenue, Metter

BRDS: Central Avenue at Williams Street, Metter
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BRDS: Along Central Ave. at Hulsey Lake, Shamrock vicinity, Candler County

BRDS: Along Central Avenue at Canoochee River, Candler County

BRDS: Railroad Avenue, lake dam is railbed, Stillmore, Emanuel County

BRDS: Rail cut at Old Kenfield Road, Stillmore
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BRDS: Rail cut, Old Kenfield Road, Stillmore

BRDS: Along Atlanta Street, Stillmore

BRDS: Railbed along Condor Road, Lexsy, Emanuel County

BRDS: Nunez depot, Emanuel County
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BRDS: Railbed at SR 56, Covena, Emanuel County

BRDS: CR 169 crossing at CR 159, center treeline is railbed, Emanuel County

BRDS: SR 171 crossing at CR 159, Norristown, Emaunel County

BRDS: Rail corridor between CR 458 and Main Street, Norristown
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BRDS: Railbed at Old Mill Pond, Keas, Emanuel County

BRDS: Railbed along west bank of Old Mill Pond, Keas

BRDS: Rail cut along CR 458, Robins Creek, Emanuel County

BRDS: East Railroad Avenue, railbed, Adrian, Johnson County
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BRDS: Railroad corridor park, SR 26 and Railroad Avenue, Adrian

BRDS: Railroad corridor park, Railroad Avenue and SR 15 crossing, Adrian

BRDS: Railbed along US 80/SR 26, Adrian vicinity, Johnson County

BRDS: Railbed along US 80/SR 26, Adrian vicinity, Johnson County
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BRDS: SR 26 at CR 7, railbed is bern between roads, Johnson County

BRDS: SR 26 at CR 7, railbed is berm behind sign, Johnson County

BRDS: Scott depot along Railroad Street, Johnson County

BRDS: Railroad Street to Scott depot
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BRDS: Railroad Street and CR 203, Scott

BRDS: Along Railroad Street, railbed, Laurens County

BRDS: Along Old Railroad Road at Snell Bridge Road, Laurens County

BRDS: Old Railroad Road, Laurens County
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BRDS: Along CR 796 at Brewton Lovett Road, Laurens County

BRDS: Railbed along CR 519 at tie-in with WRTN, Brewton, Laurens County
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MACON & NORTHERN RAILWAY (MACN)
Other names: Athens branch
System: Central of Georgia Railway
NR Evaluation: Eligible (Contributing)
Physical Status: Intact (the southern section

from Macon to Madison is active; the middle
section from Madison to Bishop is inactive;
the northern section from Bishop to Athens is
active)

Current owner: Norfolk Southern (section

from Macon to Machen); CaterParrott Railnet
(section from Machen to Madison); Athens Line
(section from Bishop to Athens)
Predecessors: Covington & Macon Railroad
Successors: Central of Georgia
Location: Macon to Athens, via Madison

DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY
The Macon & Northern Railway (MACN) originated as the Covington
& Macon Railroad Company, which was chartered in 1885 to build a rail
line from Macon to Covington, a then small but prosperous community
along the Georgia Railroad mainline. Construction began from Macon
in the spring of 1886. A year later, a 34-mile section north to Hillsboro
in southern Jasper County had been completed, but the company was
already struggling financially. Not long after the rails reached Monticello
in June 1887, the railroad’s officers decided to alter their plans by building
to Athens instead of Covington, a move primarily designed to attract new
investment in the failing enterprise. The strategy was successful and, by
March 1888, the railroad was completed to Madison. The last section of
the 105-mile long, standard-gauge line was built by the end of that year
and the line in its entirety was opened January 15, 1889. In that same year,
the railroad reported operating 7 locomotives, 9 passenger cars, and 159
freight and miscellaneous cars.
Traffic on the new rail line fell below expectations, however, and it was
ordered to be sold at public auction on May 21, 1891. The railroad was
reorganized two days later as the Macon & Northern Railroad. In the
1894 edition of The Official Railway List, the MACN reported operating 6
locomotives and 95 cars. It entered receivership again in 1894; N. E. Harris
of Macon served as receiver. The railroad emerged this second time as

CENTRAL OF GEORGIA (COG)
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the Macon & Northern Railway Company, and was leased jointly to the
Richmond & Danville and the Central of Georgia (COG). It was soon after
purchased outright by the reorganized COG on October 31, 1895.
DESCRIPTION
Most of the MACN line is still in service, although traffic is generally
light. Norfolk Southern trains still operate through Bibb, Jones, and Jasper
counties, from Macon to Machen, while CaterParrott Railnet operates and
maintains the section from Machen north to Madison in Morgan County.
The section from Madison north to Bishop in Oconee County has been
unused since 1987, although much of its trackage is still in place and the
right-of-way is intact. A short line operator called the Athens Line currently
provides service over the northern remainder of the line from Bishop to
Athens, Clarke County.
Even though the MACN was developed as and remained an independent
railroad company for its first decade, it was, even from the outset, always
affiliated and reliant upon cooperation with the COG. The MACN’s
mainline never actually started in Macon proper, nor did the company ever
construct any track on the Ocmulgee River’s west bank. Instead, the MACN
always employed the COG’s original mainline to cross the Ocmulgee River
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and enter/exit Macon; the MACN apparently leased trackage rights from
the COG. Along with the Georgia Railroad’s former Macon & Augusta
Railroad branch line from Warrenton to Macon, the MACN tied into
the COG mainline at a complicated tripartite rail junction at the Mogul
community. Mogul, sited in far eastern Bibb County at the railroads’
crossings of Masseyville Road, was alternatively referred to as Masseyville
or Massey’s Mill on early timetables of the MACN. Just east of Mogul,
the MACN diverges to the south in a wide arc and then curves north to
cross over the COG mainline on a trestle bridge. After running roughly
parallel and near each other for some distance, the MACN and the Macon
& Augusta finally cross each other, farther east in the vicinity of Jones
County’s Postell community.
From Postell, the MACN turns back to the north/northwest and, at the
Cumslo community in Jones County, picks up the present alignment of CR
291, which it generally tracks all the way into downtown Gray. The extant
Gray depot stands near the intersection of Georgia State Routes 11, 18,
22, and 44. From Gray northward through the communities of Bradley,
Wayside, Round Oak, and into Jasper County through Hillsboro and
Adgateville, the rail corridor proceeds in tandem with and along the east
side of SR 11. It then crosses over to the Minneta community and follows
SR 83 into Monticello. Former COG depots are all still extant in Bradley,
Wayside, and Round Oak, but all three have been moved a short distance
away from the rail right-of-way.
The path of the MACN then roughly follows the same course as SR 83
northeasterly to Madison, but does not always maintain close proximity.
At Machen, the MACN crosses the near perpendicular route of the
COG’s former Middle Georgia & Atlantic (MGAT) line from Eatonton
to Covington. Throughout this rural landscape between Monticello and
Madison, the only other historic station stops are at Shady Dale and Godfrey;
Shady Dale retains its depot, which has been moved a short distance west
from trackside. The line bridges the Little River in the northwest corner of
Putnam County.

The MACN approaches Madison along Pennington Road and around
the city’s western edge. The line then crosses under the Georgia Railroad
mainline, which is carried over the MACN on a trestle bridge; the MACN
immediately turns northeast and passes through Madison on a joint rightof-way shared with the earlier Georgia Railroad. The COG’s extant Madison
depot is located along this segment, almost directly across from the Georgia
Railroad depot. At Madison’s northeastern corner, the two lines fork, and
the MACN continues straight to the northeast alongside Lower Apalachee
Road. The line falls out-of-service on Madison’s northeastern edge, but the
rail corridor and its right-of-way continue uninterrupted all the way to
Athens. Along the way, the line zig-zags back and forth across the rolling
terrain, passing through Apalachee, Farmington, Bishop, Watkinsville, and
Whitehall. In general, it traces a similar path to Athens as US 129/441/SR
24. Although inactive and dilapidated through deferred maintenance, most
of the trackage between Madison and Bishop is still physically present,
except at some road crossings, and the historic bridges over Hard Labor
Creek and the Apalachee River remain in place; also, the Farmington depot
still stands on its original site. The line’s Middle Oconee River bridge, south
of Whitehall, is its northernmost river crossing.
The MACN enters Athens along the University of Georgia campus’s eastern
edge, running alongside East Campus Drive and passing beside Sanford
Stadium. A connector extends northward through downtown’s eastern
edge, to enable interchanges with both the former Seaboard Air Line’s
Georgia, Carolina & Northern mainline and the former Southern Railway’s
Athens branch, the Northeastern Railroad of Georgia, both of which are
still in service. The line makes it final tie-in via a wye to the Southern at
the Cleveland Avenue crossing. This northernmost segment of the MACN
contributes several examples to Athens’ hallmark collection of low wooden
trestles. Four of this notable complement pass over River Road, Baldwin
Street, North Avenue, and North College Avenue, respectively.
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NATIONAL REGISTER CONTRIBUTING STATUS
The Macon & Northern Railway (MACN) is a component of the
Central of Georgia (COG) system; the COG system is considered
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under Criterion A
in the areas of Transportation, Commerce, Community Planning and
Development, Exploration/Settlement, Ethnic Heritage-Black, Military,
and Entertainment/Recreation, and under Criterion C in the areas of
Architecture and Engineering (see System Property Information Form). The
MACN, which was acquired by the COG and consolidated into that system,
was evaluated for its possible contributions to the historic significance and
potential National Register eligibility of the COG system.
The MACN was evaluated under Criterion A, and due to its status as the
COG’s Athens branch, contributes to the historic significance of the COG
system in the areas of Transportationand Commerce. During its period of
operation, the MACN was an important COG main branch line connecting
Macon and the COG mainline with Athens, one of northeast Georgia’s
largest cities. Hence, it provided important additional utility for the COG
system and expanded its service area to another major market and railroad
hub, where connectivity with other major railroad systems was available.
The line benefited the region north of the COG mainline in all three of these
areas, by giving shippers and passengers located in Jones, Jasper, Morgan,
Oconee, and Clarke counties new outlets and points of connection to not
only the extensive COG system, but also to other connecting lines at Athens,
Madison, Machen, and Macon, thereby facilitating and encouraging travel
and commerce throughout the region.
Many of the MACN railcars undoubtedly carried cotton, once the region’s
staple crop, but other common freight loads, besides foodstuffs, fertilizers,
and other agricultural products, would have likely included felled timber,
sawn lumber, or other timber products. The MACN opened the lands of
these five counties to expanded operations of local logging companies and
saw mill operations, and generally collected and distributed the various
natural resources and materials harvested or produced within the area. For
all these reasons above, the MACN achieved significance in the areas of
Transportation and Commerce, for being not only a productive component

and major division of the COG system, but also a part of the interconnected
web of railroads that provided thorough coverage of east central and
northeast Georgia through the last quarter of the nineteenth century and
into the twentieth century.
The MACN also indicates significance and thus contributes to the COG
in the area of Community Planning and Development. Although the area
through which the MACN traverses had been settled prior to the line’s
late-nineteenth-century completion, the new railroad nevertheless spurred
growth at rail junction communities, including Shady Dale, Monticello,
Madison, and Athens. Furthermore, the MACN was the primary impetus for
smaller communities that developed from stops along the route, including
Gray (later Jones County’s seat), Round Oak, Apalachee, Farmington, and
Bishop. Therefore, the MACN indicates a local level of significance in the
area of Community Planning and Development.
The MACN was also evaluated under Criterion C and appears to contribute to
the COG’s historic significance in the areas of Engineering and Architecture.
Although not all of its segments remain in active service, the entirety of the
MACN line is intact and physically present, and retains its track; hence,
its alignment, including associated cuts, grades, embankments, and select
structures such as the numerous trestle bridges over rivers, creeks, and
roadways, has been preserved. The MACN is therefore representative of
railroad design, including alignment, grading, and construction, from the
late-nineteenth century when it was constructed. In addition, two MACN
depots still stand at their original sites in Gray and Farmington, and five
others are still extant in Bradley, Wayside, Round Oak, Shady Dale, and
Madison, all having been moved a short distance away from the tracks.
Both individually and collectively, they represent good, intact examples of
depot construction in Georgia around the turn of the twentieth century.
EVALUATION OF INTEGRITY
The MACN has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location,
setting, design, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. The
railroad has not been relocated, and its alignment remains unchanged
since its construction; therefore, the resource retains integrity of location
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and setting. As the alignment and roadbed, including cuts and raised
grades, remains intact and in service, the resource also maintains integrity
of design, materials, and workmanship. The railroad also retains integrity
of feeling and association, as it conveys its physical characteristics as a
historic rail line.
PROPOSED NATIONAL REGISTER BOUNDARY
The proposed National Register boundary for the MACN corresponds to
the railroad’s historic rights-of-way. This proposed boundary generally
contains all National Register-qualifying characteristics and features of the
resource and includes the railroad’s alignment, consisting of the railbed and
other elements of the rail resource, such as any extant cuts, built-up grades
and embankments, and structures such as culverts, trestles, and rail bridges.
The proposed boundary also projects out from the rail right-of-way, as
necessary, to include the line’s extant depots at Gray and Farmington. The
former Bradley, Wayside, Round Oak, Shady Dale, and Madison depots all
constitute individual contributing features to the MACN and to the COG
system, even though they have each been moved short distances from the
rail corridor. All five have simply been moved back from the railroad rightof-way and remain visible from the MACN line. For each of these noncontiguous but contributing resources, the building’s footprint is included
within the proposed National Register boundary.
PREPARED BY
Steve Storey, David Ray, Matt McDaniel, and Mike Reynolds
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MACN: Resource Location Map
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MACN: Junction with COG MAIN to Macon, Mogul, Bibb County

MACN: Junction with COG MAIN to Macon, Mogul, Bibb County

MACN: SR 49 crossing, Postell, Jones County

MACN: Gray depot at SR 18 crossing, Jones County
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MACN: Along SR 18/Eatonton Highway, Gray

MACN: Wayside depot, Jones County

MACN: Round Oak depot, Jones County

MACN: Along SR 11/Monticello Highway, Round Oak, Jasper County
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MACN: Maddox Chapel Road crossing, Hillsboro, Jasper County

MACN: Funderburg Drive crossing, downtown Monticello, Jasper County

MACN: Downtown Monticello

MACN: Key Street crossing, Monticello
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MACN: Railroad Street crossing, Machen, Jasper County

MACN: Shady Dale depot, Jasper County

MACN: SR 142 crossing at Railroad Street, Shady Dale

MACN: Adams Road crossing, Godfrey, Morgan County
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MACN: Along Lower Apalachee Road, Madison, Morgan County

MACN: Lower Apalachee Road, Madison vicinity, Morgan County

MACN: Railbed along Lower Apalachee Road, Madison vicinity, Morgan County

MACN: Lower Apalachee Road crossing, Apalachee vicinity, Morgan County
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MACN: Apalachee River bridge, Morgan-Oconee county line

MACN: Farmington depot, Oconee County

MACN: Bishop depot, Oconee County

MACN: SR 15 crossing at Third Street, Watkinsville, Oconee County
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MACN: Whitehall Road crossing, Whitehall vicinity, Clarke County

MACN: Badwin Street overpass, Athens

MACN: Toward East Broad Street, Athens

MACN: East Broad Street crossing, Athens
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MIDDLE GEORGIA & ATLANTIC RAILWAY (MGAT)
Other names: Covington branch; Porterdale

branch

System: Central of Georgia Railway
NR Evaluation: Mixed: Eligible (Contributing)

and Ineligible (Non-contributing) segments
Physical Status: Active, Inactive, and
Abandoned
Current owner: Norfolk Southern Railway
(Gordon to Eatonton); CaterParrott

Railnet (Machen to Newborn)
Predecessors: Milledgeville & Gordon
Railroad; Eatonton & Machen Railroad
Company; Eatonton Branch Railroad
Location: Gordon, Wilkinson County to
Covington, Newton County, via Milledgeville
and Eatonton,; spur from Covington to
Porterdale

DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY
The Central of Georgia (COG) gained access to Milledgeville in 1852 via
the Milledgeville & Gordon Railroad. The Milledgeville & Gordon Railroad
Company (M&G) was one of Georgia’s earliest railroad organizations, as
it was originally chartered not long after the COG, in 1837. Gordon was
founded as a station stop along the COG’s mainline from Savannah to
Macon. When the M&G finally opened for service in 1852, its 17-mile line
provided Milledgeville with rail access by connecting it to the COG.
From Milledgeville, then the state capital, this branch line was extended
farther north in 1853, when the Eatonton Branch Railroad opened its
22-mile line between Eatonton and Milledgeville. Chartered in 1850, the
Eatonton Branch was a branch line off the M&G, and its “branch railroad”
designation explained its lack of functionality on its own. It did not yet have
any connections at its north end, in Eatonton, although those would arrive
late in the nineteenth century. Within a couple of years, the two railroads
merged their operations into a single, coordinated line, and the Eatonton
Branch was leased to the COG. By then, the M&G was already owned by
the COG, which had fully acquired it in 1855.
However, in 1893, the COG’s lease of the Eatonton Branch Railroad was
cancelled and the road was leased to the Middle Georgia & Atlantic Railway
(MGAT), which incorporated it into a 64-mile line from Milledgeville to

CENTRAL OF GEORGIA (COG)
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Covington. Soon thereafter, at the beginning of 1897, the newly reorganized
COG purchased the MGAT and integrated its Milledgeville to Covington
route, including the Milledgeville to Eatonton section, with its own Gordon
to Milledgeville branch line.
The MGAT’s antecedent, the Eatonton & Machen Railroad Company,
was chartered in September 1889, but the following month, its name was
changed to the Middle Georgia & Atlantic, the revised incorporation
perhaps reflecting modestly greater ambitions for the company. The
originally planned line between Eatonton and Machen opened in 1891. At
Machen, a small community in Jasper County on the south side of slightly
larger Shady Dale, the new railroad formed a wye junction with the new
Macon & Northern Railroad (MACN), which stretched from Macon north
to Athens. A northwesterly extension from Machen to Covington, thereby
crossing the MACN, was completed in 1893.
As described above, the MGAT leased the Eatonton Branch Railroad on
October 1, 1893. With these two additions to its length, the MGAT was
able to offer not only a direct route between Atlanta and Milledgeville, but
also a bridge connection between the Georgia Railroad’s Augusta-Atlanta
mainline at Covington and the COG’s original, Savannah-Macon mainline
at Gordon. The MGAT also planned to build a short branch line from Carmel
Junction (Mansfield) to the Georgia Railroad at Social Circle. This branch
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would have provided not only a cutoff connection to the Georgia Railroad,
but also a direct connection to its Monroe Branch (Walton Railroad) and
on to the Gainesville, Jefferson & Southern, but it was never constructed.
Thus, in the 1894 edition of The Official Railway List, the MGAT reported
operating 65 miles of railroad with 3 locomotives, 5 passenger cars, and 12
freight cars.
The COG bought the MGAT in a foreclosure sale in December 1896 and
thereafter operated it as its Milledgeville-Covington branch line. The COG
also completed construction of a short branch line, running four miles
from Covington southwest to Porterdale, in 1899.
The COG abandoned the 18 miles of line from Eatonton to Machen in 1959,
but Machen to Covington and Porterdale remained in operation, as it still
interchanged at Machen to the COG’s Macon-Athens branch, the former
MACN. In 1988, the Porterdale-Covington section was abandoned, and
the following year, COG successor Norfolk Southern leased the CovingtonMachen line to the Great Walton Railroad, an arrangement that lasted until
2009. Afterwards, the line’s eastern section (12.5 miles from Newborn to
Machen) was leased to Squaw Creek Southern Railroad, while the western
segment from Newborn to Covington became inactive.
In mid-2013, Norfolk Southern received Surface Transportation Board
approval to abandon the Covington-Newborn line and remove the tracks;
as of 2016, the ballast was still in place. The Eatonton to Milledgeville route
remains in operation as a Norfolk Southern branch. Squaw Creek Southern
Railroad recently transferred their Machen-Newborn line to CaterParrot
Railnet.
DESCRIPTION
The former Milledgeville & Gordon Railroad segment of the MGAT route
departs the COG mainline from downtown Gordon’s east end, at a wye
junction that is signed “M&E Junction,” alerting engineers of the way to
Milledgeville and Eatonton. The line then wends its way north through rural
Wilkinson and Baldwin counties to Milledgeville. Its path now roughly
tracks that of SR 243, although the railroad is commonly removed from the

highway and rarely visible from it. From the Coopers community in Baldwin
County, the railroad’s path was plotted to align with the Camp Creek stream
valley, which it followed north to the Milledgeville-area communities of
Midway and Hardwick. At Midway, the COG constructed a short spur from
the rail line to Central State Hospital, but it has been abandoned for decades;
nevertheless, the spur’s right-of-way is still intact, running due east from the
mainline between Fourth and Fifth streets.
The mainline crosses Fishing Creek and passes along the west side of
downtown Milledgeville, on a dedicated corridor that runs parallel but just
east of Tattnall Street. Milledgeville’s COG depot is sited at the West Greene
Street crossing. The MGAT turns northwest in Milledgeville’s northwest
corner and, beyond Martin Luther King, Jr. Drive, briefly shares a corridor
with the Georgia Railroad’s former Macon & Augusta Railroad mainline.
From here, it continues its northwest trajectory to Eatonton, generally
staying parallel to but well west of US 441/SR 24. In route, the line passes
through the Meriwether, Dennis, Nona, and Hallwood communities,
convening with US 441/SR 24 at Meda and Warfield outside Eatonton. The
railroad passes through the east side of downtown Eatonton, running oneblock east of the courthouse square and along the Maple Street’s west side.
Several low trestles are needed to pass over crossing streets through the city.
From downtown Eatonton, the former Eatonton & Machen Railroad
segment looped north of Eatonton, and then made a west and south turn
through a large curve and on to a southwesterly course, which it followed
to cross the Little River and proceed through Linchburg to the Willard
community, at the present junction of SR 16 and SR 142. This northern
swing enabled the railroad to provide service to the now defunct Imperial
Cotton Mill in northwest Eatonton, although the mill was not present at the
line’s construction; the intact track now ends on the south side of the US 441
Eatonton Bypass near the Imperial community. A 1920 USDA Soil Map of
Greene and Putnam counties shows the line’s winding course from Imperial
to Willard, and this alignment is still visible on current aerial imagery; the
concrete piers of the MGAT’s Little River bridge are still standing, as well.
After another reverse bend to the north at Willard, the line straightened
out thereafter, and appears to generally follow the present SR 142 roadway
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through Aikenton to Machen, although this could not be confirmed in the
field. Short segments of raised bed were discovered near Linchburg, and the
line’s open, level right-of-way through Willard was recognizable; otherwise
few traces were discerned, primarily due to lack of accessibility to the rail
corridor. However, the wye junctions to the MACN at Machen are plainly
intact and evident on aerial imagery, and the Eatonton & Machen tracks
are embedded in the pavement at the Aikenton Road crossing and along
Cemetery Street in Machen.
Between Machen and Covington, the route follows a similarly winding path,
probably to most efficiently adhere to a relatively level grade. The line’s course
is marked not only by the retained ballast of the abandoned Newton County
segments, but also by the generally parallel courses of SR 142 and Newton
CR 213. SR 142 and the rail line proceed from Machen through the Kelly,
Farrar, and Broughton communities to Newborn, where the corridor turns
more westerly. West of Newborn, the railbed and CR 213 both travel through
Mansfield, Hayston, and Starrsville. From Starrsville, the MGAT turns back
to the northwest, and essentially travels cross-country to Covington, passing
over the Alcovy River in route. The MGAT interchanges with the Georgia
Railroad mainline on the northwest side of Covington, just north of US 278/
SR 12. The spur to Porterdale connects in the same area, by way of a wye
junction to the MGAT mainline at Robinson Street, on the south side of US
278/SR 12.
NATIONAL REGISTER CONTRIBUTING STATUS
The Middle Georgia & Atlantic Railway and Milledgeville & Gordon
Railroad (MGAT) are together linked components of the COG system; the
COG system is considered eligible for the National Register of Historic Places
under Criterion A in the areas of Transportation, Commerce, Community
Planning and Development, Exploration/Settlement, Military, Ethnic
Heritage-Black, and Entertainment/Recreation, and under Criterion C in
the areas of Architecture and Engineering (see System Property Information
Form). The MGAT, which was acquired by the COG and consolidated into
that system, was evaluated for its possible contributions to the historic
significance and potential National Register eligibility of the COG system.

The MGAT was evaluated under Criterion A; due to its status as the COG’s
Covington branch between Gordon, Milledgeville, Eatonton, Machen,
Newborn, Mansfield, and Covington, the MGAT appears to contribute
to the COG system’s historic significance in the areas of Transportation,
Commerce, and Community Planning and Development. For a duration of
just over 65 years (1893-1959), the full, integrated length of the Covington
branch line played a supportive role in the COG system’s overall state and
local levels of significance in the areas of Commerce and Transportation.
It benefitted northeast Georgia north of the COG’s mainline and east of
its MACW subsidiary by providing farmers, merchants, shippers, and
passengers located in the MGAT’s service area with additional outlets
and points of connection to other mainlines, and thus contributing to the
overall prosperity of Wilkinson, Baldwin, Putnam, Jasper, Newton, and
Morgan counties.
Many MGAT railcars undoubtedly carried cotton, once an agricultural
staple of the region, but also grains, hay, livestock, and other farm products
grown or raised in this part of Georgia. Potentially even more common
freight loads would have included felled timber, sawn lumber, or other
timber products, for the MGAT opened up the lands of the five counties
it served to expanded operations of local logging companies and saw mill
operations. The MGAT created and operated a faster, more efficient means
for farmers, lumber companies, and other enterprises throughout the region
to ship their products either to the important railroad hubs in Atlanta and
Macon, or to Savannah’s Atlantic coast port for further flung distribution.
Conversely, it allowed the easy importation of goods into northeast
Georgia and beyond. The MGAT’s spur line to Central State Hospital in
Milledgeville, Georgia’s long-time institution for the mentally ill, helped
supply that facility, as well as transported its workforce and patients.
The railroad was important to the late-nineteenth-century development of
kaolin mining around Gordon, and its associated processing and refining
industries in the vicinity, such as the porcelain firing and pottery facilities
and brick and tile plants at Stevens Pottery and Coopers along the MGAT
line in Baldwin County. These numerous facilities, such as the BASF facility
in Gordon, have collectively become one of the most notable generators
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of economic activity in Wilkinson and Baldwin counties. These mines,
mills, and plants were historically sited alongside the COG mainline or
the MGAT, since they primarily relied on railroads to export raw minerals
or materials and processed products and substances. Similarly, Eatonton’s
Imperial Cotton Mills and Bibb Manufacturing’s Porterdale textile and
twine mill were both served directly by MGAT trains. Putnam County
became a center of dairy production during the early twentieth century,
and the Eatonton Creamery Cooperative and other local producers
would have shipped their dairy products, including butter, to larger
nearby markets, namely Atlanta, Athens, Milledgeville, and Macon. The
MGAT would have carried commodities, goods, and passengers to, from,
and through the region, thus facilitating and encouraging commerce in the
MGAT’s area of service and throughout the COG system.
For these reasons, the MGAT’s physical presence and economic stimulus
affected these counties’ growth and commercial development, as local
industries depended on the efficient and large-volume shipping capabilities
provided by the MGAT. Therefore, the route also achieved significance in
the area of Transportation, for being not only a productive component and
branch of the COG system, but also a part of the interconnected web of
railroads that provided thorough coverage of northeast Georgia through
the second half of the nineteenth century and into the twentieth century.
In the area of Community Planning and Development, the MGAT led to
the development, or at least expansion and prosperity, of numerous small
cities and towns along its route through northeast Georgia. Communities
such as Newborn and Mansfield, along with others, were either entirely
or largely the outgrowth of station stops on the MGAT route. The linear
layouts of their downtown commercial centers, which typically emerged
alongside and either faced or were perpendicular to the rail corridor,
reflects the critical influence of the railroad’s course on local settlement
and community planning. Due to the stimulus that the MGAT provided
to the development of numerous communities, most of which are still
extant, the railroad presents a local level of significance in the area of
Community Planning and Development.

The MGAT also has been determined to contribute to the COG system’s
eligibility under Criterion C, due to its significance in the area of Engineering.
The eastern half of the MGAT railroad is still intact and in regular use from
Gordon to Eatonton. The western half of the MGAT’s alignment remains
mostly intact, although the railroad’s rails and ties were removed following
part of this section’s recent abandonment in 2013, and the Porterdale spur’s
earlier abandonment in 1988. The line is intact through Jasper County from
Machen to Newborn, but the remainder through Newton County consists
of remnant sections of rail cuts, built-up railbed, and rail embankments,
as well as its intact ballast. The abandoned railbed is still physically and
visually present in the landscape and still conveys its historically significant
design characteristics. In part due to the rural nature of the local landscape,
the MGAT’s essential linear quality and continuity along its abandoned
lengths have been mostly preserved as undisturbed rail grades.
The MGAT thus remains a good and generally intact example of rail
design through the second half of the nineteenth century. The branch line
is representative of the state of railroad engineering, including surveying,
route plotting, grading, and construction, during this time period.
Components of the original rail’s infrastructure of rails, ties, trestles, and
bridges may have been replaced over the years, in the course of regular
operational and safety upgrades, repairs, and improvements. Although
these general modifications may diminish the integrity and significance of
the railroad’s parts and components as physical artifacts, they in no way
lessen the significance or integrity presented by the MGAT’s retained route
alignment and intact corridors.
In addition, at least four former COG depots along the MGAT remain
extant and located on their original sites, only a short distance from the rail
corridor. Both individually and collectively, these depots, at Milledgeville,
Central State Hospital, Mansfield, and Porterdale all represent good, intact
examples of depot construction in Georgia during the last half of the
nineteenth century.
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EVALUATION OF INTEGRITY
The active and recently abandoned sections of the MGAT have been
determined to retain integrity in the areas of location, setting, design,
materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. The still active sections of
the railroad route, from Gordon to Milledgeville and on to Eatonton, and
from Machen in Jasper County to Newborn in Newton County, have not
been relocated, and the alignments of these sections remain unchanged since
their construction and operational history as part of the COG’s Covington
branch from the COG mainline; therefore, these two intact sections retain
integrity of location and setting. As the alignments and roadbeds of these
sections, including cuts and raised grades, remain intact and in service,
they also maintain integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. These
segments also retain integrity of feeling and association, as they convey the
physical characteristics of a historic railroad line.
The recently abandoned segment from Newborn to Covington, taken
out of service in 2009-2010, also still retains integrity. Although Norfolk
Southern contractors took up the rails and ties, they left the ballast bed in
place throughout the line’s entirety, as well as bridges over the Alcovy River,
East Bear Creek, and at other locations. Norfolk Southern also still owns
the right-of-way, and is reportedly working on an agreement for Interim
Trail Use with Newton Trails (Newton County Trail – Path Foundation,
Inc.) to convert the fully intact right-of-way to a multiuse rail trail. As all
of this alignment and railbed, including cuts, grades, and ballast, remains
intact despite recent abandonment, and the subsequent removals of rails
and ties, this component of the MGAT still maintains integrity of location,
setting, design, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association.
A ground-level field survey of the MGAT’s middle segment, originally
developed by the Eatonton & Machen Railroad, was also conducted, as
was a review of available historic maps and current aerial imagery in the
vicinity of this corridor. Along the long abandoned rights-of-way for this
MGAT component accessible to the surveyors, some remaining evidence
of the former railbed or infrastructure, such as grades, cuts, and raised
embankments, were located.

However, these same reviews indicated that numerous segments of the
railroad between Eatonton and Machen may have been disturbed and
disrupted by active cultivation of fields through which the alignment
passes, or by the widespread and ongoing implementation of silviculture
in the vicinity. In some cases, the repeated plowing for the preparation and
practice of agriculture, or for the maintenance of pine plantations, may
have erased or diminished the railbed’s remnants. However, it is possible
that significant segments of railbed are still intact but were inaccessible to
the surveyors given their restricted access, and were not visible on aerial
imagery due to the long period of abandonment and accordant growth of
vegetation over the alignment.
Regardless, there now appear to be gaps in the continuity of this abandoned
MGAT segment. Although some traces are definitely extant and discernable
within their surrounding landscapes, the former alignment now appears
to be separated into non-contiguous sections. Consequently, it has been
determined that the MGAT from its crossing of US 441/Eatonton Bypass
on Eatonton’s north side, through the Imperial, Willard, and Aikenton
communities to Machen, no longer substantially retains integrity in the
areas of location, setting, design, materials, workmanship, feeling, and
association. On balance, the former Eatonton & Machen Railroad segment
no longer conveys its former standing as a substantially intact railroad
corridor, and so cannot, in its currently known state, contribute to the
integrity of the MGAT or the greater COG system.
PROPOSED NATIONAL REGISTER BOUNDARY
The proposed National Register boundaries for the MGAT corresponds to
its historic railroad rights-of-way, which date from origins between 1837
and 1899. This boundary includes both active and abandoned sections
of the MGAT, which functioned as the COG’s Covington branch. For the
intact eastern and western segments, the boundary contains all National
Register-qualifying characteristics and features of the resource and includes
the railroad’s alignment, including the railbed and other elements of the rail
resource, such as any extant cuts and built-up grades and embankments.
Contributing segments include the line from its junction with the COG
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mainline in Gordon north to Eatonton, and the full length of the rail
corridor from Machen to Covington, along with the short segment from
Covington south to Porterdale. The proposed boundaries also project out
from the rail right-of-way, as necessary, to include all of the extant railroad
depots along the MGAT, including those at Milledgeville, Central State
Hospital in Midway, Mansfield, and Porterdale. These four depots are still
located on their original sites alongside the railroad rights-of-way.
The former Eatonton & Machen Railway, spanning the length of the
abandoned railroad corridor and rights-of-way between its two namesake
termini, is, in its present known condition, non-contributing.
PREPARED BY
Steve Storey, David Ray, and Matt McDaniel
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MGAT: Resource Location Map
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MGAT: Gordon depot on COG mainline, Wilkinson County

MGAT: Junction with COG mainline, Gordon

MGAT: Main Street crossing and end of MGAT wye into COG, Gordon

MGAT: Along SR 243/Milledgeville Road, Gordon
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MGAT: Jackson Road crossing, Ivey, Wilkinson County

MGAT: SR 540/Fall Line Freeway overpass, Wilkinson County

MGAT: Coopers Road crossing, Coopers, Baldwin County

MGAT: Pancras Road crossing, Pancras vicinity, Baldwin County
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MGAT: US 441/SR 29 crossing, Milledgeville

MGAT: Central State Hospital depot, Milledgeville

MGAT: Allen Memorial Drive overpass, Milledgeville

MGAT: Milledgeville depot
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MGAT: MLK, Jr. Drive; MGAT in foreground, GAR in rear, Milledgeville

MGAT: MLK, Jr. Drive, crossing with GAR, Milledgeville

MGAT: Meriwether Road crossing, Jordan, Baldwin County

MGAT: Lowe Road crossing, Meriwether vicinity, Baldwin County
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MGAT: Dennis Station Road, Dennis, Putnam County

MGAT: Avant Road crossing, Hallwood, Putnam County

MGAT: Old US 441/SR 24 crossing, Meda, Putnam County

MGAT: Industrial Boulevard, Warfield, Putnam County
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MGAT: Washington Street crossing at Eatonton rail yard, Putnam County

MGAT: East Sumter Street crossing, Eatonton

MGAT: Along North Maple Avenue, Eatonton

MGAT: Along North Maple Avenue, Eatonton
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MGAT: US 129 Business crossing, end of intact track, Eatonton

MGAT: New Street crossing, Imperial, Putnam County

MGAT: Railbed at Linchburg Road crossing, Linchburg, Putnam County

MGAT: Linchburg Road (second) crossing, Willard vicinity, Putnam County
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MGAT: Linchburg Road (third) crossing, Willard, Putnam County

MGAT: Railbed along Cemetery Street, Machen, Jasper County

MGAT: Aichen Road crossing, Machen

MGAT: Along MACN, MGAT wye diverging at right, Machen
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MGAT: SR 83 at Wyatt Road crossing, Machen

MGAT: Wye from Covington to MACN, Railroad Street, Machen

MGAT: SR 142 crossing, Shady Dale, Jasper County

MGAT: Mosely Road crossing, Kelly, Jasper County
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MGAT: Pennington Road crossing, Farrar, Jasper County

MGAT: Broughtron Road crossing, Broughton, Jasper County

MGAT: Johnson Street crossing, Newborn, Newton County

MGAT: End of active service from Machen, Church Street, Newborn
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MGAT: Timberlake Drive, Newborn vicinity, Newton County

MGAT: Mansfield depot, Newton County

MGAT: Railbed along First Avenue, Mansfield, Newton County

MGAT: Macedonia Road crossing, Hayston, Newton County
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MGAT: Old Starrsville Road crossing, Starrsville, Newton County

MGAT: Along railbed at abandoned warehouse, Starrsville

MGAT: Along Dearing Street, Covington vicinity, Newton County

MGAT: Conyers Street crossing, Covington, Newton County
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MGAT: Floyd Street crossing, Covington

MGAT: Pace Street crossing at Covington rail yard

MGAT: Emory Street crossing, Covington

MGAT: Porterdale branch junction, Salem Road, Covington
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MGAT: Terminus at GAR, Old Atlanta Highway, Covington

MGAT: Porterdale branch, Robinson Street crossing, Covington

MGAT: Along Railroad Street, Porterdale, Newton County

MGAT: Porterdale depot at Railroad Street
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SANDERSVILLE RAILROAD (SAND)
Other names: The Kaolin Road
System: Central of Georgia Railway
NR Evaluation: Eligible (Contributing)
Physical Status: Active
Current owner: Sandersville Railroad

CENTRAL OF GEORGIA (COG)
System Feature Inventory Form

Location: Tennille to Sandersville, Washington County

DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY

DESCRIPTION

When the Sandersville & Tennille Railroad, a local short line between the
two sister cities eventually acquired by the Augusta Southern Railroad
in 1893-94, declined offers by the Central of Georgia (COG) to acquire
trackage rights on its four-mile line in the early 1890s, the COG decided
to help initiate development of its own affiliate line from Tennille to
Sandersville. The result was the Sandersville Railroad (SAND), chartered in
November 1893 and completed soon afterwards. Although the project was
assisted by the COG, which also offered connectivity to its all-important
mainline at Tennille, the SAND has been independent throughout the
twentieth century and most of its history, and it continues to be a locally
owned and operated company.

The SAND is still intact and in operation as a locally owned short line. The
line’s southern wye ties into the COG mainline adjacent to the Chaloux
Road crossing on Tennille’s eastern edge, a short distance east of the
Augusta Southern’s own former wye (which is still in place along White
Line Street, a short length of the line now being used by Norfolk Southern
as a storage siding). Thus, facing east along the COG mainline from the
West Adams Street overpass in Tennille, one can view the wye junctions of
the two former competitors in geographic succession. Across the mainline
to the south is the Wrightsville & Tennille Railroad’s (WRTN’s) three-way
junction; its west wye track connects to the COG opposite the Augusta
Southern, while its east wye ties into the COG opposite the SAND. Transfers
between the SAND and the WRTN line are also still possible today at this
so-called Tennille Wye.

The 1917 edition of Poor’s Manual of the Railroads reported that the SAND
had two locomotives and two cars operating over four miles of track.
In 1957, the line was extended another five miles to a kaolin mine northwest
of Sandersville, near the Kaolin community. The SAND currently operates
as a nine-mile line from Tennille north to the mines and processing plants.
The railroad’s nickname is, appropriately, “The Kaolin Road.”

From Tennille, the SAND follows a broad, arc-shaped crescent, looping
eastward before sweeping back west to enter downtown Sandersville on
its east side. The curvilinear eastern swing of the line is now tracked by
the current path of CR 210/Waco Mill Road. The SAND’s current offices
and shops are sited along North Smith Street’s east side, approximately
three blocks east of the courthouse square. Trains formerly crossed Smith
Street and looped back southward to reach the now unused passenger
depot on East Hayes Street. From the SAND’s yard area, the northern and
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northwesterly extension of the line now continues farther north through
the city’s east side and residential areas in the city’s northeast corner. The
line even relies on street running down the middle of one block of Tybee
Street, a north-south oriented, paved-surface street. Last, it turns west and
continues to Kaolin and towards the Deepstep community by adhering
closely to the north side of CR 348/Deepstep Road.
NATIONAL REGISTER CONTRIBUTING STATUS
Throughout its history, the Sandersville Railroad (SAND) has been an
affiliate and partner of the Central of Georgia (COG) system and its successor,
Norfolk Southern; the COG system is considered eligible for the National
Register of Historic Places under Criterion A in the areas of Transportation,
Commerce, Community Planning and Development, Exploration/
Settlement, Ethnic Heritage-Black, Military, and Entertainment/Recreation,
and under Criterion C in the areas of Architecture and Engineering (see
System Property Information Form). The SAND, which was assisted by
the COG in its development and has always served as a feeder line to the
COG system’s original mainline at Tennille, was evaluated for its possible
contributions to the historic significance and potential National Register
eligibility of the COG system.
The SAND was evaluated under Criterion A and appears to contribute to the
COG’s historic significance in the areas of Transportation and Commerce.
During its period of operation as a contributor to the COG system, the
SAND was an important local branch line that connected the system to
Sandersville, not only the county seat but also the commercial, industrial,
and residential center of Washington County. Located a short distance east
of the Oconee River, Sandersville was and continues to function as a sizable
hub city near the center of the geographic triangle formed by the larger
cities of Milledgeville, Dublin, and Augusta. At the time of the SAND’s
founding, Tennille was significantly smaller in population than the older
county seat, as it remains today, but it was situated along the COG mainline,
while Sandersville had been bypassed. This Sandersville branch line would
have long carried freight goods, merchandise, passengers, commodity
agricultural products, and both harvested timber and milled lumber to and

from the COG mainline, thus facilitating and encouraging commerce in
Tennille, Sandersville, and Washington County, as well as industrial growth
in Sandersville.
In fact, the railroad was critical to the twentieth century development
of kaolin mining activities and its associated processing and refining
industries in the Sandersville vicinity. These numerous facilities have
collectively become the county’s most notable and important generator
of economic activity. All of these mines, mills, and plants are either sited
directly alongside the SAND or on short spurs, and they primarily rely on
the SAND to export their raw minerals or materials and processed products
and substances. Thus, the SAND’s physical presence and economic stimulus
strongly affected Sandersville’s growth and development.
The SAND was evaluated under Criterion C and appears to contribute to the
COG’s historic significance in the areas of Engineering and Architecture.
The SAND is intact and remains in service; thus the alignment and its
railbed, including associated cuts, grades, embankments, and select
structures, has been preserved. The SAND is therefore representative of
railroad design, including alignment, grading, and construction, from
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries when it was constructed.
In addition, the historic SAND depot remains extant on its original site
in downtown Sandersville, on the north side of East Haynes Street. It is a
good, intact example of brick depot construction in Georgia during the
early twentieth century.
EVALUATION OF INTEGRITY
The SAND has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location,
setting, design, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. The
railroad has not been relocated, and its original alignment remains
unchanged since its construction, although it has been extended numerous
times; therefore, the resource retains integrity of location and setting. As the
alignment and roadbed, including cuts and raised grades, remains intact
and in service, the resource also maintains integrity of design, materials, and
workmanship. The railroad also retains integrity of feeling and association,
as it conveys its physical characteristics as a historic railroad line.
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PROPOSED NATIONAL REGISTER BOUNDARY
The proposed National Register boundary for the SAND corresponds to
the railroad’s historic rights-of-way. This proposed boundary generally
contains all National Register-qualifying characteristics and features of the
resource and includes the railroad’s alignment, consisting of the railbed
and other elements of the rail resource, such as any extant cuts and builtup grades and embankments. The proposed boundary also projects out
from the rail right-of-way, as necessary, to include the line’s extant depot
at Sandersville.
PREPARED BY
Steve Storey, David Ray, and Matt McDaniel
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SAND: Resource Location Map
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SAND: Junction with COG MAIN, Tennille, Washington County

SAND: Tennille junction, SAND wye in distance

SAND: Rail yard, North Smith Street, Sandersville

SAND: SAND offices, North Smith Street, Sandersville
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SAND: Sandersville depot and abandoned in-town tracks, East Haynes Street

SAND: Hines Street crossing and street-running on Tybee Street, Sandersville

SAND: Tybee Street to Hines Street, Sandersville

SAND: East McCarty Street crossing, Sandersville
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SAVANNAH & ATLANTA RAILWAY (SVAT)
Other names: N/A
System: Central of Georgia Railway
NR Evaluation: Eligible (Contributing)
Physical Status: Active and Abandoned

sections

Current owner: Norfolk Southern, Georgia

Department of Transportation

Predecessors: Savannah Valley Railroad,

Brinson Railroad/Railway, Savannah &
Northwestern Railway

Successors: Central of Georgia; Norfolk

Southern

Location: Savannah to East Warrenton, via

Springfield, Sylvania, Waynesboro, and Wrens

DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY
At its fullest independent extent, the Savannah & Atlanta Railway (SVAT)
was comprised of the merged rail corridors of two interconnected affiliates,
the Savannah & Atlanta and the Savannah & Northwestern Railway. The
Savannah & Northwestern Railway was incorporated in June 1910 as the
Brinson Railway, replacing the original Brinson Railroad. Chartered in
1906 to build a line from Savannah to Sylvania, the Brinson Railroad was
a project of railroad developer George M. Brinson, a businessman who
had built the Stillmore Air Line Railway a few years earlier. Construction
began at Savannah, with the new rails reaching Springfield in 1907 and
Newington in 1909.
At the time, the Central of Georgia’s (COG’s) original antebellum mainline
(MAIN) followed a route that closely adhered to the Ogeechee River’s
eastern banks, travelling from Savannah through Pooler, Bloomingdale,
Meldrim, Eden, Marlow, Guyton, and Egypt to Oliver. Branching off
this line at Egypt was the existing, but near-bankrupt, Savannah Valley
Railroad, a 37-mile-long line that was constructed sometime before 1909.
It ran north/northwest through Newington and Sylvania to its northern
terminus in Millhaven.
Seeking to avoid unnecessary construction of new track, Brinson
purchased the Savannah Valley Railroad and incorporated its Newington-
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to-Millhaven segment into his route. The leftover, nine-mile long segment
from Newington down to the MAIN at Egypt was thereafter leased to the
Southeastern Lumber Company. From Millhaven, the Brinson Railway
began building westward, reaching Waynesboro in 1911 and St. Clair in
1913. At St. Clair, the railroad connected with and crossed the Georgia &
Florida Railway mainline from Augusta to Valdosta.
Brinson planned for his company to continue construction of the line
northwest to Athens, but it was unable to do so. He ended his association
with the Brinson Railway in 1914. On March 26, 1914, the railroad changed
its name to the Savannah & Northwestern Railway, since George Brinson
was no longer associated with the enterprise.
The Savannah & Atlanta Railway was incorporated by New York City’s
Imbrie Company (directed by James Imbrie, who was also board chairman
for both the Savannah & Atlanta and the Savannah & Northwestern) on
December 8, 1915, for the purpose of building a rail connection between
the Georgia Railroad and the Savannah & Northwestern Railway.
In August, 1916, the new SVAT completed the connection from the former
Savannah & Northwestern’s northern end at St. Clair to the Georgia
Railroad’s Macon branch at East Warrenton. Also, the SVAT gained trackage
rights over the Georgia Railroad from Warrenton to Camak, where its trains
could interchange with the Georgia Railroad mainline from Augusta to
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Atlanta. Under a traffic agreement, the Savannah & Northwestern operated
trains over the SVAT A line as a de facto northern extension until July 1917,
when it was absorbed into the SVAT. The total length of the combined line,
from the so-called “S&A Junction” (between Camak and Warrenton) to
Savannah, was 142 miles.
The 1923 edition of Poor’s Manual of Railroads took note of the importance
of this link: “Its completion makes a direct and by 28 miles the shortest
route between Atlanta and Savannah. Over this line the Georgia RR
obtains its only entrance to Savannah.” By turn of events, the connection
of the SVAT to the Georgia Railroad also fulfilled Brinson’s original
vision, for it allowed assemblage of a fairly direct rail path from Savannah
to Athens, through travel on the Georgia Railroad’s branch from Union
Point north to Athens.
The SVAT entered receivership in 1921 and was sold in 1929 to Robert M.
Nelson. The COG bought it from Nelson in 1951 for $3,500,000.
In 1962, the COG abandoned the middle section of the SVAT line between
Waynesboro and Sylvania. This coincided with the COG’s abandonment
of the MAIN from Oliver to Pooler, near Savannah. To avoid maintenance
of both of these parallel line segments, the COG abandoned the older and
less-direct mainline below Oliver and instead constructed a short crossover
to the SVAT mainline at Ardmore, adopting the SVAT for the southernmost
COG segment into Savannah.
The SVAT’s still active Warrenton-Waynesboro and Shawnee-Savannah
sections are currently operated by Norfolk Southern Railway, and the
Sylvania-Shawnee section is now operated by the Ogeechee Railway, a short
line operator.
DESCRIPTION
This smaller regional railroad line was not originally envisioned nor
operated as a primary affiliate of the COG system. Instead, it was organized
and its route plotted to function as a satellite of the Georgia Railroad; as
such, it long provided the only affiliated through-route between the Georgia

Railroad mainline and Savannah. Also, due to its bypassing of Macon, the
SVAT also afforded, by way of trackage rights over the cooperative Georgia
Railroad line from Augusta to Atlanta, the most geographically direct rail
itinerary between Savannah and Atlanta. The COG system itself never
offered much new connectivity near the SVAT’s northernmost end, and its
MAIN essentially paralleled much of the SVAT’s southern course. Between
Savannah and the Georgia Railroad at Warrenton, the SVAT passed through
Springfield, Sylvania, Millhaven, Sardis, Waynesboro, Wrens, and numerous
other smaller communities and station stops. The SVAT did interconnect
with and cross both the COG’s own Augusta & Savannah Railroad (AGSV)
at Waynesboro and, nearby, the Georgia & Florida Railway mainline at St.
Clair, in western Burke County.
In Savannah, the SVAT utilized the same basic rail corridor along Louisville
Road to Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard (formerly Broad Street) as that
developed originally by and for the COG MAIN. However, the SVAT had
its own tracks along the opposite, south side of Louisville Road from the
COG. The SVAT’s brick, two story depot, which shared the company’s office
space with the first-floor passenger facility, still stands on the southwest
corner of Louisville Road and Stiles Avenue. Interestingly, the Art Decostyle building, complete with an original, integrated porte cochere across
the front, was actually built to serve the same function for another of George
M. Brinson’s railroad projects, the Midland Railway (which he initiated
after leaving the Brinson Railway). The Brinson Railway’s successor, the
SVAT, acquired this multi-purpose headquarters building after the Midland
Railway’s bankruptcy and abandonment, which occurred in 1922-23.
Another former Brinson Railway building, a small freight warehouse, built
of brick, is still in existence at 415 West Boundary Street, a short distance
east and south of the SVAT’s Stiles Avenue facility. The warehouse was
accessed by way of a spur line that crossed Stiles Avenue and then a small
bridge over the Ogeechee Canal (now Springfield Canal); the bridge and
most of this spur is still in place and in current use.
The SVAT then departed Savannah through the so-called Central Junction
that is now bridged by US 80, west of Savannah. The SVAT line’s main rail
yard is located immediately north and west of this junction. From the yard’s
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northern end, the line runs past the eastern end of one of Savannah/Hilton
Head International Airport’s main runways.
It appears, in large part, that the COG acquired the SVAT to gain access for
its more modern and more direct path to Savannah from Screven County,
rather than continuing to rely on its antebellum MAIN and its indirect
route through Guyton and Meldrim. Nevertheless, Norfolk Southern still
owns and operates the segment from Waynesboro to Warrenton, which
now functions as a branch off its Augusta-Millen branch line, the AGSV.
The SVAT section from Ardmore to Sylvania is now owned by the Georgia
Department of Transportation and is operated by the Ogeechee Railway. As
described above, the middle section between Sylvania and Waynesboro was
abandoned and dismantled in 1962.
The SVAT’s intact southern section currently ends in Sylvania’s northwest
corner, just north of the city’s US 301 bypass. Throughout most of the
distance to Sardis, the rail corridor right-of-way apparently has been
maintained by a linked collection of roads, consisting of Buttermilk Road
and Beaver Dam Road from Sylvania to Hiltonia, Railroad Pond Road from
Hiltonia to Millhaven, and then, after the line’s curve from a northeasterly
course to a northwesterly one, Mill Pond Road, which covers most of the
distance from Millhaven to Sardis. Although these corridors have been
given names, the road surfaces have not typically been improved. Instead,
the entire railbed from Sylvania to Millhaven, and then from Millhaven
through Sardis to Waynesboro, now serves as a power line easement, and
so have been kept cleared and recognizable as a linear corridor. For most of
the trip from Sardis to Waynesboro, the railbed runs parallel to and adjoins
the northern right-of-way of SR 24. The section of active track to East
Warrenton resumes on the east side of Waynesboro, a short distance east of
the US 25 Waynesboro Bypass/Burke Veterans Parkway.
NATIONAL REGISTER CONTRIBUTING STATUS
The Savannah & Atlanta Railway (SVAT) is a component of the COG system;
the COG system is considered eligible for the National Register of Historic
Places under Criterion A in the areas of Transportation, Commerce,

Community Planning and Development, Exploration/Settlement, Ethnic
Heritage-Black, Military, and Entertainment/Recreation, and under
Criterion C in the areas of Architecture and Engineering (see System
Property Information Form). The SVAT, which was acquired by the
COG and consolidated into that system, was evaluated for its possible
contributions to the historic significance and potential National Register
eligibility of the COG system.
The SVAT was evaluated under Criterion A and appears to contribute to the
COG’s historic significance in the areas of Transportation and Commerce.
Prior to and then during its relatively short period of operation within the
COG system, the SVAT was an important connector route linking Georgia’s
Atlantic coast port at Savannah with central and east central Georgia, as
well as Atlanta, as the railroad’s name suggests. This increased the COG’s
service area to another major market and railroad hub, where connectivity
with other major railroads was available.
Also, as an outgrowth of the line’s progenitor, the Savannah Valley
Railroad, the SVAT provided not only through service between Savannah
and Atlanta, but also local rail connectivity for a small region of east
central Georgia that was otherwise unserved. Since the original COG
MAIN through the area followed the Ogeechee River’s east bank, it passed
through the far western areas of Effingham, Screven, and Burke counties,
the three large counties in the interim space along the Savannah River
from Savannah to Augusta. Since the SVAT followed the original course
of the Savannah Valley Railroad and Brinson Railway through Sylvania
to Millhaven, it finally brought rail service, nearly six decades after the
MAIN, to residents, farmers, and business interests through the central
and eastern sections of these counties. This geographic circumstance
applied particularly to the lands north of Ardmore, across from where, at
Oliver, the MAIN began to turn more to the west to follow the river’s path.
Between Oliver-Ardmore and the AGSV’s route to the Savannah River
along McBean Creek at the Richmond County line, there has never been
any other rail coverage of these rural lands east of Millen and Waynesboro.
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Just as the COG mainline was originally an attempt to compete with and
perhaps supplant steamboat commerce on the Ocmulgee-Altamaha river
system, the SVAT’s predecessors were pursuing the opportunity to do the
same along the Savannah River system. The Savannah Valley Railroad and
Brinson Railway created and operated a faster, more efficient means for
farmers, lumber companies, and other enterprises throughout and along
the Savannah River valley to ship their products either to the important
railroad hub in Savannah, or to Savannah’s river port terminals for far
flung distribution by sea. Conversely, it allowed the easy importation of
goods into the Savannah River valley and southeast Georgia, and beyond,
through these same facilities.
The SVAT would have carried goods and passengers to, from, and through
the region, thus facilitating and encouraging commerce in the SVAT’s area
of service and later throughout the COG system. In addition, the SVAT
would have collected and distributed the various agricultural products and
natural resources and material harvested or produced within the region,
such as cotton, tobacco, corn, grains, timber, and livestock, among other
foodstuffs and products. For all these reasons stated above, the SVAT
made historically significant contributions to the COG system and to the
commercial development of Georgia and the state’s rail transportation
network during the first half of the twentieth century.
The SVAT was likewise evaluated under Criterion C and appears to
contribute to the COG’s historic significance in the areas of Engineering
and Architecture. The great majority of the SVAT rail line is intact and
remains in service; as a later railroad begun as multiple ongoing projects
during the first two decades of the twentieth century, the linked segments
are all characterized, primarily, by long, straight runs of track that
minimized occurrences of train-slowing bends and curves. Hence, its
alignment, including associated cuts, grades, embankments, and select
structures such as trestle bridges over creeks, has been preserved. The
SVAT is therefore representative of railroad engineering and design,
including alignment, grading, and construction, during its period of
origin in the early twentieth century.

In the area of Architecture, various SVAT-related buildings are extant,
including SVAT facilities at Savannah, a coaling tower at Sardis, and three
rural depots at Hiltonia, Sardis, and East Warrenton. Another depot is still
extant in Springfield, approximately six miles north of its original location
in Blandford. The SVAT’s shared main office headquarters and passenger
depot, as well as a former Brinson Railway freight depot, are still extant
in Savannah at the far eastern and southern end of the SVAT mainline.
These buildings at Savannah, as well as depots at Hiltonia, Sardis, East
Warrenton, and Springfield (the former Blandford depot), represent good,
intact examples of depot construction and railroad building architecture in
Georgia during the early twentieth century. In addition, the Sardis coaling
tower is a rare surviving example of the once numerous coaling towers
formerly scattered throughout the state during the heyday of coal-fired
locomotives. Collectively, these various buildings constitute good, intact,
and representative examples of railroad architecture within Georgia and
display a relatively wide range of architectural uses, concepts, and details
that were implemented.
EVALUATION OF INTEGRITY
The SVAT has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location,
setting, design, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. The still
active segments from Savannah to Sylvania and from Waynesboro to East
Warrenton have not been relocated, and their alignments remain unchanged
since the time of the SVAT’s original construction and operational history;
therefore, this portion of the SVAL alignment retains integrity of location
and setting. As this area’s alignment and roadbed, including cuts and raised
grades, remains intact and in service, the resource also maintains integrity
of design, materials, and workmanship along this alignment. The railroad
also retains integrity of feeling and association along the active segments
and they still convey their physical characteristics as components of a
historic railroad line.
The abandoned section, spanning the former SVAT mainline from Sylvania
through Millhaven in Screven County, and Sardis in Burke County to
Waynesboro, has been determined to possess integrity of location, setting,
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design, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. In these areas,
the SVAT’s remnant railbed has not been relocated, and its alignment
remains substantially unchanged since its construction; therefore, these
segments retain integrity of location and setting. As this portion of
the alignment and railbed, including cuts and grades, remains intact,
despite the abandonment of service in 1962 and the subsequent removal
of rails, ties, and ballast, the SVAT’s abandoned segments still maintain
a substantive level of integrity of design, materials, and workmanship.
Despite removal or rails and ties, the abandoned rail segments also retain
integrity of feeling and association, as they still conveys their linear and
continuous physical characteristics as a historic railroad line, in part due
to its sympathetic reuse as a power line easement.
PROPOSED NATIONAL REGISTER BOUNDARY
The proposed National Register boundaries for the SVAT correspond to
its historic railroad rights-of-way, which date from between the turn of
the century and 1916. These early twentieth century rights-of-way include
both the SVAT’s active and abandoned segments. The proposed boundaries
contain all National Register-qualifying characteristics and features of
the resource and include the railroad’s currently active and abandoned
alignment, consisting, in both circumstances, of the railbed and other
elements of the rail resource, such as extant cuts and built-up grades and
embankments. The proposed boundaries also project out from the rail
right-of-way, as necessary, to include facilities at Savannah, including the
main office headquarters and passenger depot and former Brinson Railway
freight depot; all of the extant railroad depots along the SVAT, including at
Hiltonia, Sardis, and East Warrenton; and the coaling tower that still stands
at Sardis. These three depots and the coal tower are still located on their
original sites alongside the railroad rights-of-way. One additional depot is
still extant, but has been moved from its original location at Blandford to the
Effingham County Living History site on North Pine Street in Springfield;
this non-contiguous but contributing resource’s building footprint is
included within the proposed boundary.

The southernmost segment of the SVAT’s original progenitor, the Savannah
Valley Railroad, does not contribute to the significance or integrity of the
COG system, and so constitutes a non-contributing feature of the SVAT.
Until sometime during the 1910s, this section of line branched from the
COG MAIN at Egypt and proceeded northeasterly approximately nine
miles, spanning the distance between Egypt and Newington in northern
Effingham County. Surprisingly, given the pervasiveness of planted pine
plantations across the local landscape, long, continuous traces of this
original section of the Savannah Valley Railroad appear to still be faintly
visible and identifiable as a linear rail corridor on current aerial imagery.
The recognizable course of the railbed seems to cover about half of the
original distance, stretching from Egypt to the crossing at Oliver-Kildare
Road. Notably, this evident remnant is now cut through by the COG’s fourmile crossover track, laid in 1962 to connect its original MAIN at Oliver
and the SVAT at Ardmore.
Besides the paved, Oliver-Kildare Road crossing, the nine-mile length was
inaccessible to surveyors. However, an unnamed, dirt-surfaced roadway
extends northeasterly into the pine forest for a short distance from SR 17 in
Egypt; it may have adopted the former railbed. North of the end of this road
surface, which simply terminates, the former rail right-of-way is kept clear,
perhaps as an open corridor to access wood lots/timber tracts, almost to the
Oliver-Ardmore connector. However, based on the accessibility available
during the field survey, this small segment is no longer readily discernable
and is therefore non-contributing.
PREPARED BY
Steve Storey, David Ray, Matt McDaniel, George Rounds, Erin Murphy,
and Chris Mroczka
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SVAT: Resource Location Map
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SVAT: Former Brinson Railroad office, Louisville Road, Savannah

SVAT: Former Brinson Railroad freight depot

SVAT: Central Junction from US 80, Savannah

SVAT: SR 30, Meinhard vicinity, Chatham County
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SVAT: McCall Blandford Road crossing, Blandford, Effingham County

SVAT: Springfield Egypt Road crossing, Springfield, Effingham County

SVAT: Old Tusculum Road bridge, Springfield

SVAT: Ardmore Boundary Road, Ardmore, Effingham County
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SVAT: Clyo-Kildare Road, Kildare, Effingham County

SVAT: Walton Street, Newington, Screven County

SVAT: Hunters Road crossing, Hunters, Screven County

SVAT: Old GA 21 bridge, White Hill vicinity, Screven County
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SVAT: SR 21, White Hill vicinity, Screven County

SVAT: SR 21, Sylvania, Screven County

SVAT: SR 21 crossing, Sylvania

SVAT: Hiltonia depot, Screven County
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SVAT: Railbed at SR 24, Hiltonia, Screven County

SVAT: Approximate railroad corridor, Milhaven, Screven County

SVAT: Sardis depot, Burke County

SVAT: Sardis coal tower
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SVAT: SVAT and AGSV junction, Waynesboro, Burke County

SVAT: Waters Street bridge, Waynesboro

SVAT: SR 305 crossing, St. Clair, Burke County

SVAT: Atwell Station Road, Atwell, Jefferson County
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SVAT: SR 17 crossing, Wrens

SVAT: SR 102, Stapleton, Jefferson County

SVAT: SR 80 crossing, Reese vicinity, Warren County

SVAT: Thompson Highway crossing, Warrenton, Warren County
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SAVANNAH & ATLANTIC RAILWAY (SVTY)
Other names: Tybee Line; Tybee branch
System: Central of Georgia Railway
NR Evaluation: Eligible (Contributing)
Physical Status: Abandoned (partially utilized as the McQueens Island Trail)
Current owner: N/A
Predecessors: Savannah & Tybee Railroad; Savannah, Tybee & Atlantic Railway
Location: Savannah to Tybee Island, Chatham County

DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY
Originally chartered in October 1886 as the Savannah & Tybee
Railroad, this 18-mile long excursion railroad from Savannah to Tybee
Island was completed in 1887, but soon thereafter entered receivership
in November 1888. As a result, it was sold in December 1889 and
reorganized by bondholders as the Savannah, Tybee & Atlantic Railway,
in March 1890. Only a few months later, in July 1890, the Central of
Georgia (COG) acquired all of its stock and renamed it the Savannah
& Atlantic Railroad (SVTY). Operated thenceforth by the COG, the
line was abandoned in 1932 and its rails taken up in 1933. The small
Savannah terminal depot has been relocated to Fort Jackson, a historical
park located east of the city.
DESCRIPTION
The SVTY is abandoned and dismantled. Surprisingly perhaps, much
of the line’s former railbed or corridor is intact in one form or another,
to the extent that most of its original route remains unobstructed. The
former SVTY depot in Savannah, which has been moved and now houses
the ticket office at Fort Jackson, originally stood in the southeast corner
of the intersection of East President and Randolph streets. As such, the
line was connected to the rest of the COG system in Savannah by way of
the east end of the River Street line, which now runs along the west side

CENTRAL OF GEORGIA (COG)
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of the East Bay Street extension/General McIntosh Boulevard; although
the River Street/General McIntosh line has been deactivated, most of the
right-of-way and much of the track is still intact. As indicated on a 1942
and 1956 editions of USGS Topographic Survey Map for Savannah, the
SVTY was also connected to the north end of the Atlantic Coast Line’s
(ACL’s) Savannah, Florida & Western mainline, as it crossed President
Street on the way to the ACL shipping terminal and warehouses along the
Savannah River. Now in operation by CSX, this track is still in regular use.
The SVTY itself ran eastward from Randolph Street along the south side
of East President Street, and the right-of-way and track is still in place,
although the line appears to be unused. It still extends east to Kemira Road,
where it crosses President Street/Islands Expressway. A short industrial
spur follows the east side of Kemira Road, and the former Tybee line
was used as a siding between President Street and Elba Island Road. The
tracks are even still visible within President Street, despite being partially
paved over. From this point to Elba Island Road, the right-of-way is still
extant and has been kept clear; it is also used as a power line easement.
Most of Elba Island Road, running alongside the Wilmington River on
a peninsula at the mainland’s east end, is built directly upon the former
railbed and right-of-way; the built-up berm turning away from the road
to cross the river is still clearly visible on current aerial imagery, although
the bridge has been removed. The Elba Island Cut from the Savannah
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River to St. Augustine Creek has disrupted the railbed, but it resumes on
the east side and continues all the way along the north edge of McQueens
Island, as the McQueens Island Trail, to the Fort Pulaski entrance off US
80. Even so, the railbed and right-of-way continues, and the raised grade
to the former bridge crossing of Lazaretto Creek to Tybee Island is still
distinct across the marshes, between the current US 80 bridge and the
Old US 80 bridge site. The rail corridor then crosses back to the north
side of the present US 80 alignment and continues east as an unpaved
trail and power line easement all the way to the present roadbed of Estill
Avenue, which has adapted use of the former rail-right-of-way. Together,
the narrow lanes of Estill Avenue and Solomon Avenue, connected endto-end, make use of, but also mark and maintain, the former railbed
throughout the developed section of Tybee Island. The distinctive,
curvilinear alignment of Solomon Avenue continues all the way around
the island’s east beach on the Atlantic Ocean, ending at an intersection
with Second Avenue.
NATIONAL REGISTER CONTRIBUTING STATUS
The Savannah & Atlantic Railway (SVTY) is a component of the COG
system; the COG system is considered eligible for the National Register
of Historic Places under Criterion A in the areas of Transportation,
Commerce, Community Planning and Development, Exploration/
Settlement, Ethnic Heritage-Black, Military, and Entertainment/
Recreation, and under Criterion C in the areas of Architecture and
Engineering (see System Property Information Form). The SVTY,
which was acquired by the COG and consolidated into that system, was
evaluated for its possible contributions to the historic significance and
potential National Register eligibility of the COG system.
The SVTY was evaluated under Criterion A and appears to contribute to
the COG’s historic significance in the areas of Transportation, Commerce,
Entertainment/Recreation, and Community Planning and Development.
During its period of operation, the SVTY was a locally important rail line,
particularly to Tybee Island, as it was the first and only rail connection
from Savannah to the island. As a result, the SVTY provided passenger

service and supplies to the Hotel Tybee and the island’s other resort
properties. The rail line made it much more convenient and faster for day
trippers from Savannah to make a recreational excursion to the island
for a picnic or a swim, and the line’s connections to the COG and the
ACL in Savannah brought vacationers from outside the immediate area
to patronize the resort hotels and lodges. Previously, the only access was
by boat, a means of transport that greatly increased the travel time for the
trip and was subject to disruption by inclement weather, and limited the
numbers of visitors to the island. Aside from serving this tourist function,
the line would have carried many of the supplies and merchandise to cater
to the guests, as well as locals with summer residences. As such, from its
opening in 1887, the railroad provided the impetus behind the island’s
growth and increasing popularity as a vacation destination for tourists;
it is doubtful that the grand Hotel Tybee would have been opened in
1891, or even been conceived as a business venture, without the thennew presence of the rail line. Thus, the SVTY was locally significant in
the areas of Transportation, Commerce, Entertainment/Recreation, and
Community Planning and Development.
The SVTY was evaluated under Criterion C and appears to contribute
to the COG’s historic significance in the areas of Engineering and
Architecture. Although the line has long been abandoned, most of the
former rail corridor remains intact and uninterrupted. Although now
missing its trestle bridges over the Wilmington River and St. Augustine
and Lazaretto creeks, the remainder of the alignment remains present in
the landscape, in large part due to the railroad’s necessary reliance on
built-up rail embankments through marshland. These have all remained
intact; not only are they visible on aerial imagery, but their adaptive reuse
as the McQueens Island Trail has kept the berms clear and free of obstacles.
Last, Elba Island Road on the mainland and Estill and Solomon avenues
at the east end of Tybee Island have preserved the essential continuity
of their adapted segments of the railroad’s curvilinear alignment. These
remnant SVTY features are representative of late-nineteenth-century
railroad design. Further, the Tybee depot is still extant, even though
this small building has been moved to Fort Jackson; nonetheless, it is
still sited in its original vicinity. Thus, despite abandonment and the loss
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of it three trestle bridges, the SVTY still remains physically present in
the landscape and conveys its former rail transportation use. The intact
alignment, along with the maintained rail embankments of the McQueen
Island Trail, are important vestiges of the one and only line that provided
rail service to Tybee Island.

PREPARED BY
Steve Storey, David Ray, Matt McDaniel, Erin Murphy, George Rounds, and
Chris Mroczka

EVALUATION OF INTEGRITY
The SVTY has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location,
setting, design, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. The
railroad has not been relocated, and its alignment remains substantially
unchanged since its construction; therefore, the resource retains integrity
of location and setting. As multiple segments of alignment, including
extensive, uninterrupted sections of raised grades, remain intact, as
indicated by field survey and aerial photography, and because its former
depot is extant, the SVTY was determined to maintain a substantive level
of integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. The railroad retains
integrity of feeling and association because it still conveys the physical
characteristics of a historic railroad line.
PROPOSED NATIONAL REGISTER BOUNDARY
The proposed National Register boundary for the SVTY corresponds to
the railroad’s historic rights-of-way. This proposed boundary generally
contains all National Register-qualifying characteristics and features of
the resource and includes the railroad’s former alignment, consisting of
the railbed and other elements of the rail resource, such as any built-up
grades and embankments. Contributing structural elements include the
intact section of track and railbed along the south side of East President
Street. The former Tybee depot also constitutes a contributing feature, even
though it has been moved a short distance away from the rail corridor and
right-of-way; its building footprint is proposed as a perimeter boundary for
this non-contiguous but contributing feature.
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SVTY: Resource Location Map
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SVTY: Fort Jackson Island Expressway, Savannah

SVTY: Capital Street crossing, Savannah

SVTY: Tybee Island depot at Fort Jackson

SVTY: Railbed, McQueens Island historic trail
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SVTY: Railbed, Fort Pulaski entrance

SVTY: Railbed from McKenzie Street, Tybee Island

SVTY: Railbed along US 80, Tybee Island
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SAVANNAH & WESTERN RAILROAD (SVAW)
Other names: Chattanooga branch; Birmingham

branch; Troy-Andalusia branch
System: Central of Georgia
NR Evaluation: Mixed: Eligible (Contributing) and
Ineligible (Non-contributing) segments
Physical Status: Mixed (Active and Abandoned
segments)
Current owner: Norfolk Southern (Columbus to
Fortson; Griffin to Lyerly); Georgia Southwestern
Railroad (Americus to Cusseta); Georgia
Department of Transportation (Cusseta to
Columbus); Chattooga & Chickamauga (Lyerly to
Chattanooga)
Acquisitions: Columbus & Rome Railway;
Columbus & Western Railway; Buena Vista &

Ellaville Railroad; Savannah & Columbus Railroad;
Savannah, Griffin & North Alabama Railroad;
Chattanooga, Rome & Southern Railroad;
Chattanooga & Durham Railroad
Successors: Central of Georgia Railway; Norfolk
Southern
Location: Main Trunk Route: Americus to
Columbus; Columbus to Raymond; Griffin to
Carrollton, via Raymond and Newnan; Carrollton
to Rome, via Cedartown; Rome to Tennessee state
line/Chattanooga vicinity via LaFayette; Dewey
Branch Line from Lyerly to Dewey, Alabama;
Durham Branch Line from Chickamauga to
Durham; and Fort Oglethorpe Branch Line:
McFarland Gap to Fort Oglethorpe

CENTRAL OF GEORGIA (COG)
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DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY
In June and July 1888, the Central of Georgia (COG) consolidated seven
railroads it owned or leased into a newly organized subsidiary, the Savannah
& Western Railroad (SVAW). The roster of component railroads included
the Savannah & Columbus Railroad (which had not built any track, having
been incorporated only a month before the consolidation), the Buena Vista
& Ellaville Railroad, the Columbus & Rome Railway, the Columbus &
Western Railway, and three Alabama lines.
The principal result of these consolidations was an assimilated mainline from
Americus to Birmingham, Alabama, by way of Columbus. However, the
COG’s ultimate goal for the Savannah & Western Railroad, and the impetus
for its moniker, was more ambitious. Through its new SVAW subsidiary,
the COG planned to create a longer through-route from Georgia’s Atlantic
coast port at Savannah westward to Americus, and then from Americus
northwesterly through Columbus to Birmingham, Alabama. Consolidated
from smaller towns into a unified city in 1871, Birmingham was already a
burgeoning city and industrial center, taking advantage of its region’s ample
supply of coal to fuel new steel mills.

By 1888, the COG was controlled by the Richmond & West Point Terminal
Railway & Warehouse Company (also known by its contracted form, the
Richmond Terminal Company), a Virginia holding company with extensive
railroad interests throughout the South. Shortly thereafter, beginning in
the summer of 1888, the COG began putting together numerous lines it
controlled or leased to create the 400-mile long SVAW. In 1890, the COG
owned or controlled 2,300 miles of railroad and was one of the most efficient
and prosperous systems in the South.
The COG continued to expand its SVAW subsidiary and, through the
acquisition of two additional lines, added a link to Chattanooga, Tennessee.
Late in 1890, the SVAW acquired the Savannah, Griffin, & North Alabama
Railroad, a route from the COG’s Macon & Western Railroad (MACW)
at Griffin through Newnan to Carrollton. The following year it added the
Chattanooga, Rome & Columbus Railroad, which ran from Carrollton to
Rome to Chattanooga.
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Nonetheless, the COG’s and SVAW’s control by the Richmond Terminal
Company would lead to financial disaster, the unfortunate outcome of a
bond default by the holding company and a resultant shareholder’s lawsuit
against it in 1892. The Richmond Terminal Company entered receivership
that same summer, along with other major subsidiary lines controlled by
the holding company, including the Richmond & Danville Railroad and
the East Tennessee, Virginia & Georgia, both having a strong operational
presence in Georgia.
As part of the fallout from the Richmond Terminal Company’s bankruptcy
proceedings, the COG and its sizable subsidiary, the SVAW, both entered
receivership in 1894. In early 1894, the federal courts separated the
Chattanooga, Rome & Columbus Railroad from the SVAW and returned it
to its original owners. The SVAW was then sold at judicial sale in October
1895. The COG, too, was sold at foreclosure and reorganized as the Central
of Georgia Railway on November 1, 1895. A major interest in the COG
was now held by the Southern Railway, successor to the former Richmond
Terminal Company.
The SVAW was conveyed to this new iteration of the COG in December
1895. Shortly thereafter, on April 1, 1896, the SVAW’s 57-mile long section
of track known as the Lyons Branch (Meldrim-Lyons) was leased, essentially
in perpetuity, to the Georgia & Alabama Railway, a Seaboard Air Line
subsidiary that was successor to the Savannah, Americus & Montgomery
Railway. The newly reorganized COG soon reacquired the SVAW. In turn,
the SVAW reacquired the former Chattanooga, Rome & Columbus, since
reorganized as the Chattanooga, Rome & Southern, in 1901.
As indicated, the COG’s SVAW subsidiary was comprised of the following
acquired lines:
Columbus & Rome Railway: The Columbus & Rome Railway (C&R)
began as a narrow-gauge line, first organized in Rome in August 1871
as the North & South Railroad. The North & South was an early attempt
to build a railroad along Georgia’s western border from Columbus to
LaGrange, Carrollton, and Rome. The company opened the first segment
around 1873, but only built about twenty miles of track before entering

receivership in 1874. Nevertheless, construction slowly continued, and
the 20-mile stretch north of Columbus was extended to Hamilton by
1875. The North & South Railroad was sold in 1878 and reorganized in
1879 as the C&R.
The C&R extended the line to Chipley (now Pine Mountain) in 1882 and
then, in early 1885, 17 additional miles to Greenville. In 1889, the railroad
had 4 locomotives, 5 passenger cars, and 41 freight and miscellaneous cars.
While operating 50 miles of three-foot gauge line between Columbus and
Greenville, the C&R came under the control of the COG and its SVAW
subsidiary in 1888.		
After almost two decades with Greenville as its northern terminus, and
as essentially a branch line from Columbus, the Greenville & Newnan
Railway Company was organized to finally continue the line north from
Greenville to Newnan. Chartered May 20, 1905, the Greenville & Newnan
was sold only three months later to the COG. Instead of proceeding directly
to Newnan, the COG slightly realigned the route north of Greenville to
travel 23 miles to Raymond, the next town eastward from Newnan on
the COG’s existing Griffin-Chattanooga line, the Savannah, Griffin &
North Alabama Railroad. This last, northern leg of the former C&R line
was opened for traffic in 1906, and, as part of the line’s expansion and
upgrade, the COG converted the entire line to standard gauge.
Columbus & Western Railway: The COG organized the Columbus &
Western Railway (C&W) in 1880to create a rail line from Columbus to
Birmingham. The COG planned to buy existing track where possible and
lay new rail where necessary.
In 1880, the C&W bought the middle link in the chain, the Savannah
& Memphis Railroad, a 55-mile line between Opelika and Goodwater,
Alabama. The next step was the 1882 purchase of the Columbus-Opelika
branch of the Western Railway of Alabama. This line eventually became
the eastern link of the COG’s Columbus-Birmingham branch. The last
segment of the route, consisting of 68 miles of new construction from
Goodwater to Birmingham, was completed in 1888, just as the C&W was
being consolidated into the SVAW.
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The Western Railway of Alabama’s origins date to January 20, 1832, when
a charter was granted to the Montgomery Railroad for construction of a
rail line from the Alabama capitol to the Chattahoochee River, across from
Columbus. In 1834, a second charter was acquired, with the eastern terminus
changed from Columbus to West Point, Georgia. Because of financing
difficulties, the first 12 miles of road, from Montgomery eastward, did not
open until 1840. Further financial troubles led to a foreclosure sale in 1842
and reorganization as the Montgomery & West Point Railroad. The line
was finally completed to West Point in 1851, where it would soon connect
to the Atlanta & West Point Railroad. In 1852-1856, the Montgomery
& West Point constructed a branch line from Opelika southeast to the
Chattahoochee River and into Columbus. The M&WP was consolidated
into the newly reorganized and renamed Western Rail Road Company of
Alabama in 1854, later the Western Railway of Alabama.
Buena Vista & Ellaville Railroad: The progenitor of the Buena Vista &
Ellaville Railroad (BV&E) was incorporated on December 3, 1880 as the
Buena Vista Railroad Company. Its name was changed to Buena Vista &
Ellaville Railroad Company in September 1885. The line’s original eastern
terminus was intended to be Oglethorpe on the Flint River; to shorten the
distance of construction, it was later changed to Andersonville, a more
westerly stop along the COG’s Southwestern Railroad (SWST) line, which
it reached sometime in 1885 or earlier.
The BV&E was controlled by the COG, which in 1887 built a connection
from LaCrosse, about six miles east of Ellaville, southeasterly to Americus.
Because Americus and Andersonville were both on the SWST, the new
route made the original Andersonville-LaCrosse section redundant, and it
was abandoned within a few years.
In 1889, the former BV&E, then advertised as the Buena Vista Branch
railroad after its mid-1888 consolidation into the SVAW, was operating one
locomotive and two passenger cars. Freight equipment was furnished by
the COG. In the same year, the COG gained complete ownership of the
railroad and extended it west from Buena Vista to Columbus, thereby
creating a direct route between Americus and Columbus, and, by extension,
a through route from Albany to Columbus.

Savannah & Columbus Railroad: In May 1888, the COG obtained a charter
for the Savannah & Columbus Railroad Company (S&C), under which the
S&C would build a rail line to Americus from Eden, an Effingham County
station on the COG’s original Savannah-Macon mainline. This railroad
would connect with other completed or planned COG-controlled lines to
create a trunk line from Savannah to Americus, with major branches to
Birmingham, Columbus, Eufaula, and Montgomery.
In furtherance of this plan, the COG consolidated the S&C into the SVAW
in July 1888. The SVAW completed and opened 57 miles of track between
Meldrim (three miles south of Eden) and Lyons in May 1890. Yet, of the
total track mileage originally proposed for construction under this project,
only the rail line from the Ogeechee River at Eden/Meldrim west to Lyons
was ever actually built by the SVAW. The proposed track from Lyons to
Americus was never constructed until another railroad, the Savannah,
Americus & Montgomery Railway, implemented similar plans. The rest of
the COG’s originally envisioned SVAW system, westward of Americus, was
ultimately achieved, but it was acquired and assembled by purchases and
consolidations of existing infrastructure.
Savannah, Griffin & North Alabama Railroad: On November 26, 1890,
the SVAW acquired the Savannah, Griffin, & North Alabama Railroad
(SG&NA), a line from the COG’s MACW mainline at Griffin to Carrollton,
passing in route through Newnan. Chartered in 1854, the SG&NA opened
from Griffin to Newnan in 1870 and to Carrollton in 1872. Many miles of
the line were graded by convicts leased by the state to railroad contractor
Grant, Alexander & Company.
Even before the receivership of the SG&NA and its November 1890
foreclosure sale to the SVAW, the 1881 edition of Poor’s Manual of Railroads
indicated that the line was already operated in connection with the COG.
The SG&NA’s president was William M. Wadley and the vice-president was
W. G. Raoul, both of Savannah. Wadley was the long-standing president of
the COG. The general offices were also in Savannah.
The following year, the SVAW also purchased the Chattanooga, Rome &
Columbus Railroad, a 140-mile line between Chattanooga and Carrollton,
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where it could connect to the existing SG&NA line from Carrollton
eastward to Griffin.
Chattanooga, Rome & Columbus Railroad: This northwest Georgia
railroad began in 1881 when the Rome & Carrollton Railroad was
chartered to build a rail line between its two namesake cities. However,
track construction did not begin until new ownership took over in 1884.
About 20 miles of narrow-gauge track between Rome and Cedartown had
been put into place when, in 1887, the company reorganized and changed
its name to Chattanooga, Rome & Columbus Railroad (CR&C), reflecting
more ambitious goals for the enterprise.
In the 1889 edition of The Official Railway List, the line reported 5
locomotives, 2 passenger cars, and 4 freight and miscellaneous cars,
all operating over 42 miles of track, with an additional 94 miles under
construction. A note indicated that the narrow gauge track would be
changed to standard gauge. To implement this conversion, the earlier
trackage was rebuilt and all later tracks were constructed at standard
gauge. The primary contractor on the line was Daniel Callahan, whose
crews had constructed many miles of rail in various parts of Georgia and
neighboring states.
Finally, after seven years of delay, false starts, and late progress, the 140mile line between Chattanooga and Carrollton opened on July 1, 1888. By
the end of 1889, the railroad operated 12 locomotives, 12 passenger cars,
and 400 freight and miscellaneous cars. President J. D. Williamson and
most of the other officers were residents of Rome.
By 1890, the CR&C had added 18 miles of branch lines to area iron ore
mines and furnaces. The owners also planned to extend the mainline as far
as Columbus, some 230 miles from Chattanooga, but no tracks were ever
constructed beyond Carrollton.
Soon after the SVAW’s purchase of the CR&C in 1891, both the SVAW and
its parent COG went into receivership. As part of the bankruptcy process,
the federal courts separated the CR&C from the SVAW in early 1894 and

returned it to its original owners. Three years later, the independent line
was once again in financial trouble. It was sold to Simon Borg & Company
and was then reorganized as the Chattanooga, Rome & Southern Railroad
(CR&S).
In 1900, the CR&S purchased the Chattanooga & Durham Railroad, a
17-mile long road that ran west from Chickamauga to the mining town
of Durham and the surrounding coal mines atop Lookout Mountain.
Previously called the Chickamauga & Durham Railroad, the line was
chartered in 1889 as the Chattanooga & Gulf Railroad, and construction of
the route was completed in 1892.
In the 1894 edition of The Official Railway List, the Chickamauga &
Durham reported operating 18 miles of railroad with 2 locomotives.
After foreclosure in the same year, it was reorganized in October as the
Chattanooga & Durham Railroad. The railroad’s president was James W.
English, a former mayor of Atlanta, whose Chattahoochee Brick and other
companies profited from the neo-slavery of Georgia’s convict lease system.
English also owned the Durham Coal and Coke Company, which mined
the coal carried down the mountain by the railroad.
In 1901, the CR&S was reacquired by the new iteration of the COG, which
continued to operate the Durham line for a half-century, before abandoning
it in 1951.
During 1902-04, the U.S. Army built a new cavalry post on 800 acres
near the community of Dodge, which was situated at the northern edge
of Chickamauga Battlefield Park. Included in the work was a new rail
spur from the CR&S tracks at McFarland Gap on Missionary Ridge to the
military camp, which was soon named Fort Oglethorpe.
In 1904, the COG built a 9.5-mile line from Lyerly southwest to Dewey,
Alabama. The latter was at the foot of Dirtseller Mountain, about two
miles from the Georgia-Alabama state line. In 1920, the four miles of
branch line from Lyerly to Woodyard were abandoned. This was the last
remaining section of the 9.5-mile Dewey branch, much of which had
been abandoned earlier.
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Although much of the SVAW remains intact and in service, several segment
and branch have been abandoned and dismantled, including: LaCrosse
to Andersonville, ca., 1890; Lyerly to Dewey, Alabama, 1920; Durham
branch, Chickamauga to Durham, 1951; Lyerly to West Rome, early 1980s
through 1993; Silver Creek to Relay, 1981; Raymond to Greenville, 1981;
and Greenville to Columbus, 2007. The line from Griffin to Senoia has been
deactivated since the 1990s but remained intact during 2015 field surveys.
Current operations and owners along former SVAW lines include Norfolk
Southern, from Griffin to Lyerly; Georgia Southwestern Railroad, from
Americus to Cusseta; the Georgia Department of Transportation, from
Cusseta to Columbus; and the Chattooga & Chickamauga Railway, from
Lyerly to Chattanooga. Although dismantled, Norfolk Southern still owns
the SVAW’s Columbus to Fortson right-of-way.
DESCRIPTION
Of the SVAW’s once well-developed network of mainlines, branch lines,
and short feeder lines along Georgia’s western border, most remains
intact and in service with limited abandonments and subsequent removal
of tracks and ties. The two most notable and significant abandonments
are parts of the Columbus-Rome line from the Harris County line at
Fortson to Raymond, and the segment of the former CR&S mainline
from West Rome to Lyerly. Yet, in both cases, the railbeds appear to still
be substantially intact and are discernable within their surrounding
landscapes. Two other segments are either inactive or technically
abandoned but intact. The SVAW’s segment from Griffin to Senoia does
not presently carry any train traffic, but most of the rails and ties are
still in place and the rail corridor rights-of-way are still clear and free
of interruptions. The former BV&E line from Americus to Cusseta has
reportedly been granted abandoned status by the Surface Transportation
Board, but this line, which has been out-of-service for more than three
years, still retains its tracks and ties as of 2015.
The BV&E line comprises the southernmost end of the SVAW main
trunk route, running from Americus to Columbus. However, the

SVAW’s Americus-Columbus segment does not actually enter downtown
Americus; instead, it diverges from the COG’s SWST mainline at a wye
junction between Railroad Street and Souther Field Road, approximately
halfway between the city and its airfield. From this wye, the AmericusColumbus line passes through the cities and towns of Ellaville, Buena
Vista, and Cusseta, along with other smaller communities. No remnant
evidence of the long-abandoned former BV&E line between LaCrosse
and Andersonville was identified. In Columbus, at the southern end of
the city’s large COG/Norfolk Southern rail yard, a branch line diverges
to run along Ninth Street through the city, then cross the Chattahoochee
River by way of a steel-frame, multi-span, deck-girder bridge. This SVAW
line turns to the southwest, and connects Columbus to Union Springs,
Troy, and Andalusia, Alabama. A second, similar bridge stretches across
the Chattahoochee River at the north end of downtown, proceeding forth
from the north end of the rail yard and running beside Railroad Avenue
to the river. This bridge carried SVAW trains towards Birmingham.
The line here forks, and trains could historically continue into Alabama
or turn north along First Avenue and depart Columbus for Raymond in
Coweta County. This Georgia SVAW route passes through the cities and
towns of Fortson, Cataula, Hamilton, Pine Mountain, Greenville, and
Luthersville before reaching Raymond, where it connects with the SVAW
line from Griffin to Carrollton. The former SG&NA line departs the COG’s
MACW line from the Experiment community in northwest Griffin, and
proceeds through Senoia, Turin, Sharpsburg, and Raymond in route
to and through Newnan. From Newnan, the line turns northwesterly
and continues through Sargent, Whitesburg, Carrollton, Bremen, and
Buchanan to Cedartown. The former CR&S mainline then runs northeast
to Rome, where it turns due west to negotiate mountainous terrain.
This avoidance alignment directed the line around the southern tail of
Lavender Mountain and Simm Mountain, and then northward again to
Holland and Lyerly in Chattooga County.
From Lyerly though Summerville to LaFayette and Rock Spring, the
SVAW’s track through northwestern Georgia follows a northeasterly
course, in order to stay within the valley running west of Taylor Ridge
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and Peavine Ridge. Leaving the Peavine Valley at Rock Spring, the SVAW
wends its way on a continuously curving path through Chickamauga and
Fort Oglethorpe to the Tennessee state line at Rossville.
The SVAW had three relatively short branches within Georgia. The Dewey
branch line tracked essentially west from Lyerly, south of Summerville in
Chattooga County, to the Alabama state line at the eastern base of Dirtseller
Mountain; little evidence of this dismantled branch was identified.
Likewise, the abandoned Durham branch, from Chickamauga to the site
of the defunct Durham mines, along a circuitous but essentially western
route, could only be identified at select locations in the field and in aerial
photography. The short, eastern Fort Oglethorpe branch, connecting to the
SVAW mainline at McFarland Gap, appears to have been obliterated by
modern development and highway construction.
The SVAW’s many miles of railbed through terrain defined by hills, valleys,
foothills, and mountains means that its rail corridor crosses numerous
creeks, branches, and other streams. It also crosses at least four major
rivers: the Flint, the Chattahoochee, the Coosa, and the Chattooga.
DETERMINATION OF NATIONAL REGISTER CONTRIBUTING
STATUS
The Savannah & Western Railroad’s (SVAW) main trunk line and its
short branches are all component parts of the Central of Georgia Railway
(COG) system. Therefore, the SVAW was evaluated as a complement
of component lines and shorter feeder branches, for their possible
collective contributions to the historic significance and potential
National Register-eligibility of the COG system. The COG is considered
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under Criterion A
in the areas of Commerce, Transportation, Exploration/Settlement,
Community Planning & Development, Ethnic Heritage - Black,
Military, and Entertainment/Recreation, and under Criterion C, in the
areas of Architecture and Engineering. The various railroad companies
comprising the full complement of the SVAW were evaluated under both
criteria, and were determined to be contributing, collectively, in the areas

of Commerce, Transportation, Community Planning and Development,
Architecture, and Engineering.
The SVAW was evaluated under Criterion A and appears to contribute to
the COG’s significance in the areas of Transportationand Commerce. The
SVAW’s main trunk route traveled along a general north-south axis along
Georgia’s western edge, from Americus through Columbus, then Newnan,
Carrollton, Cedartown, Rome, Chickamauga, and north to Chattanooga.
At Americus, the route connected with the COG’s SWST line, which
enabled farther travel into the state’s southwestern corner, including
Albany, Dawson, Cuthbert, and Blakely, as well as Eufaula and Dothan
in Alabama. Thus, the connectivity of the COG’s subsidiary systems,
the SVAW and the SWST, enabled railroad transport along almost the
state’s entire length, and the combined routes linked almost all the largest
cities and major commercial and trading centers along Georgia’s border
with Alabama. Moreover, the SVAW was connected at three points to the
COG’s central rail hub in Macon, via the SWST mainline at Americus,
the SWST’s Columbus branch from Fort Valley, and by the SVAW’s own
connector between Newnan and the COG’s MACW at Griffin.
Some of the SVAW’s destinations still served as important inland
steamboat ports during the latter part of the nineteenth century, when
most of the SVAW’s component lines were initiated. In addition to the
COG’s headquarters town of Savannah, Macon was the Fall Line port on
the Ocmulgee River, Columbus was founded for the same reason on the
Chattahoochee River, and Albany (on the SWST and linked to the SVAW
at Americus) constituted the northernmost reliably navigable point on
the Flint River. The Coosa River was even periodically navigable up to
Rome for shallow draft steamboats, barges, and flatboats. At its outset,
then, the SVAW lines also distributed freight further into the interior
from offloaded steamboats plying the respective rivers from the Atlantic
coast and the Gulf coast.
Hence, the SVAW provided important linkages between the coastal ports
and the inland markets and bountiful farmlands of southwest, west central,
and northwest Georgia, as well as east central and southeast Alabama. Due
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in part to their positions of geographic and logistical importance, and their
corresponding commercial usefulness, much of the former track mileage of
the SVAW remains in use today.
Many SVAW railcars once undoubtedly carried cotton, corn, hay, grains, and
other agricultural commodities across its service region. Other common
freight loads would have likely included felled timber, sawn lumber, or
other timber products, for the SVAW’s main route and its assortment of
short branches opened up lands along Georgia’s western edge to expanded
operations of local logging companies and saw mill operators. The SVAW
facilitated the growth of exports of agricultural products from throughout
west Georgia, including not only cotton and the aforementioned lumber
and pine products such as naval stores, but also fruits, nuts, and vegetables,
including the Georgia region’s hallmark staples of peaches, watermelons,
peanuts, and pecans. It created and operated a faster, more efficient means for
farmers, lumber companies, and other enterprises along the lines, as well as
those linked by connecting lines, to distribute their products. Conversely, it
allowed the easy importation of goods into western Georgia, often into areas
that were rural and otherwise isolated.
In adition, the SVAW was important to the late nineteenth century
development of mining activities in the state’s northwestern corner,
particularly for iron ore and coal extraction. The SVAW’s former spur
lines from Lyerly to Dewey, Alabama and from Chickamauga to the mines
atop Lookout Mountain, are representative of the SVAW’s service and
business activity in distributing minerals and raw materials. Interestingly,
although the SVAW was initially conceived primarily as a nearly direct
through-route between Savannah and Birmingham, it eventually provided
just as much or more area of coverage to mining operations in Georgia’s
northwest quadrant, as well as connectivity to Birmingham’s competitor in
steel production, Chattanooga, Tennessee. Many of the mines, mills, and
associated processing and refining industries in the region were historically
sited near the SVAW’s main route corridor.
For all these reasons, the SVAW facilitated commerce within its area of service
and the greater COG system, and so contributed to the overall prosperity of

the greater west Georgia region. Therefore, the SVAW conveys significance
in the area of Transportation and Commerce for its historically significant
contributions to the commercial development of southwest, west central, and
northwest Georgia, and as a historically significant segment of Georgia’s rail
transportation network. The SVAW was not only a productive component
of the COG system, it was also a part of the interconnected web of railroads
that provided thorough coverage of Georgia’s western regions through the
last half of the nineteenth century and into the twentieth century.
In the area of Community Planning and Development, the SVAW’s main
trunk route led to the development of numerous cities, towns, and smaller
settlements in west Georgia, for parts of its route was plotted through areas
of Georgia still sparsely settled even at the end of the nineteenth century.
Cities and towns such as Pine Mountain, Turin, Sharpsburg, Whitesburg, and
other communities were either entirely or largely the outgrowth of station
stops on the SVAW, and the linear layouts of their downtown commercial
centers, which emerged alongside and faced the rail corridor, reflect the
critical influence of the railroad’s course on local settlement patterns and
community planning. These towns and cities began to thrive and grow into
local or even regional commercial centers with the arrival of the SVAW
or its predecessor lines and the business activity they generated. Due to
the stimulus that the SVAW lines provided to the development of many
communities, many of which are still extant, the railroad contributes to the
COG’s significance in the area of Community Planning and Development.
The SVAW was likewise evaluated under Criterion C and appears to
contribute to the COG’s historic significance in the areas of Engineering
and Architecture. Although some of the SVAW lines have been abandoned
or taken out of service, some as recently as 2015, a great majority of the
SVAW’s total track mileage, at its fullest extent, is still active and in service.
Moreover, even though parts of the Columbus-Raymond and West RomeLyerly segments have been abandoned since the early 1980s, almost all
of their railbeds and route alignments remain intact, and are physically
represented by the their remnant sections of grades, rail cuts, and rail
embankments. In part due to the maintained rural nature of much of the
SVAW’s former service region in west Georgia, the essential linear quality
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and continuity of the SVAW’s abandoned rail segments have been mostly
preserved. In conjunction with the fully intact and in-service sections of
most of the SVAW’s main trunk route from Americus to Chattanooga, the
SVAW is still physically and visually present in its varying landscapes and
still conveys its historically significant design characteristics. The SVAW
thus remains a good and generally intact example of rail engineering and
construction during the second half of the nineteenth century, within west
Georgia’s varied topography of gently rolling to frequently hilly and even
mountainous terrain. Because they could not be positively identified in the
field or in aerial photography, the SVAW’s three branch lines to Dewey,
Alabama, Durham, and Fort Oglethorpe are considered non-contributing
based on their current known conditions.

to possess substantive integrity in the areas of location, setting, design,
materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. None of the main trunk
route’s lines has been relocated, and all but two segments are either still
active or intact, using the same alignments that have remained substantially
unchanged since their construction; therefore, the SVAW’s trunk route
retains integrity of location and setting. As the alignment and railbed,
including cuts and grades, remain intact, and other materials have been
upgraded only to enable continued operation of the line, where applicable,,
this route also substantially retains integrity of design, materials, and
workmanship. These multiple connected railroads that together formed the
SVAW also retain integrity of feeling and association, as they convey their
physical characteristics as historic railroad lines.

Also, at least seven rail depots across the full complement of SVAW
component lines are still extant. Some, such as the passenger depot in
Columbus, are union stations that served the SVAW and SWST passengers,
along with those of other railroads. This intact collection of depots includes
those that are positioned either on or nearby their original sites, adjacent
to the rail lines. Extant depots are located along the SVAW’s main trunk
route in Cataula, Greenville, Carrollton, Whitesburg, Summerville, and
Chickamauga. All of these remaining depots contribute to the COG’s
state level of significance in the area of Architecture, for they are, both
individually and collectively, good and intact, representative examples of
railroad station architecture in Georgia from the late nineteenth through
the early twentieth century. The depot at LaFayette is a recent construction
and therefore non-historic.

Ground-level field surveys of both the SVAW’s former Fortson (at the
Muscogee-Harris county line) to Raymond rail corridor and its West
Rome to Lyerly segment were also conducted, as was a review of available
historic maps and current aerial imagery. Both of these sections have been
determined to possess integrity in the areas of location, setting, feeling,
and association, and to retain substantive integrity in the areas of design,
materials, and workmanship. The alignments of these segments have
not been relocated, and they remain substantially unchanged since their
construction; therefore, these SVAW sections retain integrity of location
and setting. As almost all of the alignments and railbeds, including cuts
and grades, remain intact, despite abandonments beginning in the early
1980s and the subsequent removals of rails, ties, and ballast, these SVAW
segments still maintain a substantive level of integrity of design, materials,
and workmanship. These abandoned but contributing sections also
retain integrity of feeling and association, as they convey their linear and
continuous physical characteristics as segments of a historic railroad line.

Additionally, the SVAW’s remaining coaling tower, sited along the former
SG&NA line, just west of its junction with the former C&R line at Raymond,
once served COG trains on the SVAW subsidiary. Erected in 1926, it is a
now rare example of the once numerous coaling towers that were formerly
scattered throughout the state.
EVALUATION OF INTEGRITY
The SVAW’s main trunk route, which has always functioned as the COG’s
principal rail corridor along Georgia’s western edge, has been determined

Ground-level field surveys of the SVAW’s three short feeder branches,
the Dewey branch from Lyerly to Dewey, Alabama, the Durham branch
from Chickamauga to Durham, and the Fort Oglethorpe branch from
McFarland Gap to Fort Oglethorpe, were also conducted, as was a review
of available historic maps and current aerial imagery in these rail corridors’
vicinities. Along their long abandoned rights-of-way that were accessible
to the surveyors, some remaining evidence of the former railbeds or their
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infrastructure, such as level grades, cuts, or raised embankments, was found.
However, these same reviews indicated that numerous segments of both
branch lines have been disturbed or disrupted, in some cases by conversion
to paved roadways. It is possible that significant sections of the branch lines’
railbeds are still intact, but, if so, they were inaccessible to the surveyors
given their restricted access, and were not visible on aerial imagery.
Regardless, there now appear to be gaps in the continuity of these longabandoned sections of the SVAW system. Although some traces are extant
and discernable within their surrounding landscapes, the former Dewey,
Durham, and Fort Oglethorpe branches now appear to be separated into
numerous non-contiguous sections. Consequently, it has been determined
that the SVAW branches from Lyerly to Dewey, Alabama (near the Georgia
state line), from Chickamauga to Durham, and from McFarland Gap to
Fort Oglethorpe do not retain integrity in the areas of location, setting,
design, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. Therefore, on
balance, these three former SVAW dead-end spur lines no longer convey
their former standing as uninterrupted railroad corridors, and so cannot,
in their currently known conditions, contribute to the significance and
integrity of the SVAW or the greater COG system. In addition, no evidence
of the former mainline alignment between LaCrosse and Andersonville, in
Schley and Sumter counties, respectively, was collected; this segment is also
considered non-contributing.

structures, including the SVAW’s coaling tower along the Griffin-Newnan
line in Raymond, Coweta County, as well as the SVAW’s two steel-framed,
plated girder deck bridges over the Chattahoochee River at the north and
south ends of downtown Columbus.
At any locations along the corridor where there are intact depots now
located outside of rail rights-of-way, but immediately adjacent to them,
the proposed boundary projects from the rail right-of-way to include the
depot’s footprint, as well as any intact platforms or docks, any affiliated
structures such as the aforementioned coaling tower, and any intact sidings
or rail yards. The SVAW’s long-abandoned and non-contiguous branch
lines from Lyerly to Dewey, Alabama, from Chickamauga to Durham, and
from McFarland Gap to Fort Oglethorpe, as well as the BV&E segment
from LaCrosse to Andersonville, are non-contributing.
PREPARED BY
Steve Storey, David Ray, and Matt McDaniel

PROPOSED NATIONAL REGISTER BOUNDARY
The proposed National Register boundary for the SVAW corresponds to
its historic rights-of-way. These corridor rights-of-way extend the full
length of the SVAW’s main route from Americus to Columbus, Columbus
to Raymond, Griffin through Newnan to Carrollton, Carrollton to Rome,
and Rome to the Tennessee state line near Chattanooga. This proposed
boundary generally contains all National Register-qualifying characteristics
and features of the resource and includes the rail line’s alignment, consisting
of the railbed and other elements of the rail resource, including any extant
cuts, built-up grades and embankments. The boundary also includes
directly associated buildings, such as the eight extant depots indicated, and
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SVAW: Resource Location Map
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SVAW: Bumphead Road and Johnson Road, Americus, Sumter County

SVAW: Old Andersonville Road at Souther Field, Americus

SVAW: SR 71 and Lacrosse Road, LaCrosse, Schley County

SVAW: SR 26 and South Thompson Street, Ellaville, Schley County
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SVAW: Wall Road crossing, Walls Crossing, Schley County

SVAW: Doyle Road crossing, Doyle, Marion County

SVAW: Ellaville Road crossing, Buena Vista, Marion County

SVAW: Along McAllister Road, Zellobee, Marion County
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SVAW: Third Avenue crossing near Columbus rail yard, Columbus

SVAW: Along Railroad Street, Columbus

SVAW: Along Railroad Street at Second Avenue, Columbus

SVAW: Along First Avenue, Columbus
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SVAW: Second Avenue crossing at Twentieth Street, Columbus

SVAW: Along Kolb Avenue, Columbus

SVAW: Nankipooh vicinity, Muscogee County

SVAW: Barin Quarry site, Muscogee County
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SVAW: Fortson Road crossing, Fortson, Muscogee County

SVAW: Preston Road crossing, Rehobeth, Harris County

SVAW: Possible section house, Knowles Road, Rehobeth

SVAW: US 27/SR 1 at Lewis Circle crossing, Cataula, Harris County
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SVAW: Cataula depot

SVAW: Hudson Mill Road, Kingsboro, Harris County

SVAW: US 27/SR 1 at Watson Street, Hamilton, Harris County

SVAW: SR 116 crossing, Hamilton
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SVAW: Dogwood Lane crossing, Hamilton

SVAW: Railbed on Mountain View Drive, Hamilton

SVAW: Callaway Gardens, Pine Mountain vicinity, Harris County

SVAW: US 27/SR 1 overpass, Pine Mountain vicinity, Harris County
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SVAW: Along Main Street, Pine Mountain, Harris County

SVAW: Main Street at Broad Street crossing, Pine Mountain

SVAW: Rail cut at CR 106, White Sulphur Springs, Meriwether County

SVAW: SR 18 to SVAW bridge over ABC mainline, Durand, Meriwether County
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SVAW: Railbed along SR 18, Durand

SVAW: Along SR 18 from SR 194, Durand

SVAW: SR 18 crossing, Harris City, Meriwether County

SVAW: Greenville dopot, Meriwether County
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SVAW: CR 21 crossing, railbed on top of culvert, Primrose, Meriwether County

SVAW: SR 41 and Railroad Street, Luthersville, Meriwether County

SVAW: Rail cut at SR 41 crossing, Luthersville

SVAW: Bexton Road, Bexton, Coweta County
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SVAW: Wye junction to SVAW Griffin-Newnan line, Raymond, Coweta County

SVAW: Junction with MACW, Experiment Street, Experiment, Spalding County

SVAW: Junction with MACW, Experiment Street, Experiment

SVAW: Old Atlanta Road, Experiment
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SVAW: Cheatham Road crossing, Esmond, Spalding County

SVAW: Vaughn Road crossing, Rio, Spalding County

SVAW: South Bendview Drive, Vaughn, Spalding County

SVAW: Old Highway 85 Connector, Brooks, Fayette County
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SVAW: Chestlehurst Road, Chestlehurst, Coweta County

SVAW: Barnes Street crossing, Senoia, Coweta County

SVAW: Brown Road, Peeks Crossing, Coweta County

SVAW: North Hunter Street crossing, Turin, Coweta County
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SVAW: Main Street crossing, Sharpsburg, Coweta County

SVAW: Raymond-Sheddan Avenue, Raymond, Coweta County

SVAW: Coal tower, Raymond

SVAW: SVAW at AWP crossing and coal tower, Newnan, Coweta County
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SVAW: Bonnell Street crossing, Newnan

SVAW: First Avenue crossing, Newnan

SVAW: Along SVAW and Atlanta & West Point, Newnan

SVAW: Railroad cut along Second Avenue, Newnan
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SVAW: Spring Circle Park, Newnan

SVAW: Main Street bridge, Newnan

SVAW: Washington Street crossing, Newnan

SVAW: Henry Bryant Road overpass, Sargent, Coweta County
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SVAW: Chattahoochee River bridge, Sargent

SVAW: Plant Yates, Sargent

SVAW: Welcome Sargent Road, Sargent

SVAW: Depot Street crossing, Whitesburg, Carroll County
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SVAW: Along Whitesburg Church Road, Whitesburg

SVAW: Whitesburg depot

SVAW: US 27/SR 1 overpass, Whitesburg

SVAW: Wansley Junction, Whitesburg vicinity, Carroll County
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SVAW: Alabama Street crossing, Carrollton, Carroll County

SVAW: Bradley Street from depot, Carrollton

SVAW: Bradley Street crossing, Carrollton

SVAW: Carrollton depot
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SVAW: Croft Street bridge, Carrollton

SVAW: Maple Street crossing, Carrollton

SVAW: Aycock Street, Carrollton

SVAW: Clem Lowell Road crossing, Carrollton vicinity, Carroll County
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SVAW: Bagwell Road crossing, Carrollton vicinity, Carroll County

SVAW: Smyrna Church Road crossing, Carrollton vicinity, Carroll County

SVAW: From US 27/SR 1 bridge, Bowdon Junction, Haralson County

SVAW: Walnut Hill Road crossing, Bowdon Junction
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SVAW: Hamilton Street crossing, Bremen, Haralson County

SVAW: US 27/SR 1 Bus. bridge, Bremen

SVAW: Jackson Street, Bremen

SVAW: Hamilton Street, Bremen
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SVAW: Along Carrollton Street, Bremen

SVAW: Bryan Street crossing, Bremen

SVAW: Along Miller Academy Road, Bremen vicinity, Haralson County

SVAW: Miller Academy Road crossing, Bremen vicinity, Haralson County
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SVAW: Depot Street crossing, Buchanan, Haralson County

SVAW: Van Wert Street bridge, Buchanan

SVAW: Van Wert Street bridge, Buchanan

SVAW: SR 120 bridge, Buchanan
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SVAW: Tallapoosa River bridge, Buchanan

SVAW: Along Ten Oaks Road, Felton, Haralson County

SVAW: Cobb Mountain Road South crossing, Felton

SVAW: Ellawood Avenue, Cedartown, Polk County
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SVAW: Fletcher Street crossing, Cedartown

SVAW: Drummond road crossing, Cedartown vicinity, Polk County

SVAW: Lake Creek Road and Puckett Road, Cedartown vicinity, Polk County

SVAW: Railbed at Reeceburg Relay Road, Silver Creek, Floyd County
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SVAW: Along Marable Way, Rome

SVAW: Oostanaula River bridge, Rome

SVAW: US 27/SR 1 bridge over railbed, Rome

SVAW: US 27/SR 1 crossing, Rome
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SVAW: Huffaker Road, Huffaker, Floyd County

SVAW: Railbed at Big Texas Valley Road, Coosa vic., Floyd County

SVAW: Along Old Holland Road, Holland vic., Chattooga County

SVAW: SR 100 crossing, Holland, Chattooga County
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SVAW: Holland-Chattoogaville Road crossing, Holland

SVAW: Alpine Street crossing, Lyerly, Chattooga County

SVAW: Alpine Street, Lyerly

SVAW: Chattooga River, Taliaferro Springs Road, Lyerly
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SVAW: Raccoon Creek Road crossing, Berryton, Chattooga County

SVAW: Along Dovers Cut Road, Berryton

SVAW: US 27/SR 1 crossing, Summerville, Chattooga County

SVAW: Summerville depot
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SVAW: Dowdy Park, Summerville

SVAW: East Washington Street crossing, Summerville

SVAW: Penn Street bridge, Summerville

SVAW: Turntable, Summerville
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SVAW: US 27/SR 1 crossing, Summerville

SVAW: Along Club Drive, Trion, Chattooga County

SVAW: Chattooga River bridge, Trion

SVAW: Culberson Avenue crossing, LaFayette, Chattooga County
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SVAW: SR 136 crossing, LaFayette

SVAW: SR 193 crossing, LaFayette

SVAW: SR 337 crossing, LaFayette

SVAW: Non-historic LaFayette depot
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SVAW: Conley Drive crossing, Rock Spring, Walker County

SVAW: Thacker Drive crossing, Rock Spring

SVAW: Access Road crossing, Chickamauga, Walker County

SVAW: US 27/SR 1 overpass, Chickamauga
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SVAW: Gordon Street, Chickamauga

SVAW: Chickamauga depot at Gordon Street

SVAW: Gordon Street crossing, Chickamauga

SVAW: McFarland Avenue, Fort Oglethorpe, Catoosa County
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SVAW: Williams Lane crossing, Fort Oglethorpe vicinity, Catoosa County

SVAW: McFarland Avenue, Rossville, Dade County

SVAW: Gordon Street, Rossville

SVAW: Along West Lake Avenue, Rossville
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SVAW: Durham branch, Coke Oven Road, Chickamauga, Walker County

SVAW: Coke ovens, Chickamauga

SVAW: Coke ovens, Chickamauga

SVAW: Wallaceville School Road, Chickamauga
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SVAW: Durham mines at Durham Road, Chickamauga

SVAW: SR 193 crossing, Cenchat, Walker County

SVAW: Powder Springs Circle, Cench

SVAW: SR 157 at Hinkle Road, Hinkle, Walker County
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SVAW: Vulcan Road, Hinkle

SVAW: Vulcan Road near Rock Creek, Hinkle
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SOUTHWESTERN RAILROAD (SWST)
Other names: South-Western Railroad
System: Central of Georgia
NR Evaluation: Eligible (Contributing)
Physical Status: Mixed (Active and Abandoned segments)
Current owner: Norfolk Southern (entirety of

Macon-Albany mainline; Columbus branch);
Georgia Southern Railway (Perry branch); Georgia
Southwestern Railroad (Montgomery branch from
Smithville to Eufaula, AL; Dothan branch from
Albany to Hilton)
Acquisitions: Georgia & Florida Railroad;
Muscogee Railroad

Successors: Central of Georgia Railway; Norfolk

Southern

Location: Main Trunk Line: Macon through

Fort Valley, Americus and southward to Albany;
Columbus branch: Fort Valley to Columbus, via
Reynolds and Butler; Perry branch: Fort Valley to
Perry; Montgomery, Alabama branch: Smithville
to Georgetown/Eufaula, Alabama and onward,
via Dawson, Shellman, and Cuthbert; Fort Gaines
branch: Cuthbert to Fort Gaines; Dothan, Alabama
branch: Albany to Columbia, Alabama and onward
to Dothan via Arlington and Blakely

DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY
One of Georgia’s oldest railroads, the Southwestern Railroad (SWST) was
chartered in 1845 to build a railroad from Macon through southwestern
Georgia to the lower Chattahoochee River. Construction began around
1848 and proceeded slowly. By 1852, the rails had been laid from Macon
only as far as the west bank of the Flint River at Oglethorpe. The next
year, the line was extended to Americus, aided by a $75,000 investment by
Americus citizens.
At Fort Valley, a branch was built westward to meet the unfinished
Muscogee Railroad, a 50-mile long line begun in 1847 as a Columbusto-Macon route. However, the Muscogee Railroad failed to complete the
line, and the SWST stepped in to complete the connection from its main
line to the Muscogee’s eastern end, at Butler. By June 1853, the connection
was complete and Columbus had its railroad to Macon. The Muscogee
Railroad was consolidated into the SWST’s corporate structure in 1856, but
continued using its own name for a time after.
In 1857, the SWST purchased the rail line between Americus and Albany
then under construction by the Georgia & Florida Railroad. Chartered in

CENTRAL OF GEORGIA (COG)
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1852, this company had completed about 25 miles of track running south
from Americus. The SWST pushed the project to completion, and the
Georgia & Florida Railroad company was fully consolidated into the SWST
in late 1859.
Following acquisition and integration of the Georgia & Florida Railroad,
the SWST then built a branch route that ran westward towards Cuthbert
and the Chattahoochee River. The branch diverged from the Macon-toAlbany mainline at Smithville, about twelve miles south of Americus. Three
miles west of Cuthbert, the rails branched again, with one line leading west
to Georgetown and crossing the Chattahoochee into Eufaula, Alabama,
and the other running southwest to Fort Gaines. Both segments were
completed in 1860.
As was the case for most antebellum Southern railroads, much of the
construction work was done by slaves. In 1850, for example, the SWST was
the third largest slaveholder in the state.
On June 24, 1869, the SWST system was leased to the Central of Georgia
(COG). Under the COG’s long-term operational lease, the SWST continued
to construct branch lines, adding Albany to Arlington (36 miles) in 1873,
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Fort Valley to Perry (12 miles) in 1875, Arlington to Blakely (13 miles) in
1881, and, crossing the Chattahoochee River again, Blakely to Columbia,
Alabama (12 miles) in 1889.
For a number of years, the railroad’s timetables were published under the
heading “Central and South-western Railroads of Georgia.” By the latter
part of the 1880s, the “South-western” part had been de-emphasized,
with the railroad being listed as a division within the COG’s timetables.
In 1954, the COG finally acquired a majority of the SWST’s stock and
formally made the railroad an integral part of its own company.
DESCRIPTION
Of the SWST’s once well-developed network, including branch lines and
short feeder lines, across central and southwestern Georgia, only one short
branch line has been abandoned or taken out of service within Georgia:
the antebellum branch line to Fort Gaines from the Montgomery branch
line at Cuthbert. All the remainder of the SWST trackage, from its fullest
extent within Georgia, is still in service and active use. Hence, a large
overall percentage of the SWST’s historic track mileage within Georgia is
still intact and in regular operation.
Main Trunk Line: The SWST connects to the southern and western end of
the COG mainline at Macon’s now abandoned and disused COG rail yard.
Located beyond, or southwest of Terminal Station, the vacant land of the
COG’s now defunct rail yard is bounded roughly by Fifth Street, Seventh
Street, Bay Street, and, at the north end, Poplar Street, also the south end
of the block containing Terminal Station. The rail yard’s physically and
visually impressive coaling tower, perhaps Georgia’s largest, still stands
along the yard’s far southern edge. A short distance south of the yard’s
southern throat, the SWST also connects with the Macon & Western
(MACW’s) mainline’s southern end, at the Edgewood community along
Edgewood Avenue.
From this junction, the SWST mainline generally follows a course that is
roughly parallel to SR 49, southwesterly to Americus. In route, the line

passes through the cities and towns of Byron, Fort Valley, Marshallville,
Montezuma, Oglethorpe, and Andersonville, along with other smaller
communities and former station stops. Between Montezuma and
Oglethorpe, the line crosses the Flint River over a steel deck girder bridge.
In Americus, the line transitions from a southwesterly to a due south
orientation, and generally parallels US 19/41. The line continues through
Smithville and Leesburg to Albany, continuing through the COG’s Albany
rail yard to a terminus on the north side of Albany’s 1857 and 1912 depot
buildings, sited at the east end of Roosevelt Avenue.
Five branch lines emanate from the SWST main trunk line, usually on
east-west orientations.
Columbus branch: The Columbus branch line diverges from the SWST
mainline immediately south of Fort Valley’s 1871 freight depot, crossing
SR 49 and then passing through residential neighborhoods on the city’s
west side. After following a curving course that carries the line under
SR 96/Fall Line Freeway, the branch line crosses the Flint River and
then realigns with SR 96 on the east side of Reynolds, running along
the highway’s north side. From Reynolds westward through Butler and
Howard to Junction City, the line generally runs close alongside SR 96’s
north side. At Junction City, the recently developed four-lane freeway
bridges the Columbus branch again, and the railroad remains to the
highway’s south side the remainder of the way into Columbus. At the
Schatulga community, an original railroad stop, the alignment turns to
the southwest and follows the Bull Creek stream valley. It follows the
west bank of Bull Creek southwesterly to what is referred to as Muscogee
Junction. Two other lines converge at this point: the former Buena Vista &
Ellaville Railroad of the COG’s Savannah & Western (SVAW) subsidiary,
and the former Columbus Southern Railway of the Seaboard Air Line
Railway’s Georgia & Alabama Railway subsidiary. The SWST turns back to
the northwest, and all three lines run through a shared corridor alongside
the Weracoba Creek stream valley and Cusseta Road to the Columbus rail
yard’s southern entrance.
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Perry branch: The Perry branch line diverges from the SWST mainline
immediately across from where the Columbus branch begins. The Perry
branch typically adheres closely to the south side of US 341. Along Perry’s
western edge, the line follows the northern bank of Big Indian Creek,
which it roughly follows into and through downtown Perry. The line ends
alongside a saw mill at the intersection of Jernigan and Ball streets.
Montgomery, Alabama branch: The Montgomery branch line diverges
from the SWST mainline in Lee County, immediately north of the Smithville
depot. In fact, the depot is still situated on its original site within the fork
of the two lines. From Smithville to Dawson, the line follows a deadstraight tangent to the southwest, running adjacent to SR 118’s north side.
In Dawson, the line turns to the west, and stays on the south side of US 82
through Shellman and Cuthbert and onward to Georgetown, crossing the
Chattahoochee River to Eufaula, Alabama. The bridge into Eufaula includes
dual spans, each consisting of a steel-framed through truss. In the area
west of Cuthbert, the branch line becomes quite winding to negotiate the
steep topography that characterizes this western edge of Georgia along the
Chattahoochee River’s east side. In fact, the line’s curving course is derived
from the numerous waterways the railbed follows between Cuthbert and
Georgetown: Taylor Branch to Hog Creek, then Holanna Creek to the
Morris community and westward, and finally tracking Cotton Creek’s
stream valley from the west bank of Pataula Creek towards Georgetown.
Fort Gaines branch: The only SWST branch that is now abandoned, this
dead-end feeder line connected to another Chattahoochee River port at
Fort Gaines. The largely intact railbed can still be discerned on current
aerial imagery, departing the Smithville-Eufaula alignment along the
western edge of Cuthbert. Essentially, the line to Fort Gaines roughly
follows the course of SR 266. The rail corridor stays on SR 266’s east side,
until crossing near Randolph County CR 17/Mitchell Grove Road. Soon
thereafter, the former rail right-of-way now passes directly in front of the
parking lots for Randolph County High School. It crosses back to the south
and east side of SR 266 in the Coleman community. There, just west of the
crossing of CR 160/Hangman Road, the rail line roughly follows Caney

Branch and its stream valley to Clay County’s Jones Crossing community,
where the railbed once again converges with SR 266and follows toward
Fort Gaines. Between the defunct Pecan community and Fort Gaines, the
alignment utilizes relatively level grade available along the northern bank
of Cemochechobee Creek and crosses SR 39. The SWST never entered
downtown Fort Gaines, instead staying on the low river plain between the
city’s westernmost Bluff Street and the Chattahoochee River’s east bank.
Dothan, Alabama branch: The Dothan branch line continues as an
extension from the SWST mainline’s south end, at the southern end of
the Albany rail yard. Whereas the mainline dead ends into the rear of the
two Albany depots, the branch line runs on a curving wye track that turns
westward, crosses North Washington Street and enters Roosevelt Avenue’s
street surface. The tracks run due west down the middle of Roosevelt
Avenue all the way through downtown Albany, only separating onto its own
dedicated right-of-way to the west of North Davis Street. From its North
Slappey Boulevard crossing in Albany, this branch line follows an essentially
straight line southwest through Leary and Arlington to the eastern outskirts
of Blakely, where the railroad converges with SR 62. The line and highway
there both curve to the south, to adopt a tangent to Columbia, Alabama.
The railroad passes along the northern edge of downtown Blakely. Between
Albany and the Chattahoochee River, the railroad roughly follows a similar
course to SR 62; between Leary and Arlington, the corridor travels directly
beside the highway’s southern edge. The Dothan branch line’s bridge over
the Chattahoochee River features a central, through-truss span, with steel
deck girders to either side.
DETERMINATION OF NATIONAL REGISTER CONTRIBUTING
STATUS
The Southwestern Railroad’s (SWST’s) main trunk line and its five
branches are all component parts of the Central of Georgia Railway
(COG) system. All but two (the Muscogee Railroad’s Columbus-toMacon project, and the Georgia & Florida Railroad’s Americus-toAlbany project) are original construction projects of the SWST; four are
of antebellum or Civil War-period origin, initiated between 1848 and
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1860. Therefore, the SWST mainline and branch lines were evaluated
for their possible collective contributions to the historic significance and
potential National Register-eligibility of its parent system, the COG. The
COG system is considered eligible for the National Register of Historic
Places under Criterion A in the areas of Commerce, Transportation,
Exploration/Settlement, Community Planning and Development,
Ethnic Heritage - Black, Military, and Entertainment/Recreation, and
under Criterion C, in the areas of Architecture and Engineering. The six
connected tangents comprising the full complement of the SWST were
evaluated under both criteria, and were determined to be contributing,
collectively, in the above areas.
The SWST was evaluated under Criterion A and appears to contribute to the
COG’s significance in the areas of Transportation, Commerce, Community
Planning and Development, Ethnic Heritage-Black, and Military. The
SWST’s northeast-southwest oriented main trunk line traveled from
Macon southwesterly to Albany, the commercial and trading center and
largest city in Georgia’s southwestern corner. The railroad’s name was
further validated, and its intended greater service area achieved, through
its numerous east-west oriented branches from this main trunk line. The
SWST thus connected the three largest cities of Georgia’s central, west
central, and southwestern regions, respectively, by way of its routes from
Macon to Albany and Macon to Columbus (through Fort Valley). Since
the SWST lines connecting these three cities were antebellum, all three still
served as important inland steamboat ports. Macon was the Fall Line port
on the Ocmulgee River, Columbus was founded for the same reason on
the Chattahoochee, and Albany constituted just about the northernmost
reliably navigable point on the Flint River. At its outset, at least, the SWST
lines also distributed freight further into the interior from offloaded
steamboats plying the respective rivers from the Atlantic coast and the Gulf
coast.
Hence, the SWST provided important linkages between the coastal ports
and the inland markets and bountiful farmlands of southwest Georgia, as
well as east central and southeast Alabama. Due in part to their positions of
geographic and logistical importance, and their corresponding commercial

usefulness, a vast majority of the former SWST railroad lines are still in use
today.
Many SWST railcars undoubtedly carried cotton, corn, hay, or other
agricultural commodities across the region, but other common freight
loads would have likely included felled timber, sawn lumber, or other
timber products, for the SWST’s main trunk line and its assortment of
branch lines opened up southwest Georgia to expanded operations of
local logging companies and saw mill operations. The SWST facilitated
exports of agricultural products from across southwest Georgia, including
not only cotton and the aforementioned lumber and pine products such
as naval stores, but also fruits, nuts, and vegetables, including the Georgia
region’s hallmark produce of peaches, watermelons, peanuts, and pecans.
It created and operated a faster, more efficient means for farmers, lumber
companies, and other enterprises along the lines, as well as those linked by
way of the numerous interchanges with other connecting lines, to distribute
their products. Conversely, it allowed the easy importation of goods into
southwest Georgia, often into areas that were rural and otherwise somewhat
isolated. For all these reasons, the SWST facilitated commerce within its
area of service and the COG system, contributed to the overall prosperity
of southwest Georgia.
Therefore, the SWST presents significance in the area of Transportation
and Commerce for its historically significant contributions to the
commercial development of southwest Georgia and as a historically
significant segment of Georgia’s rail transportation network. The SWST
was not only a productive component of the COG system, it was also a part
of the interconnected web of railroads that provided thorough coverage
of Georgia’s southwestern quadrant through the last half of the nineteenth
century and into the twentieth century.
In the area of Community Planning and Development, the SWST’s main
trunk line and its emanating branches led to the development of numerous
cities, towns, and smaller settlements in southwest Georgia, for parts of its
route were plotted through areas of Georgia that were still sparsely settled
even towards the end of the nineteenth century. Cities and towns such as
Reynolds, Butler Junction City, Smithville, Shellman, Leary, and Arlington
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were either entirely or largely the outgrowth of station stops on the SWST
main trunk line or its branches. The linear layouts of their downtown
commercial centers, which emerged alongside and faced the rail corridor,
reflect the critical influence of the railroad’s course on local settlement
and community planning. These towns and cities began to thrive and
grow into local or even regional commercial centers with the arrival of
the SWST or its predecessor lines and the business activity they generated.
Due to the stimulus that the SWST provided to the development of many
southwest Georgia communities, most of which are still extant, the
railroad conveys a local level of significance in the area of Community
Planning and Development.
As a railroad entity consisting of a mainline and three branches that were
originally constructed during the antebellum period, these four linear
resources also convey significance in the area of Ethnic Heritage—Black.
Manual slave labor was almost universally employed to build Georgia’s
pre-Civil War railroads, and the SWST’s remaining and intact grades,
cuts, fills, structures such as stone culverts, and other elements built
during the antebellum period physically convey African-Americans’
historically significant contributions to the construction of the state’s
railroad infrastructure. The entirety of the SWST mainline, including the
Columbus, Montgomery, and Fort Gaines branches, all contribute to this
significance.
Antebellum components of the SWST have also been determined to
convey significance in the Military area due to their historically notable
roles within the context of the Civil War in Georgia. As the only antebellum
railroad network in in west central and southwest Georgia at the outbreak
of hostilities, the SWST system was critical for distributing goods and
supplying rations and reinforcements. Connecting to the Macon &
Western Railroad (MACW) mainline at Macon, it was one of two railroads,
the other being the Atlanta & West Point, that connected Georgia’s inland
railroad hub cities of Macon and Atlanta to the agricultural regions of
west and southwest Georgia. The SWST was the only line that extended far
into southwest Georgia and its fertile and prolific farming regions, which
became relied upon as one of the “breadbaskets” of the Confederacy. The

SWST’s antebellum lines were also involved with two other notable events
in the war. The SWST’s Columbus branch constituted the sole railroad line
into this important industrial city, whose water-powered mills along the
Chattahoochee River and numerous foundries produced textiles, clothing,
munitions, and other goods and equipment necessary to conducting the
war effort. Columbus was not captured until late in the war, and so was able
to maintain its manufacturing activity longer than many other Confederate
industrial centers. Much of Columbus’s industrial output was shipped over
SWST tracks to Fort Valley and then north to Macon. Also, the existence and
alignment of the SWST’s mainline was a crucial determinant in the selection
of the Andersonville prison camp for captured Union Army soldiers. These
prisoners of war were transported to Andersonville almost exclusively by
way of SWST trains. For all these reasons, the SWST’s antebellum system,
consisting of its mainline, Columbus branch, Montgomery branch, and
Fort Gaines branch together present a state level of significance for its
involvement in military activities and operations during the course of the
Civil War in Georgia.
The SWST was likewise evaluated under Criterion C and appears to
contribute to the COG’s historic significance in the areas of Engineering
and Architecture. Although one of the SWST’s branch lines was
abandoned in 1966, a great majority of the SWST’s total track is still in
service. Moreover, even though the Fort Gaines branch has now been
abandoned for a half century, almost all of its railbed and route alignment
remain intact, and it is physically represented by the line’s remnant
sections of grades, rail cuts, and rail embankments. In part due to the
rural landscape of southwest Georgia, the essential linear quality and
continuity of the SWST’s Fort Gaines branch has been mostly preserved.
In conjunction with the fully intact and in-service segments of the
original main trunk line and its four other branches, all of the SWST’s rail
corridors are physically and visually present in the landscape, and they
still convey their historically significant design characteristics. The SWST
thus remains a good and generally intact example of rail engineering and
construction during the second half of the nineteenth century, within the
varied topographic context of the nearly level, gently rolling, to even hilly
terrain of southwest Georgia.
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Also, numerous rail depots across the full complement of SWST component
lines are still extant. Some, such as those at Macon, Columbus, Albany,
Arlington, and Oglethorpe, are union stations that served COG and SWST
passengers, along with those of other railroads. SWST depots includes
those along the SWST main trunk line in Macon, Byron, Fort Valley,
Marshallville, Montezuma, Oglethorpe, Smithville, Leesburg, and Albany,
as well as branch line depots at Reynolds, Butler, Shellman, Leary, and
Arlington. One additional SWST depot is still extant, but does not stand
at its original location. The SWST’s Perry depot was moved away from the
Perry branch line’s rail corridor in about 1985, but it remains in the city.
All of these remaining depots contribute to the COG system’s state level of
significance in the area of Architecture, for these are, both individually and
collectively, good, representative examples of railroad station and railroad
building architecture in Georgia from the mid-nineteenth through the
early twentieth century.
Additionally, Macon’s COG coaling tower, which once served the COG
mainline, the SWST, and the MACW, is a now rare example of the once
numerous coaling towers that were formerly located throughout the state.
EVALUATION OF INTEGRITY
The SWST’s mainline, the COG’s principal rail corridor from Macon into
Georgia’s southwestern corner, has been determined to possess integrity
in the areas of location, setting, design, materials, workmanship, feeling,
and association. Likewise, the SWST’s Columbus, Perry, Montgomery,
and Dothan branches have also been determined to possess integrity in
the same areas. These SWST lines have not been relocated and all five are
still in service, using the same alignments that have remained substantially
unchanged since their construction; therefore, these lines retain integrity of
location and setting. As their alignments and roadbeds, including cuts and
grades, remain intact, and other materials have been upgraded to enable
continued operation of the lines, the mainline and active branches also
substantially retain integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. The
five connected railroad lines also retain integrity of feeling and association,
as they convey their physical characteristics as historic railroad lines.

A ground-level field survey of the SWST’s former Fort Gaines corridor
was also conducted, as was a review of available historic maps and current
aerial imagery. The Fort Gaines branch has been determined to possess
integrity in the areas of location, setting, design, materials, workmanship,
feeling, and association. The alignment of this antebellum branch has
not been relocated, and its alignment remains substantially unchanged
since its construction; therefore, this resource retains integrity of location
and setting. As almost all of its alignment and railbed, including cuts
and grades, remain intact, despite its abandonment in 1966 and the
subsequent removals of rails, ties, and ballast, this component of the
SWST still maintains a substantive level of integrity of design, materials,
and workmanship. This short, dead-end branch line also retains integrity
of feeling and association, as it conveys its linear and continuous physical
characteristics as a historic railroad line.
PROPOSED NATIONAL REGISTER BOUNDARY
The proposed National Register boundary for the SWST’s contributing
mainline and branch lines correspond to these railroad lines’ historic
rights-of-way. These corridor rights-of-way extend the full length of the
SWST mainline from Macon to Albany, the full lengths of the Columbus,
Montgomery, and Dothan branches within Georgia, the full length
of the Perry branch, and the full length of the abandoned Fort Gaines
branch. This proposed boundary generally contains all National Registerqualifying characteristics and features of the resource and includes the
rail lines’ alignments, consisting of the railbeds and other elements of the
rail resource, such as any extant cuts, built-up grades and embankments,
as well as buildings, such as depots or structures, including the SWST’s
coaling tower at the COG’s Macon rail yard, and the SWST’s two steelframed, through-truss bridges over the Chattahoochee River into Eufaula
and Columbia, Alabama.
At any locations along the corridor where there are intact depots now
located outside of rail rights-of-way, but immediately adjacent to them,
the proposed boundary projects from the rail right-of-way to include the
depot’s footprint, as well as any intact platforms, docks, sidings, or rail yards.
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The Perry depot has been moved from its original location to another site
in the downtown area ; nevertheless, the depot is still within proximal
distance of its original rail corridor. Hence, the SWST’s former COG
depot in Perry also constitutes a contributing feature, even though it has
been moved a short distance from the railroad right-of-way; its building
footprint is proposed as a perimeter boundary for this non-contiguous but
contributing resource.
The present Andersonville depot building is a contributing resource, but
it contributes to the Atlanta, Birmingham & Coast system, not the COG
system. The building was originally the ABC’s depot at Mauk in Taylor
County; it was moved to Andersonville during the 1970s.
PREPARED BY
Steve Storey, David Ray, and Matt McDaniel
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SWST: Resource Location Map
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SWST: Macon Terminal Station, Fifth Street

SWST: COG rail yard coaling tower, Macon

SWST: SWST head track, Edgewood Avenue, Macon

SWST: Edgewood Avenue, wye junction with MACW, Macon
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SWST: MACW to SWST junction, Macon

SWST: Edgewood, Macon

SWST: Along Tuft Springs Road at Terra Cotta, Bibb County

SWST: Walden Road, Walden, Bibb County
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SWST: Walden Road crossing, Walden, Bibb County

SWST: Byron depot at Main Street crossing, Peach County

SWST: Fort Valley passenger depot, Peach County

SWST: Fort Valley control tower and office, Main Street, Fort Valley
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SWST: Fort Valley freight depot

SWST: Peach-Macon county line

SWST: Along SR 49, Macon County

SWST: Marshallville depot at Main Street crossing, Macon County
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SWST: Montezuma depot, Macon County

SWST: Flint River bridge; ABC bridge in distance, Macon County

SWST: SR 49/90 at ABC MAIN and SWST crossing, Oglethorpe, Macon County

SWST: Clifton Bradley Drive at Macon County courthouse, Oglethorpe
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SWST: Oglethorpe union depot for COG and ABC

SWST: CR 296 crossing, Clearview, Macon County

SWST: SR 228 at relocated ABC Andersonville depot, Sumter County

SWST: CR 366 crossing, Arles, Sumter County
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SWST: Lee Street crossing, Americus, Sumter County

SWST: McGarrah Street crossing, Americus

SWST: SR 3 at Five Points Road, Sumter City vicinity, Sumter County

SWST: SR 3 at Sumter City Road, Sumter City, Sumter County
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SWST: SR 118 crossing, Smithville, Lee County

SWST: Smithville depot

SWST: SR 118 crossing, Smithville

SWST: Fourth Street crossing, Leesburg, Lee County
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SWST: Leesburg depot

SWST: Albany yard office at Seventh Avenue crossing, Albany

SWST: COG Albany yard office

SWST: Albany yard along North Washington Street
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SWST: 1857 SWST Albany depot at North Washington Street

SWST: 1912 Albany Union Station

SWST: Columbus branch, Fort Valley COG office tower

SWST: Fort Valley passenger depot
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SWST: Fort Valley freight depot

SWST: Cummings Road, Nakomis, Crawford County

SWST: Along Railroad Street, Reynolds, Taylor County

SWST: Reynolds depot
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SWST: Butler depot at Chestnut Street crossing, Taylor County

SWST: Along SR 96, Mizell, Taylor County

SWST: Wesley Church Road, Howard, Taylor County

SWST: Possible section house, Junction City, Talbot County
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SWST: ABC overpass, Junction City, Talbot County

SWST: Along SR 96, Geneva, Talbot County

SWST: Jenkins Road, Box Springs, Talbot County

SWST: Chattsworth Road overpass, Columbus vicinity, Muscogee County
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SWST: Along SR 96 at Pope Road, Columbus vicinity, Muscogee County

SWST: Along SR 96 at Technology Parkway, Columbus

SWST: Andrews Road crossing, Muscogee Junction, Columbus

SWST: East Tenth Street at Columbus rail yard
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SWST: Columbus Union Station, Sixth Avenue

SWST: Thirteenth Street viaduct over Columbus yard

SWST: Perry branch, Fort Valley freight depot, Railroad Street, Peach County

SWST: Railroad Street across wye, Fort Valley
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SWST: Branch wye at Railroad Street, Fort Valley

SWST: CR 184 along SR 7, Fagan, Peach County

SWST: CR 184 crossing, Fagan

SWST: Camp John Hope Road, Fagan
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SWST: US 341/SR 7, Myrtle, Peach County

SWST: Clopine Lake Road crossing, Clopine, Peach County

SWST: Main Street crossing, downtown Perry, Houston County

SWST: Main Street crossing to Evergreen Cemetery, Perry
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SWST: Perry yard

SWST: Jernigan Street crossing, Perry

SWST: Terminus at Jernigan Street and Ball Street, Perry

SWST: Montgomery branch, Smithville depot, Lee County
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SWST: Wye to Smithville depot

SWST: SR 3 and SR 118 crossing, Smithville

SWST: Kinchafoonee Creek, Terrell-Lee county line

SWST: Idle Road, Bronwood vicinity, Terrell County
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SWST: Johnson Street crossing, Bronwood, Terrell County

SWST: CR 82 crossing, Terrell County

SWST: Chickasawhatchee Creek, Dawson vicinity, Terrell County

SWST: Augusta Street, Dawson, Terrell County
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SWST: SR 520 crossing, Dawson

SWST: Bear Bend Road crossing, Graves vicinity, Terrell County

SWST: Stone arch culvert, Walk-Ikey Creek, Terrell County

SWST: SR 50 at Maerick Road, Graves, Terrell County
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SWST: SR 41 crossing, Shellman, Randolph County

SWST: Shellman depot, Railroad Street

SWST: Patchitla Road, Patchitla, Randolph County

SWST: US 27/SR1 crossing, Cuthbert, Randolph County
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SWST: Andrew Street crossing, Cuthbert

SWST: Springvale Road crossing, Springvale Station, Randolph County

SWST: Rail alignment along treeline, Morris, Quitman County

SWST: Stone arch culvert, Morris vicinity, Quitman County
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SWST: Lower Hatcher Road crossing, Hatcher, Quitman County

SWST: SR 39 at Wire Bridge, Quitman County

SWST: Chattachoochee River bridge, Georgetown vicinity, Quitman County

SWST: Dothan branch, West Roosevelt St. at North Washington St., Albany
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SWST: Roosevelt Street at North Davis Street, Albany

SWST: Along West Broad Avenue, Albany

SWST: Westover Boulevard crossing, Albany

SWST: Eight Mile Road, Walker, Dougherty County
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SWST: Kiokee Creek, Dougherty County

SWST: Mud Creek Road at Walker Ducker Road, Ducker, Dougherty County

SWST: Pine Island Road at Magnolia Plantation, Ducker

SWST: SR 62 crossing, Bermuda, Calhoun County
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SWST: Section house, SR 37 at SR 62, Leary, Calhoun County

SWST: Leary depot

SWST: Ichawaynochaway Creek, Calhoun County

SWST: SR 62 at Burning Bush Road, Commissary Hill, Calhoun County
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SWST: Arlington Union depot, Calhoun County

SWST: Highland Avenue crossing, Arlington

SWST: Seaboard Air Line wye to SWST at Arlington depot

SWST: Arlington Avenue crossing, Blakely, Early County
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SWST: Along Maple Street, Blakely

SWST: Along Maple Street to Blakely yard

SWST: Blakely yard

SWST: Church Street Road crossing, Blakely
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SWST: Luke Station Road crossing, Luke, Early County

SWST: SR 62 crossing, Rock Hill vicinity, Early County

SWST: Chattahoochee River bridge from SR 62, Columbia, Alabama vicinity

SWST: Fort Gaines branch, CR 129 crossing, Randolph County
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SWST: SR 266 at CR 17, railbed is thicket to left, Randolph County

SWST: SR 266 at CR 17, Randolph County

SWST: Railbed, SR 266 at CR 17, Randolph County

SWST: Railbed at SR 266 at CR 17, Randolph County
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SWST: Rail cut, SR 266 at CR 17, Randolph County

SWST: Rail cut, SR 266 at CR 17, Randolph County

SWST: Railbed embankment, Randolph County High School, Coleman vic.

SWST: Rail berm at Randolph County High School, Coleman vic.
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SWST: Railbed embankment at Randolph County High School, Coleman vic.

SWST: Chestnut Street crossing, Coleman, Randolph County

SWST: Chestnut Street at CR 191, Coleman

SWST: CR 160, alignment at treeline, Coleman
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SWST: Cemochechobee Creek tributary, Pecan, Clay County

SWST: Railbed over culvert, SR 266, Pecan

SWST: SR 39 crossing, alignment along treeline at right, Killen, Clay County

SWST: Troupe Street, Fort Gaines, Clay County
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SWST: Troupe Street crossing, Fort Gaines

SWST: Troupe Street crossing, Fort Gaines
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UPSON COUNTY RAILROAD (UPSO)
Other names: Thomaston branch
System: Central of Georgia Railway
NR Evaluation: Eligible (Contributing)
Physical Status: Active
Current owner: Norfolk Southern
Predecessors: Thomaston & Barnesville Railroad/Thomaston Branch Railroad
Location: Barnesville, Lamar County to Thomaston, Upson County

DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY
This 16-mile long rail line from Thomaston through Upson County to
Barnesville was originally built by the Thomaston & Barnesville Railroad.
Although the company had been chartered as early as 1839, this branch
line, also called the Thomaston Branch Railroad, did not open until 1856.
By connecting to the older, already existing Macon & Western (MACW)
mainline at Barnesville, it gave Thomaston and the northern part of
Upson County a rail link to both Macon and Atlanta, as well as the other
lines that connected at these two major rail hubs.
The Thomaston & Barnesville was reorganized as the Upson County
Railroad (UPSO) in 1860. Destroyed during the Civil War, at the same time
that much of the MACW was being damaged, the branch line was rebuilt
in 1870. From the early 1870s, the UPSO was controlled by the Central of
Georgia (COG), which eventually acquired all of its stock outright.
DESCRIPTION
The UPSO is still intact and in operation by Norfolk Southern. For most
of its length from Barnesville to Thomaston, the line runs right along
and beside SR 36’s west side, passing through the small communities of
Topeka Junction, The Rock, and McKinney. In Barnesville, the branch
line curves away to the south from the COG’s former MACW mainline,

CENTRAL OF GEORGIA (COG)
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diverging just south of the intersection of Market and Greenwood streets,
only a couple of blocks south of the still extant Barnesville depot, which
UPSO passengers used. UPSO trains can be switched and cars transferred,
as they historically might have been, at Barnesville’s narrow rail yard that
begins just north of the depot and the Main Street crossing. Barnesville’s
Adams Street now follows the curvilinear wye of the UPSO’s approach/
exit at Barnesville; the line connects with SR 36 south of town.
Around the McKinney community, the alignment of the former Macon
& Birmingham Railroad joined the older UPSO alignment, converging
with and running parallel along the UPSO’s east side into Thomaston.
The two lines forked on the edge of the city, with the Macon &
Birmingham staying eastward, adhering to the SR 36/Barnesville
Highway corridor through the city’s northeast corner, and the UPSO
arcing away to the west and across the city’s north side. The UPSO was
for many years a dead end line, ending along North Hightower Street
on the north side of downtown, as is illustrated on the 1921 edition of
the Sanborn Map Company’s Fire Insurance Map. After the Macon &
Birmingham’s bankruptcy and closure in 1922-23, the COG purchased
that line’s track in Thomaston and connected the two lines to create the
present return loop for the UPSO. Also, the COG utilized the former
Macon & Birmingham track for siting of its replacement Thomaston
depot, constructed in 1927 along Railroad Street.
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The UPSO branch crosses no rivers along its course, but it does retain
numerous culverts, made of stone, brick, or timber, that cross under the
railbed. Most of these appear to date from the nineteenth century, some
possibly even from the line’s original antebellum development.
NATIONAL REGISTER CONTRIBUTING STATUS
The Upson County Railroad (UPSO) is a component of the COG system;
the COG system is considered eligible for the National Register of Historic
Places under Criterion A in the areas of Transportation, Commerce,
Community Planning and Development, Exploration/Settlement, Ethnic
Heritage – Black, Military, and Entertainment/Recreation, and under
Criterion C in the areas of Architecture and Engineering (see System
Property Information Form). The UPSO, which was acquired by the
COG and consolidated into that system, was evaluated for its possible
contributions to the historic significance and potential National Register
eligibility of the COG system.
The UPSO was evaluated under Criterion A and appears to contribute to
the COG’s historic significance in the areas of Transportation, Commerce,
Community Planning and Development, and Ethnic Heritage - Black.
During its period of operation before and as part of the COG system, the
UPSO was an important local branch line that connected the system to
Thomaston, not only the county seat but also the commercial, industrial,
and residential center of Upson County. Situated amidst the hilly terrain
east of the Flint River, Thomaston was and continues to function as a sizable
hub city near the center of the geographic triangle formed by the larger
cities of Macon, LaGrange, and Columbus. At the time of the Thomaston
& Barnesville Railroad’s founding, Barnesville was slightly smaller in
population than Thomaston, as it remains today, but it was situated along
the MACW mainline. The Thomaston branch line would have carried
goods and passengers to and from the MACW mainline, thus facilitating
and encouraging general commerce in Thomaston, Barnesville, and Upson
County, as well as industrial growth in Thomaston.

In fact, the railroad was critical to the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century development of industry in Thomaston. Before the Civil War, the
city featured, along its outskirts, a fairly significant cotton mill, whose
products would have been exported to larger markets by way of the
UPSO. At the turn of the century, the development of Thomaston Mills
was the first of several major textile mills and associated mill villages
constructed in Thomaston in the first half of the twentieth century; others
included additional Thomaston Mills plant facilities and Martha Mills/
BF Goodrich. All of these mills were either sited directly alongside the
UPSO or on short spurs, as raw materials and other supplies were shipped
in by rail, and finished textile products were then shipped out on trains.
In addition, the UPSO would have collected and distributed the various
products raised, grown, or harvested on the farms or in the forests of Upson
County and the surrounding counties, such as cotton and livestock, or
the peaches from the once numerous orchards in western Upson County.
Thus, the UPSO’s physical presence and economic stimulus strongly
affected Thomaston’s growth and development, and had a similar if lesser
effect on the rural area, farmsteads, and few small communities along the
line between Barnesville and Thomaston, such as The Rock.
As a railroad entity that includes significant sections of railbed and track
originally established and constructed during the antebellum period, this
resource also conveys significance in the area of Ethnic Heritage—Black.
Manual slave labor was almost universally employed to build Georgia’s
pre-Civil War railroads, and the remaining and intact grades, cuts, fills,
culverts and other infrastructural elements of the UPSO’s mainline
from Barnesville to Thomaston, constructed during the antebellum
period, physically convey African-Americans’ historically significant
contributions to the construction of the state’s railroad infrastructure.
The UPSO, which evolved from the antebellum Thomaston & Barnesville
Railroad, thus potentially contributes to the COG system’s significance
in this area.
The UPSO was evaluated under Criterion C and appears to contribute to the
COG’s historic significance in the areas of Engineering and Architecture.
The UPSO is intact and remains in service; thus the alignment, including
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associated cuts, grades, embankments, and select structures such as
numerous original culverts of brick or stone, has been preserved. The
UPSO is therefore representative of railroad design, including alignment,
grading, and construction, from the mid-nineteenth century when it was
constructed. In addition, a single COG depot on the UPSO remains extant
on its original site at the line’s southern terminus along Railroad Street in
Thomaston. It is a good, intact example of early-twentieth-century depot
construction in Georgia.
EVALUATION OF INTEGRITY
The UPSO has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location,
setting, design, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. The
railroad has not been relocated, and its alignment remains unchanged
since its construction; therefore, the resource retains integrity of location
and setting. As the alignment and roadbed, including cuts and raised
grades, remains intact and in service, the resource also maintains integrity
of design, materials, and workmanship. The railroad also retains integrity
of feeling and association, as it conveys its physical characteristics as a
historic railroad line.
PROPOSED NATIONAL REGISTER BOUNDARY
The proposed National Register boundary for the UPSO corresponds to
the railroad’s historic rights-of-way. This proposed boundary generally
contains all National Register-qualifying characteristics and features
of the resource and includes the railroad’s alignment, consisting of the
railbed and other elements of the rail resource, such as any extant cuts
and built-up grades and embankments. The proposed boundary also
projects out from the rail right-of-way, as necessary, to include the line’s
extant depot at Thomaston.
PREPARED BY
Steve Storey, David Ray, and Matt McDaniel
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UPSO: Resource Location Map
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UPSO: COG MAIN junction, Adams Street, Barnesville

UPSO: US 341/SR 7 crossing, Barnesville

UPSO: Along SR 36 at McCollum Road, Lamar County

UPSO: SR 36 at Famro Road, Topeka Junction, Upson County
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UPSO: Stone culvert, The Rock vic., Upson County

UPSO: Along SR 36, The Rock, Upson County

UPSO: North Hightower Street at Third Avenue, Thomaston, Upson County

UPSO: Thomaston depot at US 19/SR 3/North Center Street
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WRIGHTSVILLE & TENNILLE RAILROAD (WRTN)
Other names: N/A
System: Central of Georgia Railway
NR Evaluation: Mixed (Contributing and Non-

contributing segments)
Physical Status: Active, Inactive, and
Abandoned
Current owner: Norfolk Southern Railway
(Tennille to Dublin)
Predecessors: Wrightsville & Sun Hill

Railroad; Dublin & Wrightsville Railroad
Acquisitions: Empire & Dublin Railroad;
Oconee & Western Railroad; Dublin &
Southwestern Railroad Successors: Seaboard
System Railroad; CSX Transportation
Location: Tennille, Washington County, to
Dublin, Laurens County, via Wrightsville;
branch lines from Dublin to Hawkinsville,
Pulaski County, and Eastman, Dodge County

DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY
The Wrightsville & Tennille Railroad (WRTN) was chartered in 1883 to
build a line from the Central of Georgia (COG) mainline at Tennille to
Wrightsville, about 17 miles south in Johnson County. Three years later,
in 1886, the WRTN merged with the newly completed 19-mile Dublin
& Wrightsville Railroad, creating a 36-mile line south from Tennille to
Dublin. In the 1889 edition of The Official Railway List, the WRTN reported
operating 36 miles of railroad, 3 locomotives, 2 passenger cars, and 5 freight
and miscellaneous cars. In 1896, the WRTN also bought the Dublin-toHawkinsville line of the Oconee & Western Railroad and consolidated it
into its own operations in 1899; thus, the WRTN grew to a 75-mile line
from Tennille to Hawkinsville.
The Oconee & Western Railroad was originally developed as the Empire
& Dublin Railroad (E&D). Chartered in December 1888, the E&D
completed in 1889-90 a 40-mile line connecting Dublin and Hawkinsville,
but the route was itself an outgrowth of an earlier logging railroad. The
1891 edition of Poor’s Manual of Railroads noted that the company
“acquired 11 miles of road from Empire towards Dublin, built several
years ago by the Empire Lumber Co., rebuilt it in 1889, and extended it
to Hawkinsville and Turkey Creek, 32 miles in same year. Extension from
Turkey Creek to Dublin built in 1890. Surveys completed for an extension
from Hawkinsville to Grovania, Ga., on the Georgia Southern & Florida

CENTRAL OF GEORGIA (COG)
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RR., a distance of 13 miles. Receiver appointed in December, 1890.” The
E&D was planning a 32-mile extension from Hawkinsville to Fort Valley,
where it would connect with the COG’s Southwestern Railroad (SWST)
line between Macon and Albany.
In 1890, the E&D had five locomotives and 60 freight cars. Its president
was J.C. Anderson of Chattanooga, Tenn., and its vice president was J.W.
Hightower of Empire. The railroad’s offices were in Empire, a station stop
along the Southern Railway’s East Tennessee, Virginia & Georgia mainline.
In 1892, the E&D was reorganized as the Oconee & Western Railroad
(O&W). In the 1894 edition of The Official Railway List, the O&W reported
operating 40 miles of railroad with 3 locomotives, 1 passenger car, and 30
freight and miscellaneous cars.		
According to the 1897 edition of Poor’s Manual of Railroads, the grading
for a westward extension to Grovania, 13 miles west of Hawkinsville, had
been completed, and the State Railroad Commission listed the O&W in
its 1893 report as a 53-mile line between Dublin and Grovania. But the
extension, although fully surveyed and at least partially graded, was not
completed. Hence, in its 1897 report, the State Railroad Commission
listed the O&W as a 40-mile Dublin-Hawkinsville line. The following
year’s report did not include the O&W at all, instead indicating that the
route was now part of the WRTN.
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In 1907, the WRTN also acquired the Dublin & Southwestern Railroad,
a 28-mile long line between Dublin and Eastman, another town along
the ETVG mainline. The Dublin & Southwestern was chartered in 1904
to build a railroad from Dublin southwest to Eastman, and farther
southwest to Abbeville and the Seaboard Air Line. The line was completed
to Eastman in 1905, but the proposed extension to Abbeville was never
realized, perhaps because of the cost of bridging the Ocmulgee River.
The Dublin & Southwestern would be the last addition to the WRTN,
also called the “Wiggle and Twist” for the many curves along its route.
In 1941, both branches from Dublin, Hawkinsville and Eastman, were
abandoned, leaving several communities in Dodge and Laurens counties
without rail service.
Although it had been owned by the COG since 1899, the WRTN operated
independently for most of its existence. In 1971, it was formally merged
into the parent line and today its remaining Tennille to Dublin alignment
serves as a branch of Norfolk Southern Railway.
DESCRIPTION
As its name indicates, the WRTN began as a feeder line to the COG mainline
at Tennille. The line was initially developed simply to provide rail service to
Wrightsville and Johnson County. This feeder line function was extended
farther south to Dublin in 1886, when the WRTN merged with the Dublin
& Wrightsville Railroad. For about five years, the WRTN provided the only
railroad service to Wrightsville and Dublin.
However, after the new Macon, Dublin & Savannah Railroad reached Dublin
in 1891, the WRTN’s initial status as a simple, dead-end feeder branch was
elevated to that of an independent bridge line railroad, and the WRTN has
continued to perform this function up to the present. As such, the WRTN
first provided rail service to the small cities, towns, and communities between
the COG at Tennille and the MD&S at Dublin. This area of coverage was
expanded dramatically by the WRTN’s acquisition of the Oconee & Western
Railroad’s line, from Dublin to Hawkinsville in 1899, and of the Dublin &
Southwestern Railroad from Dublin to Eastman, in 1907.

The WRTN departs the COG mainline at downtown Tennille’s east end, at a
wye junction signed “Tennille Wye.” Both the eastern and western segments
of the WRTN’s three-way wye interchange are still in place, connecting to
the COG between its Fourth Street and Acme Road crossings. From here
and en route to Dublin, the line passes through Harrison in Washington
County, Donovan, Wrightsville, and Spann Meadows in Johnson County,
and Lovett, Manning, Brewton, Condor, and East Dublin in Laurens
County. South of Wrightsville, the line crosses over the Ohoopee River.
The WRTN joined the MD&S, which was later absorbed by the Seaboard
Air Line Railway, in East Dublin on the Oconee River’s east bank; the
forked junction is located between the river crossing and the present
roadbed of Nathaniel Drive. The WRTN’s locomotive maintenance facility
and workshop was located in East Dublin, and no evidence yet obtained by
surveyors confirms the WRTN’s entrance into downtown Dublin prior to
completion of the MD&S.
It appears likely that the WRTN gained trackage rights on the MD&S and
utilized its Oconee River bridge to connect to its later Hawkinsville and
Eastman branches; these both depart Dublin from the river’s west side. Or,
since the WRTN was the older rail line, it is also possible that the MD&S
actually leased trackage rights over the bridge and track from the WRTN.
Current aerial imagery and ground-level reconnaissance indicates that the
WRTN and MD&S separated at a forked junction between the Grady and
Troup street crossings; whereas the MD&S tracks veered due westward, the
WRTN branch maintained the same northeast-southwest axis of the shared
rail corridor through downtown Dublin. A section of Dublin’s Academy
Avenue between Kingsby Street and Kellam Road may now utilize the
former WRTN right-of-way, or run immediately parallel to and alongside
it. Traces of a second, western wye connector are still evident through
undeveloped land between SR 257/Marion Street and Academy Avenue.
Segments of the former Eastman branch’s railroad right-of-way and railbed
appear to have been similarly adapted for use as local city streets in both
Rentz and Cadwell, aptly named in both places as Railroad Avenue and
Railroad Street. The former Dublin & Southwestern line passes through
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these two Laurens County communities, and through Dodge County’s
Plainfield, in route to Eastman. The WRTN connected there to the Southern
Railway’s former Macon & Brunswick/East Tennessee, Virginia & Georgia
mainline; it tied-in at a wye junction just west of the city’s extant depot,
between the Sixth and Ninth Avenue crossings.
The Hawkinsville branch passed through Dexter in Laurens County, and
Chester, Yonkers, and Empire in Dodge County. Parts of SR 257 may utilize
segments of the former rail right-of-way in Dexter, Chester, and through
Yonkers. From Hartford, on the Ocmulgee River’s east bank across from
Hawkinsville, the WRTN tied into the Southern Railway’s own Hawkinsville
branch line from Cochran. The WRTN gained trackage rights over the
Southern’s line into the north side of downtown Hawkinsville, including
the use of its Ocmulgee River bridge and of Hawkinsville’s union depot.
Norfolk Southern continues to operate the WRTN between Tennille
and Dublin. The long-abandoned Eastman and Hawkinsville branches
have been substantially disrupted through obscuration and destruction
resulting from a combination of neglect and local agricultural and
commercial development.
Two WRTN buildings are known to be extant. The lines 1903 office is
located in Tennille; it actually overlooks South Central Avenue and the
COG rather than the WRTN. A depot is located at Wrightsville.
NATIONAL REGISTER CONTRIBUTING STATUS
The Wrightsville & Tennille Railroad (WRTN) is a component of the
Central of Georgia (COG) system; the COG system is considered
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under Criterion A
in the areas of Transportation, Commerce, Community Planning and
Development, Exploration/Settlement, Military, Ethnic Heritage—Black,
and Entertainment/Recreation, and under Criterion C in the areas of
Architecture and Engineering (see System Property Information Form).
The WRTN, which was acquired by the COG and consolidated into
that system, was evaluated for its possible contributions to the historic
significance and potential National Register eligibility of the COG system.

Due to its status as one of the COG’s network of affiliated bridge lines
and feeder lines, the WRTN appears to contribute to the COG system’s
significance in the areas of Commerce, Transportation, and Community
Planning and Development. For a duration of over 130 years that
continues through the present, the WRTN has played a supportive role in
the COG system’s overall state and local levels of significance in the areas
of Commerce and Transportation, even though its fullest extent, inclusive
of two branches, only operated as such for about 35 years. It benefited east
central Georgia in these areas by providing farmers, merchants, shippers,
and passengers with additional outlets and points of connection to other
mainlines, and thus contributing to the overall prosperity of Washington,
Johnson, Laurens, Pulaski, and Dodge Counties.
WRTN railcars once undoubtedly carried cotton, the region’s former
agricultural staple, but likely also grains, hay, livestock, and other farm
products grown or raised in the area. Potentially even more common
freight loads would have included felled timber, sawn lumber, or other
timber products, for the WRTN opened up the lands of its service area to
expanded operations of local logging companies and saw mill operators.
It created a faster, more efficient means for farmers, lumber companies,
and other enterprises throughout the region to ship their products to
either the important railroad hubs in Macon and Augusta or to Savannah’s
Atlantic coast port. Conversely, it allowed the easy importation of goods
into east central Georgia. The WRTN would have carried commodities,
goods, and passengers to, from, and through the region, thus facilitating
and encouraging commerce in the WRTN’s area of service and throughout
the greater COG system.
The WRTN also contributes to the COG’s historic significance in the
area of Transportation. For a relatively brief period in the early twentieth
century, the WRTN operated as a component link in an extensive chain
of independent railroads that could, through connections and transfers,
offer route lengths and joint utility comparable to the major mainlines,
although probably less efficiently. For instance, the Augusta Southern
Railroad, which interchanged with the COG mainline at a wye track
directly across the COG from the WRTN’s own northern junction in
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Tennille, advertised links to the WRTN on its own 1895 timetable. In
fact, this “Map of Augusta Southern R.R. & Connections” even highlights
the WRTN’s route to Hawkinsville as part of the Augusta Southern route,
even though it only had connectivity, or possibly trackage rights. For about
a decade after 1911, a passenger could conceivably board an Augusta
Southern train in Augusta, transfer to a WRTN train in Tennille, and then,
in Hawkinsville, transfer once more to a Hawkinsville & Florida Southern/
Gulf Line Railway train, thereby potentially traveling south to Camilla in
Mitchell County, all by way of rail lines linked end-to-end.
Even apart from the benefit of its southern branches to Hawkinsville
and Eastman, the WRTN mainline between Tennille and Dublin
has long functioned as a connector between the COG mainline and
the Seaboard Air Line’s MD&S mainline in Dublin. Therefore, the
line achieved significance in the area of Transportation, for being a
productive component and branch of the COG system and also a part of
the interconnected web of railroads that provided thorough coverage of
east central Georgia during the last quarter of the nineteenth century and
through the twentieth century.
In the area of Community Planning and Development, the WRTN led
to the development or expansion of numerous small cities and towns
along its route. Cities, towns, and communities such as Harrison, Lovett,
Brewton, Dexter, Chester, Rentz, Cadwell, and Plainfield, among others,
were either entirely or largely the outgrowth of WRTN station stops. The
linear layouts of their downtown commercial centers, which typically
emerged alongside and either faced or were perpendicular to the rail
corridor, reflects the critical influence of the railroad’s course on local
settlement and community planning. Due to the stimulus that the WRTN
provided to the development of numerous communities, almost all of
which are still extant, the railroad presents a local level of significance in
the area of Community Planning and Development.
The WRTN also has been determined to contribute to the COG system’s
eligibility under Criterion C, due to its significance in the areas of
Engineering and Architecture. The WRTN’s original mainline from

Tennille to Dublin is still fully intact, although some segments below
Wrightsville are in limited use. Although not all of the Tennille-Dublin
alignment remains in active service, the line is intact and retains its track.
Thus, this segment of the WRTN alignment, including its associated cuts,
grades, embankments, and select structures such as trestle bridges, has
been preserved. The WRTN’s original mainline is therefore representative
of railroad design, including alignment, grading, and construction, from
the late-nineteenth century when it was constructed. In addition, one
WRTN depot still stands at its original site in Wrightsville. This 1900
depot has been recently rehabilitated and is a good and intact example of
depot construction in Georgia at the turn of the twentieth century.
Likewise, the WRTN’s two-story, high-style office building, opened on the
railroad’s twentieth year of operation in 1903, is the signature building
for the rail line, as the company’s director and its architect intended. .
This prominent and relatively rare rail office building was constructed
by notable local architect, Charles E. Choate (1865-1929), who worked
primarily in and around Sandersville but completed commissions across
the southeast. An ordained minister, Choate designed several churches;
his portfolio generally reflected the Richardsonian Romanesque style
popular in the early twentieth century. Although now utilized as a
residence, the building’s exterior is entirely original, allowing it to
constitute a good, intact, and noteworthy example of railroad building
architecture within Georgia.
EVALUATION OF INTEGRITY
The WRTN’s intact Tennille to Dublin alignment has been determined
to retain integrity in the areas of location, setting, design, materials,
workmanship, feeling, and association. These intact segments, from
Tennille through Wrightsville and on to Dublin, have not been relocated
and remain unchanged since their construction between 1883 and 1886.
Therefore, these two integrated WRTN sections, which originated as the
Wrightsville & Tennille and Dublin & Wrightsville railroads, respectively,
retain integrity of location and setting. As the alignments and roadbeds of
these segments, including cuts and raised grades, remain fully intact, the
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WRTN’s original mainline also maintain integrity of design, materials,
and workmanship. It also retains integrity of feeling and association, as it
conveys the physical characteristics of a historic railroad line.
Ground-level field surveys of the WRTN’s two separate southern branches
to Hawkinsville and Eastman, originally developed as the Oconee &
Western Railroad and the Dublin & Southwestern Railroad, respectively,
were also conducted, as was a review of available historic maps and current
aerial imagery. Along the long-abandoned rights-of-way for these WRTN
component branches that were accessible to the surveyors, some remaining
evidence of their former railbeds or infrastructure, such as level grades,
cuts, raised embankments, was readily found.
However, these same reviews indicated that numerous segments of the
railroad line between Dublin and Hawkinsville and Dublin and Eastman
have been disturbed and disrupted by active cultivation of fields through
which the alignments passed, by the ongoing implementation of silvaculture
in the lines’ vicinities, and by heavy commercial development along the
Interstate 16 and US 441 corridors across Dublin’s south side. It appears
that some distribution centers, and even the campus of a local community
college/technical school, have been recently constructed over the rail
corridors of both branches. Likewise, the wide rights-of-way for I-16 and
US 441/Dublin Bypass have been constructed perpendicularly through and
across the WRTN’s former Hawkinsville and Eastman lines. South of I-16
and Dublin, repeated plowing for agriculture or the maintenance of pine
plantations has erased or obscured the remains of the two railbeds. It is
possible that substantial segments of railbed are still intact, but, if so, these
were inaccessible to the surveyors given their restricted access, and were
not visible in aerial imagery.
Regardless, there are substantial verifiable gaps in the continuity of these two
abandoned branches of the former WRTN system. Although some railbed
traces are extant and discernable within their surrounding landscapes,
the former alignments are now separated into numerous non-contiguous
segments. Consequently, it has been determined that the WRTN branches
from Dublin to Hawkinsville and from Dublin to Eastman do not retain
integrity in the areas of location, setting, design, materials, workmanship,

feeling, and association. On balance, these former WRTN lines no longer
convey their former standing as uninterrupted railroad corridors, and so
cannot, in their currently known condition, contribute to the significance
and integrity of the WRTN or the greater COG system.
PROPOSED NATIONAL REGISTER BOUNDARY
The proposed National Register boundary for the WRTN corresponds to
its historic railroad rights-of-way between Tennille and East Dublin, which
date from between 1883 and 1886. These nineteenth-century rights-ofway include the intact sections of both the original Wrightsville & Tennille
Railroad and the Dublin & Wrightsville Railroad, which were joined
together in 1886.
This boundary contains all National Register-qualifying characteristics and
features of the resource and includes the railroad’s currently active and/or
intact alignment, consisting of the railbed and other elements of the rail
resource, such as any extant cuts and built-up grades and embankments.
The contributing segments collectively include the line from its northern
junction with the COG mainline in Tennille to its southern junction with
the Seaboard Air Line’s MD&S branch line in Dublin. The southern junction
is located in East Dublin, between the Oconee River and East Dublin’s
Nathaniel Drive crossing. The proposed boundaries also project out from
the rail right-of-way, as necessary, to include the Wrightsville depot.
The 1903 WRTN office building is also a contributing resource; it has
never been moved from its original location at the intersection of South
Central Avenue and First Street in Tennille. However, its site actually only
fronts the COG mainline and not a section of the WRTN itself, although
WRTN trains historically parked along sidings off the COG’s SavannahMacon line, many undoubtedly stopping or switching cars directly in front
of the office building. Due to its visual and associative prominence and its
once critical function to the company’s operational history, the WRTN’s
former main office building constitutes a contributing feature; its building
footprint is proposed as a perimeter boundary for this non-contiguous but
contributing resource.
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The WRTN’s twin southern branches, the former Oconee & Western
Railroad from Dublin to Hawkinsville, and the former Dublin &
Southwestern Railroad, from Dublin to Eastman, do not retain integrity
and are non-contributing.
PREPARED BY
Steve Storey, David Ray, and Matt McDaniel
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WRTN: Resource Location Map
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WRTN: Along South Central Avenue, Tennille, Washington County

WRTN: WRTN office building, South Central Avenue, Tennille

WRTN: Tennille depot along COG mainline, Main Street crossing

WRTN: Tennille wye from Fourth Street, WRTN diverges to right
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WRTN: Wye track to COG mainline, Tennille

WRTN: WRTN yard at Second Avenue, Tennille

WRTN: King Road crossing, Peacock Crossing vicinity, Washington County

WRTN: Along North Railroad Avenue, Harrison, Washington County
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WRTN: Donovan Road crossing, Donovan, Johnson County

WRTN: Along Donovan Road, Donovan

WRTN: East College Street crossing, Wrightsville, Johnson County

WRTN: Wrightsville depot
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WRTN: Along CR 519, Lovett, Laurens County

WRTN: Lovett-Scott Road crossing, Lovett

WRTN: CR 37 crossing, Manning, Laurens County

WRTN: Brewton Creek trestle, Laurens County
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WRTN: CR 52 crossing, Brewton, Laurens County

WRTN: Nathaniel Drive at SAL (MD&S) junction, East Dublin, Laurens County

WRTN: SAL Oconee River bridge, Dublin, Laurens County

WRTN: Dublin yard, Franklin Street
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WRTN: Hawkinsville branch, poss. junction, SR 257 at Industrial Blvd., Dublin

WRTN: CR 335 crossing, central treeline is railbed, Haylow, Laurens County

WRTN: Railbed at CR 335 crossing, Haylow

WRTN: CR 354/Pinehill Road crossing, Laurens County
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WRTN: Along CR 354/Pinehill Road (possible railbed), Laurens County

WRTN: Railbed, SR 257 at Indian Cove Road, Vincent, Laurens County

WRTN: Possible railbed along SR 257, Dexter vicinity, Laurens County

WRTN: CR 318/Railroad Street, Dexter, Laurens County
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WRTN: Area of alignment, Main Street, Dexter

WRTN: Along SR 257, Dexter

WRTN: Rail cut, SR 331 at Alcorn Circle, Alcorns, Laurens County

WRTN: Old Railroad Bed Road, Chester vicinity , Dodge Co.
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WRTN: Wynne Street (railbed), from SR 257/SR 126, Chester, Dodge County

WRTN: SR 257 at Macedonia Road, Yonkers, Dodge County

WRTN: Along shared SOU railbed, Third Street, Hawkinsville, Pulaski County

WRTN: Hawkinsville union depot
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WRTN: Eastman branch, rail cut, US 441/Dublin Bypass, Dublin

WRTN: Approximate alignment, CR 474, Oconee Fall Line Tech, Dublin

WRTN: Possible CR 292 crossing, Garretta, Laurens County

WRTN: Railroad Street, Rentz, Laurens County
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WRTN: Railroad Street, Rentz

WRTN: Railroad Street, Cadwell, Laurens County

WRTN: Railroad Street at SR 126, Cadwell

WRTN: SR 117 at Alligator Creek, railbed at right, Dodge County
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CENTRAL OF GEORGIA (COG)
Wrightsville & Tennille System Feature Inventory Form

WRTN: Railbed along Fire House Road, Plainfield, Dodge County

WRTN: Main Street crossing, Plainfield

WRTN: Approximate alignment, West Main Street at Ninth Avenue, Eastman

WRTN: SOU Eastman depot at Fifth Avenue and WRTN junction
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